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Abstract
In this thesis, we develop quantitative performance analyses for a variety of quantum com-
munication/computation systems that have the common feature of employing neutral atoms
for storage/processing and photons for qubit transmission. For most of these systems, there
is a lack of a precise performance analysis to enable a comparison between different scenarios
from a top-level system standpoint. One main goal of this thesis is to fill that gap, thus
providing quantum system designers with realistic estimates of system performance that can
guide and inform the design process.
For many applications in quantum communication and distributed quantum processing,
we need to share, in advance, an entangled state between two parties. Thus, entanglement
distribution is at the core of long-distance quantum communication systems. It not only
includes generation and transmission of entangled states, but it also requires storing them
for further processing purposes. Whereas the photons are the prime candidate for the former
task, they are not appropriate for long-time storage and processing. Metastable levels in
some alkali atoms, e.g., rubidium, are attractive venues for quantum storage. In this thesis,
we study several basic quantum memory modules-all based on single trapped atoms in
high-finesse optical cavities-and analytically evaluate how efficiently they can be loaded
with (entangled) quantum states. We propose a non-adiabatic mechanism for driving off-
resonant Raman transitions that can be used in loading trapped-atom quantum memories.
Our method is more flexible than its adiabatic counterpart in that it allows use of larger
cavities and a larger class of driving sources.
We also describe two proposed implementations for long-distance quantum commun-
ication-one that uses trapped atoms as quantum memories and another that employs
atomic ensembles for quantum storage. We provide, for the first time, a detailed quan-
titative performance analysis of the latter system, which enables us to compare these two
systems in terms of the fidelity and the throughput that they achieve for entanglement
distribution, repeater operation, and quantum teleportation.
Finally, we study quantum computing systems that use the cross-Kerr nonlinearity be-
tween single-photon qubits and a coherent mode of light. The coherent beam serves a
mediating role in coupling two weak single-photon beams. We analytically study this struc-
ture using a continuous-time formalism for the cross-Kerr effect in optical fibers. Our results
establish stringent conditions that must be fulfilled for the system's proper operation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Possibilities for revolutionary improvements in computation, measurement, and secure com-
munication have motivated physicists, mathematicians, and engineers to work towards har-
nessing the mysterious features of quantum mechanics to build a real functional Quantum
Computer. A quantum computer, by definition, is an apparatus that controls quantum fea-
tures of a system and uses them for the sake of computation. Whereas a classical digital
computer works in the discrete space of binary numbers. a quantum computer is allowed to
use any superposition state in the complex vector space that describes its underlying phys-
ical system. Since the initial speculations on the computational capability of fundamental
quantum systems [1, 2, 3], such as atoms, molecules, and photons, many efforts have been
taken to implement a scalable quantum computing system. This is required to perform the
first promising applications of quantum computers, the Shor's [4] and the Grover's [5] al-
gorithms, which outperform, respectively, any known classical algorithms for factoring and
searching. Practical applications of these algorithms will require large quantum computers-
measured in terms of the number of quantum bits (qubits) they can process--which are still
years away from realization. There are other quantum information applications, however,
that may not need a large quantum computing system, and hence may be realized fairly
soon [6, 7, 8. 9). Among this latter group, distributed or networked applications of quantum
information processing may provide an excellent route for the initial deployment and atten-
dant continuing development of this new technology. These applications mostly rely oil our
ability to transport a quantum state, i.e., they depend on Quantum Communication.
Quantum conmnunication is the transferring of a quantum state from one place to an-
other. Over short distances, quantum comnmunication becomes the quantuin wires of a
quantuli computer. Over long distances, quantum communication enables the networking
of qualntum computers. This allows us to employ several few-qubit processors, possibly
based on different technologies each offering its own distinct capabilities, to handle more
challenging computational tasks.
Quantumn conmmunication is not, however, as easy as it sounds. Physical transportation
of the quantum system is not a viable solution for long-distance quantum communication
because the interaction of the system with its environment changes the system state. The
only feasible physical elements that can carry quantuIn information over long distances are
electromnagnetic waves, or their constituents, photons. Photons may be lost, however, en
route to the channel output. It is also impossible to send an unknown quantun state via clas-
sical (communications. because any measurement on that state destroys it without providing
enough information to reproduce it 1101. Furthermore, quantumn mechanics does not perimit
cloning of an unknown quantum state [11. 12, 13], thus precluding a multi-measurement
experiment to completely determine information sufficient to reconstruct an input quantumi
state for transmission via a classical channel. Long-distance quantumn communication does
have a solution, first derived by Bennett et al. [14], one that is based on one of the most
mnysterious features of quantumn inechanics, namely, Quanthumr Entanglement.
Entanglement is a quantum resource by which two parties share a joint state that cannot
be written in a tensor-product formi. This state provides a stronger-than-classical correlation
between two quantum systeinms by which one canl perfectly infer quantum measurement
results made oil one system by observing the results of quantum measurements made on the
other. This quantum correlation is the main idea behind teleportation: the Bennett et al.
protocol for quantum communication. In this protocol, entanglement serves as a quantun
wire; once established, it can be used for a one-time communication between the transmitter
and the receiver.
Let's review the teleportation protocol for the simplest quantum data, unit to be tranls-
ferred. i.e., a qubit. A qubit is a vector in a 2-dimensional Hilbert space. An arbitrary qubit in
the space spanned by the orthonormnal basis {(le), g)} can be represented as I|)) = lje) +3~|}),
where a amnd I1 are complex numbers that satisfy 12 + ±I 2 = 1. The purpose of the qlubit
teleportation is to transfer the above state from point A, which stands for Alice, to point B,
for Bob, as shown in Fig. 1-1. The first step toward this end is Entanglement Distribution:
harlie
Step 2: Sell
State Meas.
Classical
Step 3 >
Communication
Step 4
Figure 1-1: Schematic diagram for qubit teleportation. Charlie has an arbitrary unknown
quantum state a le)c + (3Ig)c to be transferred from Alice to Bob. Alice and Bob have
initially shared a singlet state. Alice performs a Bell state measurement on her own and
Charlie's systems, and sends the result to Bob via a classical communication system. Bob
then performs a unitary transformation on his own system, selected in accord with the
classical information that he receives from Alice, to reproduce Charlie's initial state.
providing Alice and Bob with an entangled state to share. This state can be any of the
following four maximally-entangled Bell states:
(1.1)
Suppose we have provided Alice and Bob with the singlet state 11/J-)AB for their use
in accomplishing teleportation. Then the initial state of the system comprised of the joint
state of Alice, Bob, and Charlie's unknown qubit (to be transferred) is as follows:
( 1.2)
Using
(1.3)
and two other similar relations for lee)cA and Ige)cA, one can rewrite (1.2) in the following
form
11/1)ABC = ~ [I1/J+)CA (0 Ie) B - ~ Ig) B) -11/1-)CA (Q Ie) B + ~Ig) B)]
+ ~ [ICP-)cA(~le)B+olg)B)+lcp+)CA(~le)B-olg)B)]' (1.4)
It is now clear that when Alice performs the Bell-state measurement (BSM), governed by
the states {IltJ::!:)cA, 14>::!:)CA}, she projects Bob's state to Olle of four linearly transformed
versions of Charlie's initial state. Thus when Alice performs the BSM and sends her mea-
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surement result to Bob via classical communications, he knows exactly which transformation
(single-qubit rotation) to apply in order to reproduce Charlie's qubit. These last three steps
comprise the processing stage of teleportation, all shown schematically in Fig. 1-1.
The main trick in the teleportation protocol is that we have connected Alice and Bob, via
entanglement., before sending Charlie's qubit. This way, we need not worry about the channel
loss or physical transportation of a qubit once we have established entanglement. This idea
(an also be used for computational purposes, either within a quantum computer [151 or for
distributed quantum processing [16]. In the latter case, distributed entanglement serves as
a computational resource. In all these applications, we ought to worry, however, about how
to generate, distribute, and maintain entanglement over long distances, i.e.. distances over
which our physical qubits undergo decoherence. (Short-distance commInlication has been
accomplished with trapped ions 18, 9].) We should also figure out how we can perform a
BSN[ or any other operations that we need on our physical qubits. Solving these problems
is crucial to anI1 system that uses entanglement as a resource.
In response to the above concerns, we recognize that, for long-distance applications.
there are two inevitable elements to a communication system. The first is an element to
store allnd process the entangled state, which we call a standing qubit or a quanturtm mermory
unit., and the other is a flying q(ubit, which can travel between these units and carries the
entanglement. The prime candidate for the latter is a photon in the infrared regime. In this
regime, we can use the parametric downconversion process to generate entangled photons
[17, 18. 19. 201. and we can transport them via either low-loss fiber or free-space optics. A
photon call carry a qubit either in the form of polarization, or photon number, and single-
qlubit operations caln then be realized using wave plates and beam splitters. Photons are not
necessa rily good candidates for standing qubits, however. First of all, a photon may be lost,
in which case we are limited to conditional protocols. Even if we have lossless components, a
fully optics-based system may not be an ideal solution to quantum communication because
nonlinear interactions between two photons are so weak that we cannot easily perfornm a
full BS.I or any other two-qubit operation. It is also impossible to come up with a linear
optical BSNI device [211, unmless we embed our Bell states in a larger Hilbert space. which,
unfortunately, reduces the generality and scalability of our BSM device [22, 23].
There are attractive candidates for quantum memnory units in the inetastable levels
of some atormic systems that can interact with the light, and store the photon number
F=2
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Figure 1-2: Schematic representation of rubidium-atom hyperfine levels. The lower levels
(5251/2) are attractive venues for standing qubits. Incoming light with an appropriate
wavelength (:::::;795 nm) can interact with a rubidium atom in itsground state (5251/2, F =
1,m F = 0). The right-circular (0"+) and left-circular(0"_) components of the light take the
atom to differentexcited states in 52P1/2' By the aid of a z-polarized control beam, we can
coherently transfer the state of the atom to the metastable levelsat 5251/2, F = 2,mF = 1
and 5251/2, F = 2,mF = -1, respectively. We may use a detuning ~ in order to mitigate
the clecoherence effectdue to spontaneous emission.
information or the polarization state. The two most popular choices are rubidium and
cesium. Figure 1-2 shows the hyperfine levels of a rubidium atom. The levels represented
by the 52S1/2 orbital are the ground and metastable levels of the atom. Because of their
low energy and their stability,they have long lifetimes,which makes them appropriate for
quantum processing. The upper states,represented by the 52P1/2 orbital are excited states
of rubidium, and they can be used for transitions between lower atomic states, as well as for
interactions between light and the atom. By means of dipole interactions 124), an atom can
interact with an incoming photon whose energy is almost equal to the energy gap between
the excited and the ground states. Because of the selection rules 125], light beams with
differentpolarizations can only drive certain transitions. For instance, ifour rubidium atom
is in its ground state 5281/2, F = 1,mF = 0, then a right-circularly (0"+) polarized light
of proper frequency, can only take it to the excited state 52P1/2, F = 1,mF = 1. If we
have a left-circularly(0"_) polarized light of proper frequency, then it drives the transition
to the excited state 52P1/2, F = 1,mF = -1. So, because the atom reacts differently
to two orthogonal polarizations it can store polarization information. The only problem
with our method so far isour leaving the atom in itsexcited state, whose lifetime is much
shorter than what needed for communication or computation purposes. The remedy to this
problem isa z-polarized control beam that drives a second transition from the upper states
to lower metastable levels;see Fig. 1-2. In order to avoid spontaneous emission from the
12
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Figure 1-3: Different atomic configurations for a quantum memory. Two-level and V-level
atoms are simplified versions of the more realistic A-level and double-A-Ievel configurations.
The former can store photon-number information, while the latter can maintain polarization
information as well.
upper states, we may use a detuning ~ for the driving beams. This procedure is called an
off-resonant Raman transition and is at the heart of many proposals for atomic quantum
memories 126, 27, 28, 29, 301.
In quantum communication, we are typically interested in the interaction of weak light,
e.g., a single photon, with an atomic system. The strength of this interaction is usually
expressed in terms of its Rabi frequency, which is proportional to the optical field amplitude
as well as some atomic parameters. For a single atom in free space, this interaction is
generally weak, and it can hardly be used for any practical purposes. There are two ways
to enhance this interaction. In one approach, based on cavity quantum electrodynamics,
a single atom is trapped in a small high-finesse cavity. The effective field amplitude for a
single photon is then increased because of confining its energy to the small volume of the
cavity. The resulted module is a trapped-atom quantum memory, whose response to single-
photon states will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2. Figure 1-3 shows different atomic
configurations that we will consider. This includes all possible configurations that can be
deduced from Fig. 1-2 for storing either photon-number information (two-level and A-level
atoms) or polarization states (V-level and double-A atoms).
The second approach to enhancing light-matter interaction is by increasing the number
of atoms that are interacting with the incoming light. Chapter 4 deals with a quantum com-
munication system that uses atomic ensembles for its quantum memories. This system-first
proposed by Duan, Lukin, Cirac, and Zoller (termed DLCZ, hereafter)-has the advantage
of not dealing with the difficulty associated with trapping and cooling a single atom and
can be realized and operate in the bad-cavity regime. It is not, however, without its own
drawbacks, as will be seen from our quantitative analysis of its performance in Chapter 4.
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Figure 1-4: Three architectures for entanglement distribution: (a) To-the-memory architec-
ture. in which two entangled photons, generated at the source, carry the entangled state to
the QMUs and load them with this state. (b) From-the-memory architecture, in which by
the llse of a common source, each QMU generates a flying qubit entangled with itself. We
can swap the entanglement by performing a B8iV[on the photons, at the midpoint, which
leaves the Qi\IUs in an entangled state. (c) Memory-to-memory configuration, in which we
first generate a flying qubit entangled with one of the memories. We let this flying qubit
propagate and load the other QMU, i.e., transfer its state to that memory.
Having commented on possible standing and flying qubits, let's return to our main
problem, i.e., entanglement distribution. There are three commonly suggested approaches
for long-distance entanglement distribution. They are shown schematically in Fig. 1-4. In
the first approach, we produce a pair of entangled photons at an optical source, and let the
photons travel to and be stored in the quantum memory units (QMUs). This is how a group
of researchers from the :Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and Northwestern
University (NU) have proposed distributing entanglement. Their system-termed MIT-
NU hereafter-uses the trappecl-rubidium-atom quantum memories in conjunction with the
above to-the-memory scheme for entanglement distribution. In Chapter 3, we review the
results obtained for the iVIIT-NUarchitecture and extend our results in Chapter 2 to find,
for the first time, the entanglement loading probability, viz., the probability of transferring
the entangled state of photons to trapped rubidium atoms. In the second approach, we
Ilse the idea of entanglement swapping 131/ to distribute the entanglement. According to
entanglement swapping, if bipartite systems A-C and D-B are each maximally entangled, we
can entangle A and B by performing a B8M on C and D. Suppose we generate entanglement
between a standing qubit and a flying qubit at location A and do the same at location B.
\Ve can then let the photons travel to the midpoint between A and B at which a B8M
apparatus destroys them, leaving the QMUs at A and B in an entangled state. The DLCZ
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scheme is an example of this approach; it will be described and analyzed in Chapter 4. For
the sake of completeness, in Fig. 1-4(c), we have shown the third approach to distributing
entanglement. In this approach, which is a combination of the previous Inethods. we generate
a single photon entangled with one of the QNIUs, and let this photon propagate and load
the other QMNU. There are several groups who are employing this architecture [26, 321, and
we will refer to their work in different chapters.
Whereas the nonlinear interaction between single photons is weak, a single photon could
possibly induce a measurable amount of phase shift on a strong coherent beam. A group of
researchers in Hewlett-Packard (HP) Laboratories made this idea the foundation for their
proposed universal set of distributed gates [33, 341. These gates are called distributed because
the coherent beam serves as a bus, which interacts with and couples different single-photon
lqubits as it propagates. The main advantage of the HP Laboratories proposal is its viable
optics-based implementation with no need for quantum memory units. Ideal cross-Kerr
nonlinearity, which is another manifestation of light-matter interactions, is at the core of
their syvstem. This kind of nonlinearity can be modeled from different perspectives. One may
consider the miediunm as an ensemble of atoms, which is illuminated by a single photon in one
spatial mode, and by a coherent beam in another spatial mode or polarization. The analysis
of this system requires the same type of analysis that we will employ in Chapters 2- 4. The
edilumn can, however, be a bulk material, such as an optical fiber, in which case atoms are
bound to their environments, and the system behavior can better be understood through
input-output relationships. In Chapter 5, we employ such a quantumn formalism for a cross-
Kerr medium [35] to analyze the performance of the HP Laboratories distrilbuted parity
gates. Our results reveal some hitherto unexpected limits on the efficiency and practicality
of this approach.
( 1Chapter 6 summarizes the principal original contributions that will be made in this
thesis. In brief, these contributions are as follows:
* We employ a system-reservoir approach to quantify the interaction of single photons
with single atoms trapped in high-finesse optical cavities. We propose a non-adiabatic
muechmanism for loading such trapped-atomn quantum memories, and compare this load-
ing mechanism to two previously known methods for adiabatic passage in terms of
their dependence on the atom-light coupling rate, input bandwidth, and cavity (lecay
rate.
* We analyze the MIT-NU entanglement distribution problem in which two trapped
rubidium atoms are loaded by a pair of polarization entangled photons [30j. We obtain
analytical results for the loading probability in the cases of adiabatic and non-adiabatic
loading.
* We perform a Gaussian-state analysis of the DLCZ system [291 that takes the deteri-
orating effects of multiple excitations and loss into account. Our analysis also treats
the effects of other sources of error, such as asymmetry in the path loss and phase
offset. We compare the fidelity and the throughput achieved by the DLCZ entangle-
ment distribution protocol with that of the MIT-NU architecture. We also derive the
fidelity that can be achieved by the DLCZ repeater and teleportation protocols using
resolving and non-resolving photodetectors.
* We apply a. quantum model for continuous-time cross-phase modulation to analyze
the distributed parity gate proposed by the HP Laboratories [33]. Our model uses
an input-output field-operator formalism that associates a. non-instantaneous causal
response function with the nonlinear medium and a phase noise term with the output
field.
All the methods that we will employ in this thesis are based on our ba~sic understanding
of physics, and they should be applicable to a range of other problems in quantum optics
and quantum computation. Some of these problems, which will constitute possible future
directions for extending the results of this thesis, will be described in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Trapped-atom Quantum Memories:
Single Atoms in Optical Cavities
A quantum memory is a basic unit of a quantum computer that ideally has the following
three fundamental properties. First, it should reliably maintain its state for a period of time
that is much longer than that of a quantumn gate operation. Second, it should be possible to
perform quantum gate operations inside the memory. Finally, it should be easily accessible
for writing quantum data into it and reading quantum data out of it. For all the methods
introduced and shown in Fig. 1-4 for entanglement (listribution, the last task is of crucial
importance. In particular, in some realizations of the to-the-memory configuration 130] as
well as that of the memory-to-memory configuration [261, we are interested in transferring the
state of single photons to single trapped atoms. In this chapter, we study this problem----
which we refer to by the term loading (a quantum memory)--by considering each of the
quantum memories shown in Fig. 1-3. Of particular interest is finding a mechanism that
optimizes loading performance by choice of various system parameters, such as the input
photon bandwidth and the atom-light coupling rate. In this chapter we propose a new
non-adiabatic loading mechanism and find analytical solutions for its respective loading
probability. We also compare our proposed method with previously proposed adiabatic
loading mechanisms 126, 28]. Our analysis reveals a trade-off between the required coupling
rate and the input photon bandwidth, for both adiabatic and non-adiabatic mechanisms,
which is of practical importance.
A quantum memory, in general, is an open quantum system. Whereas for the purpose of
storage, we desire a memory that does not interact with the outside world, for the purpose
of writing into the memory, we definitely need the memory to couple to an external source.
However, even in the latter problem, the system consisting of the quantum memory and its
driving source can be modeled as a larger closed system. To analyze such a large system,
we initially try to eliminate the external drive and find a series of equations that model the
evolution of our system of interest. The latter, in our case, is the cavity and its trapped
atoim.
There are two methods for analyzing open quantum systems. In one approach, we write
down the most general state for the entire system, typically consisting of a reservoir of
harmonic oscillators that are linearly coupled to a field operator in the cavity, and solve the
Schrddinger equation for this state. In the other approach, we use Heisenberg equations
of motion to find out the evolution of system operators. In Section 2.1, we describe both
these methods for the simple case of a cold cavity, viz. an optical cavity which has no atom
therein, illuminated by a single photon. This also provides us with a general guideline for
dealing with decay processes into a continuum of modes that will be used in the forthcoming
sections.
Other problems that will be discussed in this chapter are related to loading a hot cavity-.
which, as opposed to a cold cavity, is an optical cavity with a, trapped atom therein 1 . In
each of these problems, we are trying to obtain an analytical solution to the system loading
probability, i.e, the probability of successfully transferring the state of the photon to the
atom. In Section 2.2 we analyze a two-level atom trapped in an optical cavity driven by an
external single-photon source. This is the most basic quantum memory of Fig. 1-3, and it
will turn out that most of other configurations in this figure have an equivalent two-level
counterpart. In Section 2.3, we consider the loading of a. A-level atom, by first reviewing the
traditional adiabatic passage approach 1361, and then, comparing it to a simpler approach
that we propose. Section 2.4 considers the last two quantum memories in Fig. 1-3, and
proves that they are equivalent to simpler configurations. In all these problems, we employ
a system-reservoir approach, based on the work of Gardiner and Collett [37], to find the
Schr6dinger equations of motion for the system that includes trapped atoms, single-mode
'Our terminology for cold and hot cavities is in accordance with the language of the laser community
rather than that of atomic physics. Either way, neither of these terms refers to the actual temperature in
the cavity. In fact, in order to trap an atom in a cavity (hot-cavity case) we need to cool the atom to near
zero Kelvin, as opposed to what the term hot cavity suggests.
single-enided optical cavities, and driving optical sources. It is possible to obtain the same
results using Heisenberg equations of motion. It turns out, however, that in some cases
this could be a very cumbersome task. In Appendix A. we show the equivalence of these
two methods, and outline alternative derivations for the p)roblems that we consider in this
chapter using the latter approach.
2.1 A two-level system driven by a single-excitation source
Suppose we have a single-ended optical cavity illuminated by a single-photon source, through
the partially reflecting mirror, in a specific spatial and polarization miode matched to the
cavity's inole of interest. We assume that the incoming light has such a narrow bandwidth
that only this particular mode of the cavity may be excited. The loading event in this case
is to have one single photon in the cavity mnode. This is a special case of a more general
situation in which a two-level system is interacting with a reservoir of modes. The driving
source can I)e modeled Iy a set of annihilation operators a,, each corresponding to a different
temporal (spectral) mode of frequency w, that satisfy [~,, t,] = ((w - w'). [381. We assume
that the driving field is initially in the following single-photon state
0) d ( )1,), (2.1)
where d1Wo(w)2 = 1, and I1,) = • 1O0)R, where O0)R is the multi-mode vacuum state,
is the multi-mode state representing one photon at frequency w< and vacuum state in all
other modes. Here and elsewhere in this chapter, we assumne that the initial time is before
occurrence of any possible interactions between the source and the cavity. For simplicity,
and without loss of generality, we assume that this initial time is 0. We will relax this
assumption after obtaining our final result.
The Gardiner-Collett Hamiltonian for the above cold-cavity system can be written as
follows2 :
C,.=h Jdwwat&, + h0wob,+ hF dw(&b+t , ft), (2.2)
2 This is a phenomenological approach to modeling the cavity and its incoming' outgoing fields to capture
t lihe i(lea that a photon in the cavity should leak out to a continuum of states representing each epoch of
time. In other words, we can associate a temporal, and, correspondingly, a spectral pulse shape with the
photon packet that leaves the cavity, and that leads us to defining a continuum of operators 6i, to imodel the
reservoir. This model agrees with more rigorous models, up to the first order in the mirror transmissivitv.
in the regime of high-Q cavities [39].
where b represents the annihilation operator associated with the cavity mode of frequency
wo, initially in the vacuum state., and F is the frequency-independent, but possibly time-
dependent3 , coupling constant that connects the external world to the cavity. Because of
the source's narrow bandwidth, we can and will assume that all integrals in (2.2) run from
-ac to +-c. Then. because there is exactly one excitation in the entire system, the systein's
quantum state as a function of time can be written as
S(t)W = d w(t)|~1)0) b + 3(t) O)R |1)b, (2.3)
where Ak)b represents the k-photon Fock state of the cavity mode. Using the Schr6dinger
equation. ihl(i(t)) = H~K,|(t)), we derive
ij() = d; iLu ,(t) I,1|0) + WO(t)lO )|l)b
+ F(t) dw 3(t)I1,) 10) + F(t) / dw(,(t) O [|1)b, (2.4)
which results iii the following set of equations
;,(t) = -i(wcv,(t) + F(t)3(t)). (2.5a)
3(t) = -i(wo •(t) + F(t) f dW (,(t)) . (2.5b)
Equation (2.5a) can be easily solved to give
,;(t) = '-t(0) -( i d11F (7)- Iw(t C )(7), (2.6)
where, in our case, (tý(0) = (w). By employing this result, as well as J' d( exp(-iw(t - 7))
2r(t - T7) alnd fo dTF(Tr),(-)(t - ) = F(t)3(t)/2. iii (2.5b), we obtain
3(t) = -i•o;(t) - i 2iT)(t) - KH(t)3(t), (2.7)
where Kn -= rF2 is the cavity decay rate, and (I(t) = dwcwe-ist(w)//12 is the temporal
pulse shape associated with the incoming photon. Equation (2.7) summarizes, in a compact
3It is not typically the case that I" is a function of time. However, later in this chapter, we will encounter
a problem in which F is time dependent. In general, unless we explicitly mention this time dependence, we
assume that F and later H are both time independent.
form, the main characteristics of the interaction of a two-level system with a bath of field
operators. The first termn on the right-hand side of (2.7) is the Hamniltonian evolution of
the two-level system in the absence of any decay to the reservoir. The second term models
the system evolution in the presence of a driving source, and the third termn stands for the
cavity decay to the reservoir. Equation (2.7) provides us with a prescription to circumivent
the reservoir variables and just study our system of interest. For instance, suppose that there
is a single atoim in the cavity, which interacts strongly with only one of the cavity modes
and ueakly with all other non-cavity modes. The latter, in our context, can be modeled via
a decay rate 7 with no driving force. We will encounter this example later in this chapter.
Equation (2.7) can be solved to obtain
C 3(t) = c (t)( 0 ) - i dT K2K(T)C (t)+K(T) b (7), (2-8)
where K(t) = o d'Kt(r), and (b(t) = eiw")t(t) is the baseband input pulse shape4 . By using
3(0) := 0 andl noting that Ploading(t) = ('(t)lbt )) = ) 3(t) 2 , we obtain the following
loading probability for the cold-cavity case:
Ploading(t) = dT 2 (T)Ce-K(t)+K(r) (b(T) . (2.9)
Here, we implicitly assume that the driving pulse shape is zero for t < 0. This may not
be the case for many pulse shapes that we may encounter in practice or we will use in our
numerical results. In those cases we need to replace the lower limit in the above integral
with an appropriate time before wIlich Ob(t) is effectively zero. MIoreover, we have assumled
that there is no loss froin the optical source to the cavity, i.e.. the Hamiltonian evolution of
tt,(t) is Inodeled by n,(O)e i ' t . Therefore, we can model the photoln's propagation time. to,
from the source to the cavity by a time shift in D(t). From now oil. we assulme that to = 0.
Note that the set of equations in (2.5) is in the linear form X = -iAX., where X is a
colunin inatrix representing all amplitude variables (ihere, nt, (t) and 3(t)), and A is a square
matrix representing the mutual coupling rates (here. between IO)R|l)t, and Il1,)|0) 5 . That
4(1 4 b() is a baseband form of P(t) if and only if the central carrier frequency of (t), f. , is equal to -o0.
It is implj)Iicitly assumed that ,,jy wo and that the bandwidth of 4(b(t) is much less than the cavity free
spectral range, so that we can use a single-mode treatment for the cavity analysis.
5As a rule of thumb, if the interaction terms in the system Hanmiltonian are of the form (t + b ýt , then
the evolution of a probability amplitude a(t) associated with the state IA) is given by &(t) = -iEE,(t) -
i >, gaq•jb(t). Here, the sum is over all states IB,. with probability amplitudes b(t), that are coupled to IA)
makes the system behave linearly in response to its initial state. For instance, assuming that
O(w) = 1 (w) +0 2 (w), f3(t) will be equal to i1 (t) +0 2 (t), where 3i(t), for i = 1, 2, is given by
(2.8) if we replace 4b(t) with its corresponding term for Oi(w), i.e., f dwoi(w)e-i(w-wo)t/vfl .
By the same token, we can think of the initial state in (2.1) as a superposition of its in-
finitesimal constituents dw¢(w)ll,). For /3(0) = 0. using (2.8), the probability amplitude
i,(t) associated with these unnormalized states is then given by
eitwo3(t)dw = -i / dr 2(T)e-K(t)+h(T)dw#(w)e-i(w-wo)r/V -~ . (2.10)
The original equation (2.8) can then be obtained by integrating the above formula over w.
The above equation will be handy when we deal with the more complicated problems that
we will encounter in Chapter 3.
We can alternatively model our loading problem in the Heisenberg picture in which field
operators are functions of time, and they are evolving according to the Heisenberg equation
ihdA/dt = [e, !Hc], for any operator e. We then obtain
d(i,(t)/dt = -iwe,(t) - iF(t)b(t)
S& ,(t) = e-itL,t(0) - i I dr-r(r)b(r)e- iw(t-r) (2.11)
db(t)/dt = -iwob(t) - iF(t). fdw&,(t)
Sdb(t)/dt = -iwob(t) - i V2(t)Ai,,(t) - (t)b(t) . (2.12)
where Ai,(t) = (1//v') f dwL,(O)e - iLt . The last equation is the counterpart of (2.7) in the
Heisenberg picture. The driving source is now represented by a field operator Ain (t), which
is historically called a Langevin operator 1401. Hence. (2.11) and (2.12) are usually called
Heisenberg-Langevin (HL) equations of motion. We cani solve for b in terms of the Langevin
operator to find
e•Wotb(t) = e-K(t)(0) - i / dr K)Ab(T)-K(t)+K(r). (2.13)
where Ab = ei"wotfi and b(0) and &,(0) are respectively b and &, in the Schridinger picture.
with coupling rates gAB, and hEA is the energy associated with IA) with respect to a reference level.
The loading probability is then calculated as follows,
Kt(b(t)) = Tj -K 2) 2K() e-K(t)+h( ') e K(t)+K(K - tr ), 7)b
= j dr V2 e-KT)K(t)+K(7) b() 2 (2.14)
where, in the last step. we averaged over |'1,0o) in (2.1) according to the the following formula
= J dw'J dw(w)eiw't6(w' - w) 0)
= / dw(w)e -i t IO)R
= O(t) O)R . (2.15)
As can be seen, both methods give rise to the same result. In the subsequent sections,
we will only use the simpler systeim-reservoir approach for the problems of interest. More
on the Heisenberg-Langevin treatment will be given in Appendix A.
2.1.1 The reverse problem: the cavity decay to the reservoir
So far,. we have assumed that there is no excitation in the cavity, and that the cavity is
driven by an external source. We can also consider the inverse problem. i.e., that the cavity
mode is initially in its single-photon excited state, and find out the reservoir state after the
two systems have interacted for a time duration t. Because of the time reversibility of closed
quantumn systenls, the answer to this question provides us with the optimnum pulse shape
for loading the cavity with a single photon. Using 3(0) = 1 and b(7r) = 0 in (2.8), and the
result in (2.6), we obtain for a time-independent F
c(t) = -iF t -e-(K+i)t (2.16)
+ i(wo -w) (2.16)
We c(an see that the second term in the above equation vanishes at t -* oc; hence, at,(t)
takes the form of a Lorentzian pulse shape. This shows that the ideal pulse shape for loading
the cavity with a single photon is exponentially rising.
2.1.2 Exponential pulse shapes: numerical results
It is interesting to find the loading probability in (2.9) for a, general, finite-duration expo-
nential pulse with rate A in the following form
2A
#(7) = e2 T - ( O< l<•)rT. (2.17)
[Note that we will allow A to be either positive (exponentially-rising pulse) or negative
(exponentially-decaying pulse).1 The resulting loading probability for this pulse is as follows:
4KA (eAt--e- t)
2
Ploading(t) = { 2T-
e-2K(.-T)ploading(T) , t > T,
4(KT)(AT) (e(')(t/T)--e-'(r) t/rT) <t<))T
(AT+KT) 2  e2AT_1 ( < t<
= (2.18)
e-2(KT)(t/T-1) Ploding(l) t > T'.
It can be seen from the above equations that, using a finite-width input pulse, the system
evolution has two stages: the loading stage and the decaying stage. For t > T, i.e., after the
input pulse has ended, the system has a purely decaying behavior. Therefore, the system
loading probability peaks somewhere in the interval 0 < t < T. The maximumn success
probability is a function of AT and h;T. To find the optimumn rate for the pulse, we can
apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to (2.9) to show that
Ploading(t) • (dT V2 e-(t-r) .10 dr |1(T) 2
< 1-e - 2h' t,  (2.19)
where equality is achieved at t = T by an exponentially-rising pulse shape with rate A = K.
This is intuitively correct: if we start with a photon in the cavity, it decays exponentially
out of the cavity. Now, if we move backward in time, we need an exponentially-rising input
pulse in order to load the cavity with the photon. From (2.18), with A = K, the loading
probability is a function of KT. In this case, fi'om (2.19), lower decay rates will require longer
pulses in order to realize near-unity loading probabilities.
It is interesting, however, that even an exponentially-decaying pulse can yield a loading
probability as high as 81%;. In this case, A is negative, and the loading probability in (2.18),
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Figure 2-1: Loading probability, (ht(t)h(t)), for a cold cavity illuminated by (a)
exponentially-decaying pulse shapes with different values of KT, and (b) exponentially-rising
pulse shapes with different rate ratios >'1K.
for t ::;T, is comprised oftwo terms. The first term, -4>.K/(>'+ K)2, takes its maximum, viz.
unity, at >. = -K. This condition, however, forces the second term, (eAt - e-Kt)2 1(1 - e2AT),
to zero. This latter term actually takes its maximum for 1>'1 « K. Hence, for any fixed value
of KT, there must exist an optimum value for IAI iiI that maximizes the loading probability.
One strategy then to maximaize the loading probability is to choose a small 1>'1K I, so that
the input pulse bandwidth is mostly determined by T, and then try to find the optimum
KT. This way, numerically, it can be shown that (ht(T)h(T)) can be as high as 0.8145.
Figure 2-1 plots some loading probability examples. In Fig. 2-1(a), we have plotted the
loading probability for an exponentially-decaying pulse shape with >'1K = -0.1 for different
values of KT. It is clear from this figure that for this value of AI K there exists an optimum
value (close to one) for the product KT, as predicted. Figure 2-1(b) shows the loading
probability for exponentially-rising pulse shapes with different positive rates >.. It can be
seen that the case of >'1K = 1 eventually outperforms other cases as t -+ T, although this is
not necessarily the case for t < T. Also, for our KT = 1 example, an exponentially-decaying
pulse shape can be as effective in cavity loading as an exponentially-rising pulse shape. Ease
of implementation should then dictate whether to use one or the other of these pulse shapes.
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Figure 2-2: A single two-level atom trapped in a single-ended high-finesse optical cavity. A
single photon illuminates the cavity at the proper frequency to excite the atom to its upper
state.
2.2 A two-level atom In an optical cavity driven by a single-
photon source
Suppose there is a single two-level atom, with excited state Ie) and ground state Ig), inside
our single-ended high-Q cavity. vVeassume that the frequency-wa atomic transition between
Ie) and Ig) is coupled, at coupling rate g, to the cavity field operator b of frequency Woo This
implies a detuning b. = Wo - Wa, which is assumed to be much less than Woo We also
assume that 9 and Ii are time-independent parameters. In analogy to the previous section,
we assume that this trapped-atom module is illuminated by a single photon, as shown in
Fig. 2-2. The Hamiltonian for this system is as follows
(2.20)
where Crij = Ii) UI, i, j E {g, e}. Now, starting with the atom initially in its ground state
and with no excitation in the cavity, the system quantum state has the following form
(2.21)
where we assume that the driving field is in the initial state prescribed by (2.1). The
goal of this section is to provide analytical results for the memory loading probability-the
probability of absorbing the external photon by the trapped atom-lc~(t)12. Note that the
connection between the atom and the driving source is through the cavity mode. We can
assume, however, that the atom can spontaneously decay to modes other than the cavity
mode with an overall decay rate,. Assuming6 that, « Ii, g, and applying the Schrodinger
6It is not required at this stage to make this assumption. However, it is a reasonable assumption for a
quantuIll memory device, and we will use it later in all our numerical results.
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equa(tion to (2.21). we obtain
3'(t) = -iwoI'(t) - igc' (t) - i/ 2A (t) - NK3'(t). (2.22a)
c,(t) =-iW c (t) - ig'(t) - ,c' (t), (2.22b)
where we have included the results of the previous section to Inodel the decay processes.
The above equations can be simplified by defining slowly-varying p)robability amplitudes
ce(t) == e(iwtc'(t) and 3(t) = cl"tt'(t), for which we have
3(t) = -igc (t) - i/-\2 b(t) - 3 (t), (2.23a)
c.,(t) = iAce(t) - ig'(t) - ,c".(t), (2.23b)
where A = 00- w,. Using the Laplace transform, f(s) f .dt(c-'tf(t). we obtain
-igUe(s) - ij 2 4 b(bs)(3(s)- (2.24)
s+
ai,(l
- (-S-) =)(2.25)s2• + (K' + ')s + y!2 + K,'
which results in
3(t) -(i V/-,) Jo dTb(T)(Ht -• i( t- r ) - / C -n(t-r)) (2.26)
ce(t) = (.q /) o d-ob(T)(e-Kt(-T) -- c (--tT)),  2.27)
where
= (n + 7)2 4(g 2 + '), = - iA. (2.28)
Similar to what we stated in the previous section, and for further use in the next chapter,
we can think of the initial state in (2.1) as a superposition of its infinitesimal constituent
states dw,(w) 1,), to which we c(an associate slowly-varying probability amplitudes c,.,(t)
given by
ce,(t)dw = (gv/) dr/dw(uw)e-i(-w)r(e- K+(t - r) _ - -(t-r))/v/-7 . (2.29)
We then have c,(t) = f dwce,,(t) as obtained in (2.27).
This system-reservoir calculation gives a. mlore compact form for the loading probability,
(See(t)) = Ice(t)12, than what we will obtain later in (A.25) via the HL equations for the
case of on-resonance illhunination at -y = 0. The two results are nevertheless equivalent, and
their equivalence can be verified by a tedious algebraic manipulation that we shall omit.
2.2.1 The reverse problem: the atomic decay to the reservoir
Similar to the previous section. we can start with the atom in its excited state, the reservoir
unexcited, and observe the evolution of the reservoir state. In this case, using tile initial
conditionsi3(0) = 0 and ce(0) = 1, we obtain from (2.23)
i(s) = -
-igq (2.30). s 2 + (K + ,')s + .g2 + •. ,,
which results in
3(t) = (ig/()(e- ' It - e-K- t). (2.31)
Plugging the above equation into (2.6). we obtain
Fge- i t 1 -~e - +i(wo-w)l t  1 - e- h - + i( 1( -W)l t
Ct,(t) = "i- ) J (2.32)M K+ + i (wo - L) K + i(wo - W) (2.32)
which results in a. double-Lorentzian pulse shape as t -+ oc.
2.2.2 Numerical results
We learned from the cold-cavity loading problem that there is an optimum value of NT,
where i is the cavity linewidth and T is the width of an exponentia.l pulse, that maximizes
the loading probability. That is. for every exponential pulse shape there is a. cavity whose
linewidth best matches the input bandwidth. In the hot-cavity case, we may expect to
see the same filtering behavior modified by tile additional effect imposed by tile trapped
atorm. A reasonable parameter to account for possible new effects is g/h:, which is the ratio
between the atom-photon coupling rate and the cavity decay rate. In fact, in the ideal case
of y=  = 0, (2.27) can be written in terms of dimensionless parameters KT, g/K. and t/T,
as follows
Ce(te) = du >(u) x
[e - T(1+ V / -1g 2 /K 2 )(t/T - u ) 2 -- eT( 1 -  1- g2/2)(t/T - u )/2] (2.33)
where (b(t) = (b(t/T)/v/T, i.e., O(•(u) is a compressedl'stretchel version of 4b(t), which
has unity width, in its normalized time coordinate, and has been normalized to satisfy
fdS ,Ib(u)I = 1.
Parameters g/K and KT are of implementation importance as well. Assuming K is fixed (it
is determined by the reflectivity of cavity mirrors), the required value for g/n determines the
length of the cavity; the shorter this length, the higher g will be. Our general conception of
atom-light interaction would therefore suggest that higher values of g should result in higher
loading probabilities. This is not generally true, as we will see soon. Higher g values are
also not desirable from an implementation point of view: the smaller the cavity, the more
difficult it becomes to trap and cool the atom. For a fixed K, it is the bandwidth of the
input pulse shape, B 0 , that determines T;: the higher the desired KY'. the lower the required
B0 . The value of B 0 is determined by our single-photon source. If the source operation is
based on downconversion processes, it has generally a broad bandwidth, -THz. unless we
use cavities for parametric amplification [41j. Thus it is desirable to work at a low value of
KT, which allows a. larger bandwidth. and consequently, a higher flux of single photons to
enter the cavity.
Figure 2-3 shows the loading probability for the two-level atom of Fig. 2-2 in the i(leal
case of no non-cavity (lecay (Q = 0) and no detuning (A = 0) for a secant hyperbolic pulse
shape7 (DI(u.) = \v'sech[4(u - 1)]. In this figure. we have fixed the value of ;T!' to 2 and
varied the value of g/is. It can be seen that there exists an optimum value of g/n, which
maxinmizes the loading probability. Higher ratios than this optimum value just increase the
Rabi oscillation between the two atomiic levels, making it harder to find the atom in its
excited state with high probability. By keeping g constant, the process of loading unloading
7Our choice of a secant hyperbolic pulse shape in this section is because of mathematical convenience
in the subsequent sections. VWe will show later that the loading probability is only slightly affected by the
choice of the pulse shape so long as different pulse shapes have the same bandwidth.
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Figure 2-3: Loading probability versus normalized time for liT = 2 and a secant hyperbolic
pulse shape at , = ~ = O. Upon arrival of the photon, there is a peak in the loading
probability, which occurs at the time that the photon has most likely been absorbed by the
atom. This maximum loading probability is a function of 91Ii, and there exists an optimum
value for this parameter that maximizes the chance of loading.
the atom continues for several cycles until the photon decays out of the cavity. Hence, by
this method we cannot hold the atom in its excited state unless we drive the value of 9 to
zero at an appropriate point in the process, t = TLoad, when the loading probability attains
its maximum. In the next section, we show how we can accomplish this turn-off of the
coupling in a A-level atom, in which we can use a control field to vary g.
Figure 2-4 shows the optimum value of gl K for different values of liT. It also shows
the maximum probability that we can achieve as well as the proper time for stopping the
process, TLoad, using tf>~(u)= V2sech[4(u - 1)]. It can be seen that the maximum loading
probability is above 90% for liT 2: 2. It drops off somewhat for larger values of liT, but
it is still high. It can also be seen that the optimum value of 91Ii, at the highest loading
probabilities, is on the order of one. Its value can be driven below one by narrowing the
input bandwidth, but the price that we have to pay is an exponential increase in KT. For
instance (not'shown on the graph), to get (gl Ii) opt = 0.1, we need liT to be approximately
100. Finally, we observe that TLoad approaches a non-zero asymptote, close to the effective
width of our input pulse, as we increase liT.
Figure 2-5 shows the loading probability a<; a function of time for gl K = 1 and KT = 2, for
different pulse shapes of approximately the same effective width. The four different shapes we
have used are: a secant hyperbolic pulse; a rectangular pulse; an exponentially-rising pulse;
and an exponentially-decaying pulse. The difference between their loading probabilities is
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Figure 2-4: Optimum value of g/ K versus KT. The maximum loading probability obtained
at (g/K)opt as well as the corresponding loading time are also shown. All points are obtained
for a secant hyperbolic pulse shape «p~(u) = V2sech[4(u - 1)] and at , = ~ = o.
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Figure 2-5: Loading probability at KT = 2, g/ K = 1, and, = A = 0 for various pulse shapes.
The baseband pulse shapes are shown on the right-hand-side graph, a.nd they correspond,
with respect to the highest probability that they can achieve, to seca.nt hyperbolic (with the
highest peak), rectangular, exponentially-rising, and exponentially-decaying pulse shapes on
the left-hand-side graph.
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seen to be very minor. It seems that so long as we have matched the input bandwidth to the
cavity parameters g and K, we can achieve high loading probability regardless of the photon
pulse shape.
2.3 Loading a A-level atom
In order to realize quantum memories with long lifetimes, one should store the quantum
information in atomic states that have low energy levels as well as low decay rates, e.g., the
5 2S1/2 levels of the rubidium atom shown in Fig. 1-2. However, selection rules forbid any
direct optical transition between two such levels, and therefore, the two-level ground-excited
atomic system that we studied in the previous section is not a viable solution for quantum
storage. In order to drive a transition between two metastable levels, we need a three-level
atomnic system. This forms a A-level atoml as shown in Fig. 2-6. To induce the desired
transition between Ig) and le) in this figure, one may think of first driving the atom from
1g) to Ir) by an optical beamI on-resonance with the cavity, and then, driving it back to Ie)
by another optical source, e.g.. a z-polarized beam as explained in the caption of Fig. 1-2.
This two-step process can be performed without populating the third level by introducing
detunings in both transitions, resulting in what is called ain off-resonant Raman transition
(ORT). In this section we study the ORT in the context of a A-level quantum memory being
driven by a single photon. Our principal contributions in this section are introducing a non-
adiabatic approach to ORT, evaluating its performance, and comparing it to two known
adiabatic rmechanismls.
Figure 2-6 shows a trapped A-level atomn and its corresponding driving beams. Here, we
assume that an external single-photon beam, in the initial state given by (2.1), is spatially
matched to a mode of cavity with annihilation operator b aud resonance frequency wo0 . This
cavity mode drives tile Ig)-to-lr) transition with coupling rate g,. There may exist a detuning
AI - iJ - Wgr in this transition, where wij denotes the transition frequency between levels
Ii) and 1j), for i, j E {g, r, e}. The second beam is assumed to be a. z-polarized classical plane
wave with frequency wz and a possibly time-dependent phase ,z (t). The field's amplitude is
under our control and Imay vary with time, and it determines the Rabi frequency Q(t) that
couples Ir) and Ie) via the following Hamiltonian, which is obtained under the rotating-wave
Figure 2-6: A A-level trapped atom illuminated by a single photon. The cavity mode
corresponding to the single photon drives the atom from its ground state Ig) to the auxiliary
state IT). A z-polarized beam then shelves the atom in the metastable level Ie). Here,!Jc
is the Rabi frequency associated with a single photon, which is proportional to Ephoton :=
Vnwo/(2coV), where V is the cavity mode volume. !1 is the Rabi frequency associated
with the control beam and is proportional to IEzl. These transitions are off-resonant by
detunings L).1 and L).2, respectively, as defined in the text. The control field may also include
a time-varying phase 1>z(t).
approximation 1241:
(2.34)
where !1(t) and 1>z(t) are assumed to be real. The 11-)-to-le) transition may also be off-
resonant, by a detuning L).2 := Wz - Wer' Similar to the previous sections, with no initial
excitation in the cavity and assuming that the atom is initially in the ground state Ig), we
can write down the most general state of the system as a function of time as follows
I'I/J(t)) = J dwaw(t)11w)IO)blg) + e-iwot/3(t)IG) + e-iwotcr(t)IR) + e-i(Wll-WZ)t+i~z(t)ce(t)IE),
(2.35)
where
IG) := 10) RI1)blg),
IR) := 10) RIO)bI1'),
IE) := 10)RIO)ble).
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(2.36)
Applying the Schrddinger equation to (2.35), we get
O(t) = -igccr(t) - i\/r2 b(t) - K13(t)
cr(t) = -igc/3(t) + iAc,.(t) - iQ(t)ce(t) - -r.cr(t)
i:(t) = -im(t)cr(t) - i(A2 - At + Pz(t))ce(t), (2.37)
where we used (2.7) in the first equation and included a non-cavity decay rate yr for the
upper state. We assume that the corresponding decay rate to the state le) is negligible for
the purpose of loading; it comes into play when we need to determine the storage time of
the quantum memory. The above equations are not analytically tractable for arbitrary Q(t)
and z (t). However, for our loading problem, we are looking for particular pulse shapes
for Q(t) and 0,(t) that help the Ig)-to-je) transition occur with high probability. In this
section, we consider two of these loading mechanisms and provide approximate analytical
solutions in each case. The first approach is based on known adiabatic transfer techniques
142, 36, 26, 281. and the second one is based on the simple idea. that we came up with in the
last section, i.e.. turning off the coupling between Ig) and le) when the loading probability is
maximum. We conclude this analysis by comparing tile loading probabilities for these two
methods as functions of gI/n and KT. and we examine their sensitivity to timing offsets.
2.3.1 Adiabatic loading of a A-level atom
It is a consequence of the Schr6dinger equation that a system with a time-independent
Hamiltonian--initially in one of its eigenstates ---does not evolve with time. This is not
necessarily the case for a tinme-dependent Hamiltonian, such as the one in (2.34), because
the eigenstates. themselves, are functions of time. i.e., at each time t there exists a. set of
eigenstates {j'Wi(t))}. Suppose that, at t = 0, we start with the system in the eigenstate
ýIIL (0)). Then, for a. sufficiently slowly-varying Hamiltonian, we expect to be in the eigenstate
I1 (t)) at time t, provided that t is less than the time scale on which tile Hamiltonian
changes8 . This is the main idea. behind adiabatic passage. To employ this idea in our
loading problem, we need to begin in a system eigenstate that resembles IG), and then, by
changing Q, gradually transform this eigenstate into one that resembles our desired final
"Here, we have assumed that we have labeled the eigenstates at time t in accordance with the same
labeling at time t - 6t. That should be doable if the Hlamiltonian, and, consequently, its eigenvalues change
continuously with time.
state, IE). To find such an eigenstate, let's have a look at the effective Hamiltonian that
(2.37) suggests for the intracavity system:
Heff= -hAijR)(RI - h(A• - A 2 - Oz(t))IE)(El
+hgc (IR) (Gl + IG) (R) + ht(t)(IR) (E + IE) (R). (2.38)
Under the two-photon resonance condition. A1 = A2, and assuming that 6--(t) = 0. the
above Hamiltonian can be written as follows
eff = -hta,IR)(RI + h-fQo(R)(BI + IB)(RI), (2.39)
where
IB) = sin O(t)lG) + cos O(t)lE) (2.40)
is called the Brigqht state, and we have cos0(t) Q ~(t)/Qo. sinO(t) g,,/Q(o, and l20 Q
/(tf) ±+ .. It can be seen that we have reduced the number of orthogonal states in the
Hamiltonian by one. The missing state, orthogonal to both IB) and IR), is called the Dark
state (because it does not interact with the upper state IR)) and is given by
ID) = - cos0(t) G) + siul(t)(E). (2.41)
The dark state is a zero-eigenvalue eigenstate of Hteff. and it has the nice property that we
are indeed looking for: for IQ(t) > gc, ID) - -IG). but for Q(t) < , ID)  IE). This
implies that if we start with a high value of Q2 when the photon arrives, and then. slowly.
reduce Q. to zero, we can adiabatically transfer the system from IG) to IE). The timing is of
crucial importance. because if we turn off the pump either before or long after the photon
arrives we lose the chance of absorbing the photon. There is also a slight chance of jumping
into states that are orthogonal to ID). i.e.. IE) or IB), in which case, the loading process
has failed completely.
To study the loading problem in the new dark-bright state picture, it is convenient to
change our basis from { IG), IE)} to { JIB), ID) }. We can then rewrite /(t) G) + cA (t) E) in
the new form B(t)IB) + D(t)ID), where
D(t) = - cos 0(t),3(t) + sin 9(t)c,:(t),
B(t) = sin 0(t)/3(t) + cos O(t)ce(t). (2.42)
In terms of our new variables, and assuming Al = A2 + z•(t), (2.37) becomes
B(t) = -(t)D(t) - iQo(t)c,(t) - i v'sinM(t)b (t)
-- sill2 0(t)B(t) + K sin0( os(t) c sD(t)D(t)
D(t) = 9(t)B(t) - i V 2K C(os 2 0 (t )b(t) - h cos 2 0 (t)D(t) + K cos 0(t) sin 0(t)B(t)
cr(t) = -ino(t)B(t) - (/r, - iAi)cr(t). (2.43)
Now, it is the right time to apply our dark-state approximation, by which we assume that
during the loading process there will be no quantum jumps to the bright state IB), i.e.,
B(t) = 0 . This will automatically forces c,(t) and ýr(t) to zero, i.e., there will be no
quantum jumps to the auxiliary state IR) either. With this approximation, the above
equations yield the following result for the dark-state evolution
D(t) = -i V/ 2K cos 2 (t)b(t) - (' cos2 0(t)D(t). (2.44)
This equation resembles (2.7) for the cold-cavity case (after transforming 13(t) to eiwoti3(t) ).
Therefore, the dark-state approximation has reduced our three-level problem to an equivalent
cold-cavity problem whose cavity decay rate is K cos2 0(t); see Fig. 2-7. In the cold-cavity
case, we found the loading probability in the general case of time-dependent cavity decay
rate, which thus applies to our current problem. Using (2.9), the loading probability for the
A-level atom is given by
Ploading(t) = t dT Vcos 0(r)e-K(t)+K(r) b(r) , (2.45)
where K(t) = J.l drcos2 0(r).
To maximize the loading probability, we need to find an optimum assignment for cos )(t)
that not only maximizes the loading probability, but also satisfies our adiabatic conditions.
In order to achieve a maximum transfer of free-field photons into the cavity mode, we need
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Figure 2-7: The loading problem for a A-level atom driven-on the two-photon resonance-
by a single photon and a classical control field is adiabatically equivalent to the cold-cavity
loading problem. The cavity decay rate is a function of time, and is determined by the
control field.
to minimize the outgoing field components by der::;tructivelyinterfering the directly reflected
and the circulating fields. Fleischhauer et a1. have shown that a necessary condition for
destructive interference is [281:
(2.46)
For our particular example of a secant hyperbolic pulse shape cI>b(t)= v2jTsech(4tjT), it
turns out that [281
and
cos O(t) = V2j(KT) sech(4tjT)
VI + tanh(4tjT)
n(t = geSech(4tjT)
) V[1 + tanh(4tjT)][tanh(4tjT) + KTj2 - 1]
(2.47)
(2.48)
In order that the above relation for O(t) provides us with a positive real Rabi frequency, we
must satisfy the condition KT 2: 4. This, on the other hand, implies that for a successful
adiabatic transfer, our input pulse must be long enough so that we can slowly change the
quantum memory state.
Employing (2.48) in (2.45), it can be shown that ID(t)12 = [1 + tanh(4tjT)]j2, which
approaches one as t ~ 00. This result does not give us any information, however, about
the required values for KT and gej K. In fact, because cos 8( t), as given by (2.47), is only a
function of KT, our equivalent cold-cavity model does not have any dependence on ge. This
is a consequence of the dark-state approximation that we used to eliminate the bright state.
In order to reveal the dependence of the loading probability on the coupling rate, and also to
obtain more accurate results, we must return to the original differential equations in (2.37)
or (2.43), and try to solve them numerically. In order to simplify this numerical analysis,
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we first adiabatically eliminate the upper state IR) by assuming that r (t) = 0. This is a
reasonable assumption provided that we have large enough detunings, i.e., Al, A2 > Q, g .,
and it provides us with more accurate results than can be obtained under the dark-state
condition B(t) = c,(t) = 0. As a. result of the adiabatic-elinination condition, :,(t) = 0, we
obtain
= Q2(t)
cr (t) = (t) +  , Ce(t) (2.49)
where we used (2.37) and 'r = r - iAI. For large enough detuning, i.e., for At > Yr, we
can replace i-•' with Ai. Plugging the above equation into the rest of (2.37), we then obtain
Jm(t) = -i(gw/A•):3(t) - igc-,(t) - iVB2)b(t) - K/:(t),
i'e(t) = -- ig3(t) - i(Q 2 /A1)Ce(t) -i(A 2 - Al + ýz(t))ce(t), (2.50)
where g = g42/Al is the effective coupling rate between Ig) and le). The above equations
resemble the equations in (2.22), and therefore, they model the evolution of a two-level
system, with coupling rate g and detuning A = [g2 --_ 2 (t)]/A 1 + A - A2 - (t). driven by
a. single photon9. In the above equations, the effective coupling rate and detuning are both
generally finctions of time. At the end of this section, we will investigate the performance
of adiabatic loading mechanisms by numerically solving the equations in (2.50).
2.3.2 Non-adiabatic loading of a A-level atom
The adiabatic-passage approach presented in the previous section is an elegant way to handle
atomic quantum mneniories. It, however, requires the input pulse shape to be several times
longer than the cavity decay time, 1/h: 1281. We also need to use the appropriate pulse
shaping for the control field in accord with the input pulse shape. Here, we propose a
simpler approach for loading a A-level atom, which does not impose anly restrictions on the
input pulse shape and does not need any adiabatic pulse shaping for the control field. As
was mentioned for adiabatic passage, however, this non-adiabatic approach to loading is also
sensitive to the photon arrival time. Our method is based on what we observed in Section 2.2
for a two-level atomi with a constant coupling rate g. There, we realized that a maximum
loading probability of greater than 90%, was achievable provided that we could turn off the
9Note that the new baseband pulse shape is given by e'"i '1l Fb,(t). We will denote this new function by
4b (t) again for convenience.
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Figure 2-8: The loading problem for a A-level atom driven by a single photon and a constant
classical control beam is equivalent to the two-level hot-cavity loading problem. The new
coupling rate 9 is equal to gen/ /:).1 and the detuning /:).(the difference between the optical
frequency and the atomic transition frequency) is /:).1 - /:).2 + (g~ - 02) / /:).\.
atom-light coupling at t = TLoad' Here, we show that this is indeed possible to do for a
A-level atom, by turning off the control field, which has a constant value otherwise: at the
right time. The mathematical analogy between loading a A-level atom and a two-level atom
both driven by single photons was shown in (2.50). Figure 2-8 illustrates this equivalence.
In the non-adiabatic case, where 0 is time independent and <Pz(t) = 0, the effective coupling
rate, 9 = geO/ /:).1, is proportional to the control field's amplitude. By turning off the control
field at t = TLoad, or, effectively, by imposing O(t) = 0 for t > TLoad, the coupling rate 9
vanishes for t > TLoad' Hence, if we are in the state Ie) at t = TLoad, we will stay there until
a decay process returns the atom to its ground state. The loading probability is then given
by Ice (TLoad) 12 as obtained in (2.27). The effective detuning, /:).= (9~ - 02)/ /:).1 + /:).1 - /:).2,
can be forced to zero, by properly choosing /:).1 and /:).2, thus compensating for the induced
Stark shift and enabling us to obtain a higher loading probability.
It is worth mentioning that the only condition that we need to satisfy for our adiabatic
elimination is /:).1, /:).2 » 0,9c. This condition ensures that we never populate the upper
state. However, it is possible to go to the bright state, because, in the non-adiabatic case,
our control pulse shape is not matched to the input pulse shape.
2.3.3 Adiabatic versus non-adiabatic loading: numerical comparison
In this section, we compare our proposed non-adiabatic approach to loading a quantum
memory with those methods that use adiabatic-transfer techniques. Because of the equiv-
alence of the non-adiabatic loading of a A-level atom to the two-level atom problem that
we studied in Section 2.2, all the numerical results that we obtained in Section 2.2.2 are
applicable to the current non-adiabatic case provided that we employ the effective coupling
rate and detuning in our calculations. The adiabatic-transfer technique that we described
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in Section 2.3.1 is a well-studied problem in the literature. To make our comparison more
concrete, in this section, we will consider two particular examples of adiabatic loading, which
have been proposed in 1261 and 1281. In [261, the authors have devised a method for trans-
ferring the state of a trapped-atoim quantum nemory to another trapped-atom quantum
memory. Their approach is based on adiabatically transferring the state of one memory to a
single photon, which will then propagate and load the other memory with the desired state.
Their loading process is facilitated by forcing the photon's pulse shape to be symmetric, so
that, at the receiver end, we can employ the time-reverse of the control pulse shape that was
used at the transmitter. The desired pulse shape for the control field under the dark-state
condition at zero effective detuning can be found numerically by solving the corresponding
Schrddinger equations. However, the approach from [261 is not suitable for an incoming pho-
ton with an arbitrary pulse shape. In [281, the authors have employed the adiabatic-transfer
technique to load an atomic ensemble with the state of a single photon. Their approach can
be easily extended to the single-atom case, and that is what we did in Section 2.3.1. They
have employed the dark-state approximation under the two-photon resonance condition with
a. constant-phase control field. Their approach sets certain limitations on the length of the
in)put pulse shape. In fact, in order to fulfill the dark-state condition, the input pulse shape
must be longer than a. threshold value. As comIparedl to these two adiabatic mechanisins,
our non-adiabatic approach puts no constraints on the input pulse shape.
Several issues make our work in this chapter,. and the numerical results presented in
this section, distinct from the previous works reported in the literature. The first issue is
our accounting for a. nonzero probability for p)opulating the bright state. This probability
is neglected in all the methods that use the dark-state approximation, e.g, [26] and 1281.
We will see in this section how the nonzero probability of being in tile bright state affects
tihe loading performance. That also makes it possible to scrutinize the dependence of the
loading probability, in both adiabatic and non-adiabatic mechanisms, on the key system
paramneters, e.g.. gj/K: and KT. This evaluation is one of the original contributions of this
thesis.
As mentioned before, it is of practical imuportance to know at what values of input
bandwidth, represented by KT'. and atomic coupling ra~te, represented by gyc/, a desired
system performance cain be achieved. For our non-adiabatic apI)roach, at A = 0--which can
be achieved by setting A2 = (g2 - 22 )/Al + A - system performance is governed by the
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Figure 2-9: The loading probability for the adiabatic method for different values of KT
versus g~/(K.6.d, at the two-photon resonance .6.1= .6.2 and for <Pz(t) = O. These graphs
are obtained by numerically solving (2.50) for the control pulse shapes given in the inset
corresponding to a secant hyperbolic input pulse shape.
effective coupling rate 9 = gen/.6.}, as shown in Fig. 2-4. The optimum value of g/ K can
then be obtained by making appropriate choices for ge, 0, and .6.1. The only conditions that
we need to satisfy are .6.1» 'Yr and ge, 0 « .6.1. That leaves us some room to pick a smaller
value for ge, which determines the cavity length, and larger values for 0, which is classically
applied. This is not the case for the adiabatic approach proposed in [28]. For instance, for
the secant hyperbolic pulse shape, using the optimum control pulse shape given by (2.48),
we have geO(t) = g~O'(t), where n'(t) is only a function of KT and not ge. Therefore, for a
fixed value of KT, the only way to increase the coupling rate is to use a shorter cavity, which
yields a larger ge.
In this section, we consider two approaches to specifying the effective detuning in the
adiabatic case. The first case, employed in [28], is for the two-photon-resonance condition
for which.6.1 = .6.2 and <Pz(t) = O. The second, used in [26], is for the zero-effective-detuning
case, which can be achieved by setting ~z(t) =.6.1 -.6.2 + [g~ - 02(t)I/.6.1•
It is interesting to find the dependence of the loading probability, for the adiabatic scheme
proposed in [28], on the coupling rate ge. For this purpose, we have numerically solved
the Schr6dinger equations in (2.50), for O(t) given by (2.48) at the two-photon resonance
.6.1= .6.2 and for <Pz(t) = O. In Fig. 2-9 we have plotted Ice(5T)12 versus an effective coupling
rate g' == g~/.6.1' Choosing t = 5T ensures that the loading process has ended, and therefore
lce(5T)12 is effectively the loading probability. This figure shows that for the two-photon
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Figure 2-10: The optimum coupling rate and the maximum loading probability achieved
at this rate for both adiabatic and non-adiabatic approaches. (Non-adiabatic graphs start
from KT = 0.5; Adiabatic graphs start from KT = 4.5.) For all graphs, we assume that
~z(t) = ~1 - ~2 + [g~ - n2(t)]/~1' A secant hyperbolic pulse shape has been used for the
incoming photon.
resonance case, higher gc values yield higher loading probabilities. The effective coupling
rate g' that we need is about 2K for 90% loading probability at KT = 5. It can be seen that
there is an advantage for pulses with higher values of KT. This is because our adiabatic
scheme is more efficient for longer input pulses.
We can also solve the Schr6dinger equations in (2.50), for n(t) given by (2.48), at zero
effective detuning as proposed in [26]10,Le., when ~z(t) = ~1 - ~2 + [g; - n2(t)]/~1' In
this case, in analogy to the non-adiabatic case, we observe the existence of an optimum
value for g' / K. Figure 2-10 shows the optimum coupling rates and the maximum loading
probabilities achieved at these rates for the adiabatic and non-adiabatic approaches. Here,
(g' / K)opt is almost constant, and close to unity, for all values of KT, whereas (g / K)opt goes
down gradually to zero as we increase KT. Again, we note that the non-adiabatic approach
has no constraint on the input pulse width, which allows a larger class of single-photon
sources to be used in quantum communication systems. The maximum loading probability
that can be achieved by the adiabatic approach a..'iymptotically goes to one; this is not the
case for the non-adiabatic approach, however.
IOThe control field's Rabi frequency given by (2.48) has been obtained under the two-photon resonance
and dark-state conditions, and it is not therefore the optimum pulse shape for the zero-effective-detuning
case. It can however be verified numerically that this pulse shaping for the control field provides us with a
c1ose-to-optimum performance. This is in accord with the results reported in [281 implying that the loading
probability will only be slightly affected by small deviations from the optimum control field pulse shape.
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Figure 2-11: Loading probability versus normalized timing offset in the photon arrival. In
the adiabatic case (the graph on the left), this timing error results in applying the control
field earlier or later than the correct time. In the non-adiabatic case, it results in stopping
the control field earlier or later than TLoad' Both graphs have been obtained at ~z(t) = ~1 -
~2 + [g~ - 02(t)JI ~1 for their corresponding optimum coupling rates for secant hyperbolic
input pulse shapes.
Finally, Fig. 2-11 shows the sensitivity of both schemes to timing offsets. Here, Toffset
refers to the time that we stop the control field in the non-adiabatic approach, and it
represents a time shift in the adiabatic approach, i.e., using O(t - Toffsed instead of O(t).
Both cases may occur if we have an inaccurate estimate of the photon arrival time. This
figure shows that both schemes have almost the same tolerance against timing offsets. A
50% loading probablity (3 dB loss) is achievable even if we are about -1::.T/2 off from the
correct loading time. Although not shown on the graph, the same result holds if we use the
adiabatic approach under the two-photon-resonance condition.
2.4 Other single-excitation problems
The results we obtained in this section are directly applicable to several other problems.
For instance, consider the double-A atom in Fig. 2-12(a). Here, we are trying to load the
memory with a single photon in an arbitrary polarization state as follows:
(2.51)
where 10:12 + 1,812 = 1. Here, 11w)(1~refers to a single-photon state at frequency w in the U::I:
polarization. The goal of the loading process is to absorb this photon, by properly choosing
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Figure 2-12: (a) Loading a double- A atom driven by a polarization-state single photon.
Along the lines of Fig. 2-8, this system is equivalent to the V -level system shown in (b).
(c) Reduction of the V-level loading problem to two two-level loading problems by means
of linear superposition.
z-polarized control fields, and store its polarization information in the metastable levels le+)
and le_) corresponding to the 0"+ and 0"_ polarizations, respectively. The loading probability
is therefore determined by the probability of ending up in Ie) == ale+) + ,f3je_). In order
to calculate this probability, we can use the results of the previous subsection to reduce
each A-configuration leg of the atom to an equivalent two-level system, as shown in Fig. 2-
12(b). The resulting configuration is a V -level atom illuminated by a polarization-state
single photon. This latter problem can be solved by again noting that the full Schr6dinger
equations-for the state of reservoirs, cavity modes, and the atom-that model the evolution
of this system are in the linear form X = -iAX, where X is a column matrix representing
all amplitude variables (such as nw(t), (3(t), etc.), and A is a square matrix representing the
mutual coupling rates betweenlg), Ie::!:>,andllw)a:!:. These equations are linear in response
to the superposition state in (2.51), and therefore, each leg of the V-level atom is only
driven by the corresponding part in the initial state, as shown in Fig. 2-12{c). In fact, for
a.f dwc,!>(w)11w)a+ as the input, the amplitude probability of being in the state le_), c_(t),
will be zero. c-(t) is nonzero only for (3 J dwct>(w)11w)a_ as the input. In the latter case, the
evolution of c_(t) is the same as that of a two-level system. For instance, if we are using
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the non-adiabatic loading mechanism, c_ (t) is given by fcce(t), with ce(t) is given by (2.27).
The samne argument holds for c+(t), so that the overall probability of ending up in le) is
given by (1a12 + 1f312)ICe(t)l2 = Ice(t) 2. This proves the equivalence of loading a V-level
atom to the loading of a two-level atom when both are driven by single photons. This result
also extends to cases in which the two legs of the atomic system are nonlocal--e.g., when
a pair of two-level trapped-atom memories driven by a photon-number entangled state: see
Fig. A-2. Such a system is an example of the to-the-miemnory configuration for entanglement
distribution and can be used in teleportation systems. In Appendix A, we prove the above
equivalentice using a change of basis in the Hamiltonian in conjunction with the HL equations.
Chapter 3
MIT-NU Hot-cavity Loading
With the results that we have developed for trapped-atom quantumn memories in the previous
chapter. we can home in on quantum comnmunication systems that use this type of storage.
Our focus on this chapter will be on the architecture proposed by a group of researchers
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Northwestern University (termed MIiT-
NU hereafter) [301 for quantum communication. The NIIT-NU construct uses the to-the-
memory configuration in Fig. 1-4 to distribute and share polarization entanglement between
two rubidium atoms. Because the rubidium atoms can be treated as double-A quantum
memories (see Figs. 1-2 and 1-3), TNIT-NU entanglement distribution is essentially a. loading
problem. in which we are interested in transferring an entangled state to two trapped atoms.
All previous analyses of the MIT-NU architecture 143, 30, 441, however, have employed a
cold-cavity approach in which each optical cavity - that would hold an 8 7 Rb atom in the
actual implementation is regarded as empty, and the loading probability is calculated by
determining the probability that the state of the intracavity photon fields at the end of a.
loading interval is the desired singlet state. In this chapter, we provide a hot-cavity loading
analysis for the MIT-NU system. This is an extension of what we obtained for single atoms
in the previous chapter, and we will use similar ideas and techniques here. As a general
convention, we will continue to employ the notation and abbreviations that we used in
Chapter 2. In what follows, we first describe the NIIT-NU architecture in more detail and
summarize its fidelity analysis. Then. we will describe the MIT-NU loading problem and
study its corresponding adiabatic and non-adiaba.tic loading mechanisms. We conclude with
some numerical results for the loading probability. This constitutes the first performance
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Figure 3-1: (a) MIT-NU architecture for long-distance quantum conmmunications consisting
of a dual-OPA source that produces polarization-entangled photons, and two quantum memn-
ories, QM11 and QM2,. separated by 2L 0 kim. (b) Dual-OPA source of polarization-entangled
photons. OPAs 1 and 2 are coherently-pumped (7r-rad out of phase), continuous-wave.
type-lI phase matched, doubly-resonant amplifiers operated at frequency degeneracy whose
orthogonally-polarized signal ({SA}) and idler ({I.}) outputs are combined, as shown, on
the polarizing beam splitter (PBS). (c) Notional schematic for the relevant hyperfine lev-
els of 7 Rt b. Each quantumn memory consists of a single trapped rubidium atom that can
absorb arbitrarily polarized photons, storing their coherence in the long-lived D levels. A
non-destructive load verification is effected by means of the A-to-C cycling transition.
analysis for the NMIT-NU architecture that includes the presence of atoms within the quantuin
memory units, and is a major new result from this thesis.
3.1 MIT-NU architecture
The MIT-NU architecture is a singlet-based system for qiubit teleportation that uses a novel
ultrabright source of polarization-entangled photon pairs 141,. and trapped rubidium atom
lquanltulmn memories [451 whose loading can be nondestructively verified 130, 441. Figure 3-1(a)
shows a schematic of this system: QMI and QNM2 are trapped rubidium atom quantuim mem-
ories, each Lo kIn away--in opposite directions-from a dual optical parametric amplifier
(OPA) source. As the overall structure of this architecture and its preliminary performance
analysis have been described in considerable detail elsewhere [43, 30, 44], in this section.
we shall provide only a brief description sufficient to enable comparison with other schemes
that will be addressed in the thesis. The results presented in this section are all based on
the cold-cavity approach to modeling quantum memories.
Each optical parametric amplifier in the dual-OPA source is a continuous-wave, type-II
phase matched, doubly-resonant amplifier operating at firequency degeneracy ws -= ýwi. Its
signal (S) and idler (I) outputs comprise a stream of orthogonally-polarized photon pairs
that are in a joint Gaussian state 1301. By coherently punmping two of these OPAs, 7r-rad
I 
:! I
out of phase, and combining their outputs on a polarizing beam splitter, as shown in Fig. 3-
1(b), we obtain signal and idler beams that are polarization entangled 1411. These beams
are routed down separate optical fibers to the trapped-atomn quantum memories.
A schematic of the relevant hyperfine levels of 8 7R.b is shown in Fig. 3-1(c). The memory
atoms are initially in the ground state A. Fromi this state they can absorb a photon in
an arbitrary polarization transferring that photon's coherence to the B levels. By means
of a Ramnan transition, this coherence is shelved in the long-lived D levels for subsequent
use. However, because propagation and fixed losses may destroy photons before they can be
stored, and because both memories must be loaded with a singlet state prior to performing
qubit teleportation. the MIT-NU architecture employs a clocked loading protocol in which
the absence of fluorescence on the A-to-C cycling transition provides a. nion-destructive
indication that a memory atom has absorbed a photon. If no fluorescence is seen from
either the QMN-l or QM2 atomns in a. particular loading interval, then we assume that both
memories have stored photon coherences and so are ready for the rest of the teleportation
protocol, i.e., Bell-state measurement (BSM), classical conmmunication of the result, and
single-qubit rotation [451.
A variety of error sources associated with the MIT-NU entanglement-distribution scheme
have been identified and their effects analyzed 1441. Some are due to imperfections in the
dual-OPA source, e.g., pump-power imbalance or pump-phase offsets between the two OPAs.
Others are due to the time-division multiplexed scheme--omitted from our brief description
of the MIT-NU architecture- -needed to compensate for the slowly-varying birefringence en-
countered in fiber propagation. The most fundamental error source, however, is the emission
of more than one pair of polarization-entangled photons. in conijunction with propagation
and fixed losses. Multiple-pair emissions may lead to loading events (both memory atoms
have absorbed photons) that dlo not leave the memories in the desired singlet state. This
error mechainismn is the primary one we shall consider here, in this summary, although pump-
phase offsets will also be included.
For a single trial of the NIIT-NU loading protocol, let Pherald denote the probability
that both memories are loaded, and let Psuccess denote the probability that these memories
have loaded the desired singlet state. Then, the fidelity associated with thle entanglement
distribution can be defined as FE = Psuccess/Pherald . From the work of Yen and Shapiro
[441. we can obtain
N 2 + i 2[1 + cOS(01 - 02)]Psuccess = [(1 + i)2_ 24 (3.1)
and
N 2 + ±F 2[1 + cos(0 1 - 62)]FE = 4N 2 +2i 2  (3.2)4N2 + 2fi2
where
N = (1 + -) - fi2. =I_--I+ , and = I_+I+, (3.3)
with
7lfY7c IGII± = IG (3.4)rr=F (1IIGI)(1 IGI+r/) (T.4)
In these expressions: the {Oi} are the pump-phase offsets for the two OPAs; IGI2 is the
normalized OPA pumnp gain (G112 = 1 at oscillation threshold); I and 7 are the OPA
cavity's linewidth and its output coupling rate: F, and -% are the memory cavity's linewidth
and its input coupling rate; and 17f is the transmissivity of the Lo-km-long source-to-memory
fiber propagation path.
The processing stage of the MIT-NU teleportation protocol is done via optically off-
resonant Raman transitions (ORTs) and sequential fluorescence detection: for details see
1451. The MIT-NU architecture is capable of performing a. full BSNI on the joint Alice-
Charlie system. The latter two share an optical cavity to hold their respective trapped
atoms. Via a series of ORT pulses the joint state of Alice and Charlie can be transferred
to Alice's atom. aind then, using a method of sequential elimination, she can perform a
full BS.l. By sending the measurement results to Bob, he can retrieve Charlie's state by
using at most two additional ORTs 1451. The performance analysis in [441 assumes all these
atomic transitions and measurements can be done free of error. In that circumnstance. the
teleportation fidelity, FT, is as follows 1441
Fr = [2 - 2a + (1 - 4a)cos(0 1 - 02)1/3, (3.5)
where a = N 2/(4N 2 + 2fi2 ). This teleportation fidelity measures how closely Bob's state--
after the teleportation protocol is completed---will replicate Charlie's qubit. In particular,
FT = (0IB [I0) B, where I) B is the Bob's desired final state, [/B is Bob's density operator
at the end of the protocol, and the overbar denotes averaging uniformly over the Bloch
FT
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Figure 3-2: Entanglement and teleportation fidelitiesfor the MIT-NU architecture versus
distance 2Lo in km.
sphere.
Figure 3-2 shows the entanglement and teleportation fidelitiesfor the MIT-NU architec-
ture versus the total distance 2Lo. It can be seen that under normal operating conditions,
as given by the parameters shown on the figure,the MIT-NU system achieves a high fidelity
both in teleportation and entanglement distribution, regardless of the distance separating
Alice and Bob. Throughput, however, which is the number of entangled pairs per second
that could be loaded ifAlice and Bob each possessed latticesof trapped atoms, is not inde-
pendent of the distance that separates Alice and Bob [44]. We note from Fig. 3-2, that FT
is a littlebit higher than FE. This is because even when we have not loaded the cavities
with the singlet state, there is stilla nonzero chance of getting the right state back at the
end of the teleportation protocol.
3.2 MIT-NU loadingproblem
The cold-cavity approach used in the previous section might sufficefor determining the de-
teriorating effectof multiple-pair emission. It, however, cannot help us determine the actual
atomic and optical parameters that we must employ to successfully load the memories. As we
realized in the previous chapter, two of these parameters are of practical importance: source
bandwidth and atom-light coupling rate, where the former affects the system throughput
while the latter determines the cavity length. This section is devoted to finding analyt-
ical results for the MIT-NU loading probability when we consider a double-A-Ievel atom
in each memory. To this end, we make several simplifying assumptions. First, we replace
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the () PA devices in the entanglement source with simple spontaneous parametric downcon-
verters (SPDCs). This is actually how most realizations of this systemi work [19, 201, and,
except for their flux and their output bandwidths, SPDC systems have the same physical
characteristics as OPA sources. The second assumption is the biphoton approximation to
the SPDC output. The latter is mostly a vacuum state, plus a small biphoton component.
and a much smaller multi-pair contribution 1301. The vacuum term (an be easily recognized
by our non-destructive loading verification technique, and call therefore be ignored. The
multi-pair case is of ninor concern in the context of loading, because its degrading effect
has been accounted for in the previous analyses. So, in this section, we only consider the
case in which tile type-II phase-matched SPDC output, operating at frequency degeneracy.
is a biphoton state in the following general formn 1461
|) = dJ s df ( as, )|1)s,01,)i.o (3.6)
where .' dws ' dj|6(w,;s, wI) = 1, and o and o represent two orthogonal polarizations. For
the particular configuration in Fig. 3-1(b), the desired output state will then be
o,,t) d s d / (I s,,r)[|l 5)s.( 1L,, ,o.- |1s)s|·1 / ,T
- dws dw S (w I)[s, I) 1),,+ |111),_ - |L,),s,• |II,,)I, +], (3.7)
where the last equality is due to the invariance of the singlet state with respect to the
polarization basis. Finally, we assumne that there is no loss and no delay in the channel, and
therefore, the above state is the input state to the quantum memories.
Figure 3-3(a) shows a schematic of the MIT-NU loading problem with the above consid-
erations taken into account. Here, similar to the previous chapter, we assume that the signal
and idler photons are spatially matched to one of tile cavity's spatial modes. Their center
frequency,. wo, is also mnatched to the resonance frequency of this cavity nmode. Depending
on their polarizations. they can drive one of tile transitions 1g) -- s) (for cr+-polarization)
and 1( ) - ir) (for c•--polarization) with time-independent coupling rate y, and detuning
Ai. The second transition is facilitated by a z-polarized classical field. which induces a Rabi
frequency 1 with detuning A2. The goal of memory loading is to absorb the entangled
photons and store their coherence in the metastable levels of each mnemory, i.e., to end up in
Ir) Is)( ~----~I........\" /I .....~r-4 \.lJc ~Ie.) ., le+)~ . w
I~- )........a_#l:L. Ig) ~ Idler
(b)
Figure 3-3: (a) Loading a pair of double-A atoms illuminated by a polarization-entangled
biphoton. This is a fair approximation to the MIT-NU loading problem. (b) Breaking the
loading problem in part (a) into two simpler loading problems for a pair of A-level atoms,
now, each illuminated by a biphoton state.
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Idler Signal
Figure 3-4: A cold-cavity model for the systems shown in Fig. :3-3(b) using the adiabatic-
passage loading mechanism. Here, we have assumed that the only levels that can be popu-
lated are the dark states in each memory, which in this figure correspond to the cavity mode
operators bs and bI. Each cavity has a time-dependent decay rate governed by the Rabi
frequency associated with the control field.
the state le+)sle_)[-Ie_)sle+)[, where the subscript S/I refers to the atom that is driven
by the signal/idler photon.
The above problem can be reduced to the two simpler problems shown in Fig. 3-3(b)
by using the linearity in the input superposition state. This is the same technique that
we used in Section 2.4 to reduce a V-level atom to a pair of two-level atoms. Now that
our problem has reduced to the loading problem for two A-level atoms, we can employ
the adiabatic and non-adiabatic loading mechanisms introduced in Section 2.3 to solve the
MIT-NU loading problem. The following two subsections provide analytical results for the
loading probability associated with either of the systems shown in Fig. 3-3(b), which can be
directly applied to the case shown in Fig. 3-3(a), or equivalently, to our approximation to
the NUT-NU loading problem. Because the two subsystems in Fig. 3-3(b) have essentially
the same loading behavior-independent of the polarization of the incoming photons-we
simplify our notation in the forthcoming sections by omitting the polarization information.
3.2.1 MIT-NU adiabatic loading
In this section, we assume that all the conditions required for adiabatic pa.'isage are satisfied
so that we can neglect the probability of populating the bright state. In this case, as we
showed in Section 2.3.1, each quantum memory can be modeled by a cold cavity with a
time-dependent coupling rate KCOS20(t), where cosO(t) = n(t)/Jg~+n2(t). Then, our
loading problem reduces to the case of two empty cavities illuminated by a biphoton state,
schematically shown in Fig. 3-4. The driving state in this case is as follows
(3.8)
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where f dws J dwj IO(ws, w1 )12 = 1, and the subscripts S and I refer to the two independent
reservoirs that interact with our memory cells. The above state is a superposition of its
infinitesimal two-photon elements k(ws, wr)l 1,)sI1,, )rdwsdws . As was noted in the previ-
ous chapter, the governing Schrodinger equations that mnodel the evolution of the reservoirs
and cavities are linear, hence the system behaves linearly in response to its initial state.
In particular, if we denote the probability amplitude of having one excitation in the sig-
nal cavity and one excitation in the idler cavity, both at time t. by flcc,(t), then we have
:I(t) = J dws.1J'dw lj•ý,,(t). where / .,, (t) is the probability amplitude for having one
excitation in each cavity associated with the input state (/(ws, wl)l 1,,)sI1,, )1 . This input
state is a product state of two single photons each illuninating a separate cavity. As a
result, we have reduced the two-photon loading problem of Fig. 3-4 to two single-photon
single-cavity loading problems of the type studied in Section 2.1. In particular, from (2.10),
we obtain
Ce2i4Ls.•t (t)dsdW = (IT dT' cos 0(r) cos 0(T')e - 2K(t)+K(r )+K (r ')
7r. 
.0
xp(ws, We)dwsdwee-i('s-w•)re - i(A - 'WO)r'T (3.9)
The loading probability is then calculated as follows:
Ploading(t) I- i(cc(t)12
t t 2
= T .1dr dr'cos 0(r) cos O(r')e- 2K(t)+K(r)+K(r') b(r, T') , (3.10)
where 4)b(TT') = jws J dw i(w -) O-i(J- ()T s, WI.
Similar to what we found in the single-atom case for Q(t), as given by (2.48), cos (t)
is independent of gi, and therefore, our cold-cavity model for adiabatic passage, so long as
it prevails, does not reveal any information about the required value of go. We can again
employ a nmmerical approach to finding the loading probability. This time, however, the
number of equations that model the system evolution is much larger than in the single-
atom case. which makes their numnerical evaluation much nmore challenging. In the following
subsection, we will provide analytical results for the loading probability in the case of a time-
Itlf-t )19 (19); ~ Idler Signal ( ~tll19~ '!g)s
Figure 3-5: A two-level-atom model for the systems shown in Fig. 3-3(b). Here, we have
assumed that the Rabi frequency 0 is a constant and we have adiabatically eliminated the
upper state in the A-level atoms. The effective coupling rate is 9 = gen/ ~l. The effective
detuning ~ can be made zero by a proper choice of other parameters, as described in Fig. 2-8.
independent 0, and we will demonstrate how the loading probability changes as a function
of system parameters.
3.2.2 MIT-NU non-adiabatic loading
As we showed in Section 2.3.2, for a time-independent 0, each A-level atom can be approx-
imated by a two-level atom with an effective coupling rate 9 = YeO/ ~1 and a detuning ~
that can be made zero by a proper choice of parameters. This reduces the loading problem
in Fig. 3-3(b) to the one shown in Fig. 3-5, in which a pair of trapped two-level atoms are
illuminated by a biphoton state l'ljio) as given by (3.8). Here, the loading event corresponds
to populating both atomic excited states, i.e., to ending up in the state le)sle)r.
To analyze this loading problem, we can again use the superposition trick that we used
in the previous subsection to find /3ee(t), the slowly-varying probability amplitude at time t
associated with Ie) sle) I. Denoting the slowly-varying probability amplitude at time t asso-
ciated with le)sle)1 in response to the two-photon state </J(ws,w/)11wslsI1w[11 by /3ws,W[(t),
we have
(3.11)
where, from (2.29),
(3.12)
The above equation results in the following expression for the time-dependent probability
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amplitude for being in the state Ie)sle)>:
i3ee(t) = - ft d-r d'b(T, T)( (t - (3.13)
Note that in the above integral only the symmetric part of the pulse shape, [(b( 7 -T') +
%b(r', r)]/2, results in a nonzero value for 3,ee(t). Also, it has been implicitly assumed that
the pulse shape I)b(7, T') is nonzero only for 7. T' > 0. otherwise we have to change the lower
limits of the above double integral.
3.2.3 Numerical results
In this section, we present sonme numerical results .for the performance of MIT-NU non-
adiabatic loading mechanism. Our goal is to find the dependence of the loading probability
on the bandwidth of the input pulse shape as well as on the atom-light coupling rate. This
loading probability is given by I/je,(t)| 2 as obtained in (3.13). The input pulse shape that
we consider here corresponds to the output of an SPDC. which is given by [46]
0(wS, W) = AO+(wvs, wi)-(ws, wI). (3.14)
In this expression, A is a normalization factor, and
0+( i) ý-SL'5 WI p(WSG ± + WI)
_ N (wo o)p(ws + •I), (3.15)
where us/I is the downconversion crystal's refractive index for the signal 'idler beam and
Op(w) is the puimp spectral pulse shape. The other term in (3.14) is the phase-matching
function.
sin[Ak(ws, wi) L/2]
- (ws•) = k(,(3. 16)
where L is the crystal length, and Ak(ws,wl) -- kp(ws + WI) - ks(ws) - kr(wj), with
ks/I/p being the wave number of the signal idler pumnp beam. We assume that the crystal
is phase matched at degeneracy, i.e.. kp(2wo) = ks(Lo) + k•i(Wo), and that it also satisfies
the extended phase-matching condition, k',(2wo) - k',(wo) = k' (wo) - k' (2wo) -- Sk, where
k' (uw), X = S, I. P, is the derivative of kx with respect to w. We then get the following
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Figure 3-6: (a) MIT-NU loading probability for different values of Y/Ii at liT = liTo = 2.
The maximum probability in each graph is a function of 9 / K, which implies the existence
of an optimum value for g/K. (b) MIT-NU loading probability for different values of liTo at
9 /K = 1 and liT = 2. In all graphs, we have used a secant hyperbolic pulse shape for the
pump beam with ,,/= o.
linear approximation to tlk(WS,WI), for 8w == Ws - Wo and 8w' == WI - wo:
tlk(ws,wr) = tlk(wo + ow,wo + OW')
kp(2wo + Ow + OW') - ks(wo + OW) - kI(WO + 8w')
~ kp(2wo) + (OW + 8w')k~(2wo) - ks(wo) - 8wk~(wo) - kI(WO) - 8W'k~(wo)
= (OW - ow')ok = (ws - wI)ok. (3.17)
Consequently, <P:t:.(ws,wr) isonly a function of the sum/difference frequency Ws x. WI . Denot-
ing 4>:t:.(WS,WI)by 4>:t:.(ws:f:wJ), the temporal baseband pulse shape needed for our loading
probability calculation is therefore
<Pb(t,u) = A J dow J d8w'<p+(8w + ow' + 2wo)4>-(ow - ow')e-it5wte-it5w'u
~'<Pb (t~u)<p_ (t~u), (3.18)
where A' = Awo/[ns(wo)n[(wo)J, <Pb(t)== e2iwotJ dw4>p(w)e-iwt is the baseband pump pulse
shape, and <I>_(t) == J dw4>_(w)e-iwt = (27r/ok)[u(t+ To/2) - u(t - To/2)], for To = ok L.
Figure 3-6 shows the loading probability for the architecture in Fig. 3-5 using a secant
hyperbolic pulse shapel <Pb(t)= v2/Tsech[4(t - To - 2T)/T]. We have shifted the pump
1As we noticed in Fig. 2-5, the choice of pulse shape has a minor effect on the loading probability so long
as different pulse shapes have similar bandwidths.
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Figure 3-7: (a) The optimum value of g/Ii versus KT and KTo for the MIT-NU non-adiabatic
loading problem. (b) The corresponding maximum loading probability at (g / K ) opt . In all
graphs, we have used a secant hyperbolic pulse shape for the pump beam with " = o.
pulse shape by 2T + To so that, effectively, <I>b(t, u) = 0 for t < a or u < O. Now, 1Il
addition to its dependence on g/ Ii and liT, the loading probability also depends on KTo,
which represents the bandwidth of our downconversion process. In Fig. 3-6(a), we have
plotted the loading probability for different values of 9 / K for fixed values of KT and KTO at
"'/= O. Similar to what we found in the single-atom case, this figure shows that there exists
an optimum value of 9/ Ii whose corresponding peak loading probability is maximum. Hence,
if we turn the control field off at this particular time, the chance of finding both atoms in
their excited states is maximum. Figure 3-6(b) shows the same property from a different
perspective. It plots the loading probability with KT and 9/ Ii fixed for several values of
KTo. Here, we see that there is an optimum value of KTO for which the loading probability
is maximum.
Figure 3-7 shows the optimum value of 9/ K and its corresponding loading probability as
a function of ",T and KTo at " = O. From Fig. 3-7(a), we observe that higher values of liT or
",To, lead to lower values of 9/ Ii. This is another manifestation of the trade-off between the
input pulse bandwidth and the required coupling rate. The lower the bandwidth is the lower
the optimum coupling rate will be. Note that this regime of operation is not applicable to the
adiabatic-passage approach on the two-photon resonance, in which the higher the coupling
rate is the higher the loading probability will be; see Fig. 2-9. As a result, the non-adiabatic
loading mechanism has an advantage in that it allows us to use larger cavities with higher
input bandwidth. The price is, however, in the value of loading probability that can be
achieved, which as shown in Fig. 3-7(b), is typically on the order of 70%-80%-rather than
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100%. From this figure, we achieve higher loading probabilities for KTo, hT > 2. where the
cavity linewidth is wider than the bandwidths associated with the input pulse.
The initial plan for the MIT-NU architecture calls for cavities with / u 5 hlHz and
gT 10 MlHz. That leaves a lot of room for choosing Q and A1 to operate at the optimun
couJpling rate y = c, Q/Al. On the other hand, in order to have a high-throughput system
it is required to have optical sources with narrow bandwidths comparable to t;. This caln be
achieved with the recent progress in building cavity-enhanced SPDCs [471. Overall. although
the loading probabilities that we have obtained in this chapter are under somewhat idealized
condlitions. their values are high enough to make the 5 dB fixed loss used in Fig. 3-2, not an
undli(1ly optimistic. but a conceivably conservative assumnption.
Chapter 4
Quantum Communication with
Atomic Ensembles
As we mentioned earlier in Chapter 1. a key challenge of trapped-atom quantiun memories
is the loading problem, which is due to the weak coupling between a single atom and a. single
photon. On the photon's side. this interaction ca.n be enhanced by confining the photol's
energy in the small volume of an optical cavity. On the atonm's side, this coupling can be
enhancedl b)y employing a mainy-atom system, i.e.. an atorric ensemble. In the last two
chapters, we considered quantumn conmmnunication systems that employed trapped atoms in
optical cavities a.s quantum memories. In this chapter, we switch gears and describe one of
the systems that uses atomic ensembnles as quantumn memories and study its mechanism for
entanglement distribution, a.s well as its repeater and teleportation schemes. This system,
first proposed by Duan. Lukin, Cirac. andl Zoller (termed DLCZ. hereafter) [29), uses the
from-the-memory configuration in Fig. 1-4 to accomnplish entanglement distribution. It is
based on weak coherent pumping of a: Raman transition in each ensemble followed by path-
erasing photodetection. NMore specifically. collective excitation of an ensemble will radiate
a single photon in a. well-defined spa.tial mode. The output miodes from the two ensembles
are then routed to a common location, e.g., via optical fiber, combined oil a 50/'50 beammi
splitter, and detected by a pair of single-photon counters. Because the ensembles are coher-
ently pumped, because the probability that both will emit Raman photons will be very low
compared to the single-ensemble emission probablility, and because the beam splitter coim-
bining erases any which-way information, observation of a photocount on one-and only
one-- detector heralds the entanglement of the two ensembles.
In the following sections we provide a detailed performance analysis for the DLCZ system,
and compare it to that of the MIT-NU architecture. We consider the fundamental limitation
on the entanglement-distribution performance--throughput and fidelity-- that exists for
both the DLCZ and MIT-NU architectures: multi-excitation Gaussian input states. For the
DLCZ architecture, the input states in question are the joint state of each atomic ensemble
and its Stokes-light output. For the MIT-NU architecture, tile entangled-Gaussian input
states are those for the signal and idler beamus of its dual optical parametric amplifier photon
source. We also examine the fidelity achieved by the DLCZ teleportation and repeater
I)rotocols, under the assumnption that successful entanglement distribution has occurreld.
These results, which are original to this thesis. constitute the first complete performance
analysis of the DLCZ system.
4.1 DLCZ entanglement distribution
The DLCZ protocol for entangling two nonloca~l atomic ensembles is shown schemlatically
in Fig. 4-1(a). The two ensembles ----each consisting of Na1 identical atomns with A-level
configurations. as shown in Fig. 4-1(b) --are coherently pummped using a weak, off-resonant
laser such that tihe probability of occurrence of a Raman transition from the ground level
jg) to the metastable level Is), is very low. Because each atom in the left (L) or right (R)
ensemlble is equally likely to undergo a Raman transition, the resulting Ranman photon is
matc(he(l to the symmetric collective atomic mode represented by the operator
SA -
.a
A=7N= )A,, A(.s, (4.1)
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where the sum is over tile atoms in ensemble A, for A E {L. R}. The forward-scattered
Stokes light from such a R.aman transition in each ensemble is routed over arn Lo-kmn-long
l)ath to the midpoint between the locations of the two ensembles. There, the outputs from
these optical channels are combined oni a 50 '50 beam splitter (BS) prior to measurement
by a pair of single-photon detectors. D 1 and D2, whose dark-count rates will be assumed
to be negligible. Assume that the setups for the generation, distribution, and detection of
Ramnan photons are completely symmetric. Furthermore, suppose that only one ensemble
2L,
••••••• •• ~ .... , Channel
Left Ensemble
Right Ensemble
•••••• • • 0 tical
• ~ .... , Channel
Figure 4-1: (a) DLCZ architecture for entanglement distribution. A coherent laser source,
located at the midpoint between two atomic ensembles, induces Raman transitions in these
ensembles. Occurrence of a single click on one-and only one-detector heralds the pro-
tocol's Sllccess, Le., the atomic ensembles are then expected to be entangled. (b) A-level
structure for the atoms in the ensembles: n is the Rabi frequency associated with the off-
resonant (detuning ~) pumping of the Ig) ---+ Ie) transition; and gc is the coupling coefficient
for the Ie) ---+ Is) transition.
undergoes a Raman transition, and this transition is detected by detector Dj registering
a count. Then, because the pumping is coherent and the beam splitter erases which-path
information the two ensembles will be left in the entangled state
where
Na
IO)A == Q9lg)An and 11)A == S~IO)A for A = L, R,
n=l
(4.2)
(4.3)
are the atomic ground state and symmetric collective excited state of ensemble A.
There are a variety of ways by which DLCZ entanglement distribution can err. First,
there is the possibility that more than one Raman transition has occurred, e.g. two tran-
sitions in one ensemble or one transition in each. A single detector click might still occur
in this case. For example, all but one of these multiple Raman photons might be lost
en route to the detection setup, or all but one might fail to be detected because of sub-
unity detector quantum efficiency. Alternatively, if the single photon detectors in Fig. 4-
l(a) are Geiger-mode avalanche photodiodes (APDs)-which are incapable of distinguishing
multiple-photon pulses from single-photon pulses-then the clicking of one and only one of
the two detectors would not guarantee that only one Raman photon had been seen. In all
of these circumstances the DLCZ protocol would announce that the ensembles were now
entangled, according to (4.2), when in fact the joint state of these two ensembles would not
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be given by this expression. Hence any reliance on (4.2). say for the performance of qubit
teleportation, would be unwarranted.
Another reason that the DLCZ ensembles might not be left in one of the maximally
entangled states fromi (4.2) is due to asymIn etries in the system. For example, an imbalance
between the total loss seen by each Raman photon and or different pump power at each
ensemble will strengthen the I1)L10)R comnponeIlt of (4.2) relative to its 0) L 1) R coImponent
or vice versta. Phase mismatch, arising from different pump phases and or unequal acc:umu-
lated phases en route to the detectors, can also severely degrade the fidelity of entanglement
distribution. We will assume that any systematic (deterministic) phase mismatch has been
comlpensated by mneans of additional phase shifters, but we will include a random phase
offset to account for possible errors in this process.
()ther error mechanisms for DLCZ entanglement (listribution include detector dark
counts. which camn masquerade as Ramanat photon detections, and the spatial-mode mis-
match. which arises in a 3D treatment of the atomic ensembles 1481. The dark-count rates of
silicon Geiger-mode APDs are sufficiently low, at wavelengths of interest for several atomic
species. that we shall neglect dlark counts in our analysis. Moreover, we neglect the sub-
tleties that arise in a 3D treatment of the problem by assuming a pencil-shaped ensemble
with ahnost unity Fresnel number (ensemble cross-sectional area divided by the product of
its length and the pumlp-laser's wavelength) [491. We also neglect the effects of spontaneous
emission. whose significance is reduced by the off-resonant pumping and the signal-to-noise
ratio enhancement afforded by the collective atomic behavior 129]. Finally, we assume that
the coherence time of the ensembles is long enough to allow for a few runs of each protocol
in a long-distance scenario 150, 51].
In what follows, we will derive the performIance of DLCZ entanglement distribution
when it is limited by the possibility of multiple Raman-transition events. We start from
the Gaussian entangled-state characterization of the atominc ensembles and their associated
Stokes light. allowing for pump phase, amplitude errors. Tile Stokes light is then propa-
gated through to the detection system, considering prop)agation losses as well as sub-unity
quantum efficiencies. The resulting transformIed Gaussian state is then used to evaluate tile
fidelity and throughput of the DLCZ protocol when we emmploy either noin-resolving photon
detectors (NRPDs). i.e., detectors that are incapable of distinguishing single-photon fromI
multiple-photon events. or photon-number resolving detectors (PNRDs) that can draw such
distinctions.
4.1.1 Atomic-photonic initial joint state
Neglecting spontaneous emission, the joint state of a A-level atomic ensenmble--held within a
ring cavity of decay rate K and pumped for tA sec at Rabi frequency Q and detuiing A---and
its associated Stokes light is the entangled (two-mode squeezed) state [29]:
1 (S i• tan• t h ) 0 ,) |OP)
cosh r ! (44)
r =0
In (4.4), ., and (ip are the annihilation operators for the symmetric collective atomic mode
and the effective mode for the Stokes light, respectively. 0 is the puimp-phlase offset, and
0cosh 1r = exp(2N, g|12 tiA/A H). (4.5)
specifies the squeeze parameter, r. for this state. Our calculations below will rely on an
equivalent specification for this joint state. i.e.. its antinormally-ordered characteristic func-
tion [521:
= exp [ 1,1 ((a L + I•~ ) - 2Re(/•(l(*••, (4.6)
where v = - sinh r exp(iO), p = cosh r. and D•A( () - •c (Y•i*C(t is he antimnormally-ordered
displacement operator. Because k"' is a Gaussian form. we say that 1'0) is a Gaussian state.
Using (4.6). we have that the joint state, /)i,. of the two atomic ensembles and their
Stokes light at the optical channel inputs in Fig. 4-1(a) has the following antinormally-
ordered characteristic function:
XPiflL,(,() L ((,0 ( ( <(RR < X,/ (4.7)
where vA/pA = ~ exp(iOA) and A e {L, R}. Here. OL and OR model the phase offsets
for the left anid right ensembles. respectively. They include the pump-phase jitter as well as
the residual phase shifts accumulated by the Stokes photons along the optical channel. We
will ultimately treat these phase shifts as zero-imean random variables by assuming that a
LR
Figure 4-2: Notional model for the optical channels shown in Fig. 4-1(a). Fictitious beam
splitters are used to account for the loss of Raman photons and the quantum noise introduced
by propagation from the atomic ensembles to the 50/50 beam splitter in Fig. 4-1(a), and by
the sub-unity quantum efficiencies of the detectors appearing in that figure. The detectorr:;
in Fig. 4-2 have unity quantum efficiencies.
phase-compensating mechanism is being employed. For now, however, we will regard them as
known constants for a single round of entanglement distribution. From (4.4), the probability
of exciting a single Raman transition in ensemble A is Pq (1 - PCA)' which becomes PCA « 1
under weak pumping conditions.
4.1.2 Optical channel output
Figure 4-2 depicts our model for the optical channels shown in Fig. 4-1(a). Here, propagation
losses between the atomic ensembles and the 50/50 coupling beam splitter from Fig. 4-
1(a) are represented by fictitious beam splitters whose free input ports inject vacuum-state
quantum noise. Additional fictitious beam splitters are placed after the 50/50 coupling
beam splitter-again with vacuum-state quantum noise injected through their free input
ports-to account for the sub-unity quantum efficiencies of the detectors shown in Fig. 4-
1(a). Thus, detectors Dl and D2 in Fig. 4-2 are taken to have unity quantum efficiencies.
The transmissivity, vacuum field, and output field associated with each beam splitter have
been shown in the figure. We assume that any phase offsets accumulated in propagation for
the left and right arms have been incorporated into ()Land ()R in (4.7). The optical channel
consists of linear optical elements for which we can write input-output operator relations.
Doing that, we then have that the annihilation operatorr:; for the fields reaching the Fig. 4-2
detectors are 1531
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V2&2 =- ,-(Tv' LR + V/1 - ,aVr•)a:2 = -/(ViFJ  + dl-rJRaV1 )
P2
+ r-.V(v1'qT&LL ± V1 'rlLUVL) +- -- ?2hV2
(4.8a)
(4.8b)
where ivL,R and av 1. 2 are in their vaculun states, and aL and aLR are, respectively, the asso-
ciated field operators for the Raman photons originating from the left and right ensembles.
These linear transformations preserve the Gaussian-state nature of their inputs. In partic-
ular, using (4.8), we have that the joint state, f)out, of the two atomic ensembles and their
Stokes light arriving at the Fig. 4-2 detectors has an antinormally-ordered characteristic
function given by
XA Qut ,,•(af . , (p I, (p2)
- "( .-a, \Vr/llF ., 0v',)l +
x exp -(1 -' I1) l 2 -(1 12) 1C2 12]
x exp [-(1- 'IL) I - (1 - 'R)¢ 22]
where
Then, by employing (4.6) and (4.7) in (4.9). we get
(4.9)
(4.10)
x. uu((a, ,, ' ( ,p1. 2) = exp rCXl f[( i OLf 2  - L 2- -
-,..Re{eio~ *., } - 6Re{f(+(P* }
-r R -* , ( R 1 2 .~ 2 ] (4.11)
-,.RR elje (1) 2, 2 (4.11)
where
-A = 21A 12 = 2/(1 - Pc) . (4.12a)
34 = ,/AP c(,A + ((711 4+ 2)/(7712), ( .12b)
"tA = AcaA , (4.12c)
-= (11 - 712)/(171'1/ 2), (.4.12d)
for A = L, R. Therefore, we can think of the comiplex vector [(( , (p-, (. (,] as a zero-
mnean Gaussian randoni vector whose covariance mnatrix can be determnined from (4.11).
see Appendix B for details. In our subsequent analysis we will use this fact to evaluate
probabilities of interest via Gaussian moment relations.
The output density operator can be written in terms of its respective antinormally-
omrdelred characteristic function via the following operator-valuted inverse Fourier transform
relation:
2 L &
Polt / fd bN( ()•N(SR- (R)
.x 7/ VA 2 ( , p"a  (1p2)DN (l 1, (1 )DN (p2 2) (4.13)
where D) (i,. () -- e- te(*½ is the normally-ordered displacement operator. and J'12(
S/'fd(,.dl(. where (,. and (i are. respectively, the real and imaginary parts of (. We use this
convention throughout the paper.
4.1.3 Measurement modules
The occurrence of a detection click on one, and only one. of the photodetectors DI and
D2 is used to herald entanglement distribution in the DLCZ protocol. We shall consider
both non-resolving single-photon detectors (NRPDs), which are incapable of (listinguishing
multiple-photon pulses fromi single-photon pulses. as well as photon-number resolving dle-
tectors (PNRDs), which are capable of mnaking such distinctions. The latter. which were
not conmsidered in the original DLCZ protocol, allow suppression of error events that were
undetectable with NRPDs. i.e., the PNRD version of the enta ngleinent-dist ribiut ion proto-
(ol heralds entanglemient distribution when exactly one photon is detected by the { D1 D2 }
pair.
Let Al1 and hl 2 be measurement projectors on the joint state space of the &1 and &2
modes that represent DLCZ heralding events in which detections occur on D 1 and D2.
respectively. For example, Al, in the NR.PD case. implies the detection of a single click
(one or more photons) on detector D 1 and none on detector D2 : in the PNRD case this
operator implies the detection of exactly one photon on D, and none on D 2 . From these
descriptions we get the following explicit forms for fAl and AI2:
| 1) 1 1(11 - 10) 2 2 (01, PNRD
All = (4.14)
(It - 10) 1(01) ; 10)22(01, NRPD.
S= 0)1 1(01 11)22(11, PNRD (4.15)i l0) 1 (0I A (I2 - 0)22(01), NRPD,
where ji and 12 denote the identity operators for the 1i and e2 modes, respectively.
Suppose that the DLCZ protocol (with either NRPDs or PNRDs) has heralded entangle-
ment distribution, based on observing a click from Dj and no click from Di, where i, j = 1, 2
and i : j. The post-measurement joint density operator for the two atomic ensembles, ppml,
caln be found by projecting with A~j. tracing out the photonic variables, and renorma.lizing,
viz.
trl,2(P P (4.16)
where
Pj = tr(/,o,,t.l) (4.17)
is the probability that the conditioning event Ali has occurred. The total probability that
the DLCZ protocol heralds an entanglement distribution is then Pherald = Pi f P2 . Note
that Pherald is not the probability that the atomic ensembles have been placed into tilhe
entangled state |I4j) if Aili has occurred. The success probability, Psuccess, for creating this
entanglement is
Psuccess = Pi (I01ippm, I 1) + P2 (2 Ppm2111, 2), (4.18)
i.e., the heralding probabilities, Pj, must be multiplied by their associated fidelities, Fj-
(ýV) pmjlIj), for successful entanglement distribution. These fidelities will be less than
unity, because of higher-order (multiple-photon) components in the input state 3in-
In the remainder of this section, we shall find the post-measurement states. {Ppj }, the
heralding probabilities, Pj }, and the fidelities of entangleinent, {Fj }, for DLCZ entangle-
mient distribution. Both PNRD and NRPD systems will be considered.
Photon-number resolving detectors
It can be easily verified that for any single-mode annihilation operator a and complex variable
(, we have
(0|IDN(&, ()I0) = 1 and (1IDN(, C()l) = 1 - 112 . (4.19)
Using these results. together with (4.13) and (4.16) plus the PNR.D cases from (4.14) and
(4.15). we get
=Ppn L J J- - DN(L, bJ )Db(SR, (a )
i 7r1 71"
x /7 "r J(( ) 1 (-)pu(L (p2)1 (i- pj2), (4.20)
whence, by means of (4.17) and the identity tr(DN(&, )) = 7ra((),
P = / " '(,01 '. (p p2) - Ip.j 12) (4.21)
The above integral can be evaluated from moments that are directly identifiable from the
Gaussian characteristic function in (4.11), and we obtain (see Appendix B for details)
PJ = 1 (1- L ±+ IR - 2(-1).6 for j = 1.2. (4.22)
1172(0LOR - 62) j( 0L 3R -62)
In tilhe special c-ase of a synimmetric setup. in which i L = '11, ll = 12. OIL = OR. and
Pc, = P - Pc, the preceding expression reduces to
(1- pc)2 '/spc
-P (/sPc + 1- pc) 3  for j = 1,2, (4.23)
where 7,1 = rlLr/1 is the system efficiency. In this case Pi = P2 holds. owing to the symnnetry
of the optical channels and the measurement miodules. More generally, 7/1 = 112 inmplies
Pi = P2 , because this condition suffices to make D 1 and D2 photon detections equally
likely.
Non-resolving photon detectors
Similar to the PNRD case, we start from
tr[bD(. () (I- 10) (01)] = (() - 1 (4.24)
along with (4.19), (4.13), (4.16) plus the NRPD cases from (4.14) and (4.15), and obtain
= - DN( SL, (L) bN(R, ~R)
x /d . (i /d) •P''( ,~,p 2 ) (26(pj) - 1). (4.25)
where
P d( d0p2 0. - t (0 p1.~2) (26(j))- 1)
4 4
ifor i,j = 1, 2 i = j. (4.26)71i( L+ /3R - 2(-1)j6) 71j1g2G'3L3R - 2
For the symmetric setup, the above probability simplifies to
P- = - p)p . for j = 1, 2. (4.27)P =(r , + 1- p )2,
As was the case for PNR.Ds, l/I = p12 is again enough to ensure that Pt = P2 . Comparison
of (4.23) and (4.27) reveals that Pj for the NRPD case is higher than Pj for the PNRD
case. This is to be expected, because the heralding events included in the latter probability
are a proper subset of those included in the former. None of the heralding probabilities
depelnds on the phase offset, because our measurement modules are only sensitive to the
photon number. The impact of phase offset will appear when we calculate the fidelity of
entaanglement.
4.1.4 Fidelity of DLCZ entanglement distribution
The DLCZ fidelities of entanglement realized with PNRD and NRPD systems are
FJ - ('O Ij| pnm 1'ij)
I= 1•. d (I - (1 + ( L1) JC 2 /2)
Pi 7 7 , +
x 7 Jr Jd a4(C, (f Cpl, 2) (1 - j 2) , (4.28)
for j = 1. 2 in tile PNRD case, and
FS = 1 Jd_ d 1 -(iaL+ (-I) a /2)
x /( .r f PA pCa .Ca ,( -.,p2 p)( ~( ) - 1)) (4.29)
for j = 1. 2 in the NRPD case, where we have used
1(a,, + (-1)Jll( 
2
(L) 'ID( L, ( ý )DN(SR,) I J) = 1 - 2 (4.30)
Both (4.28) and (4.29) can be evaluated via. moment analysis firom the Gaussian nature of
(4.11), yielding
F = [9'q(1 - PcL)( 1 - PCR)/( 4 Pj)]
X(rlLPcL + TIRPcR + 2 /LPLcLqRPR cos(OL - OR)), for j = 1,2. (4.31)
where for each detection scheme we use its corresponding heralding probability Pj. Note that
FjP) is identical for both PNR,D and NR.PD systems. This can be qualitatively justified
as follows. Fj is the conditional probability of a successful entanglement creation given
that a heralding event has occurred. Hence, FjPj is the joint probability of successfully
loading the ensembles in state 10/j) and the occurrence of the M1j event. This joint event
occurs when one---and only one-of the ensembles undergoes a single Raman transition to
produce exactly one photon, and this photon is detected by photodetector Dj. Photon-
number resolution is not required for detecting a single photon, therefore both PNRD and
NRPD systems have the same likelihood of a loading success. It follows that the success
probability. P1uccess. is the same for the PNRD and NRPD systems, so in Appendix B we
will only present a derivation of (4.31) for the PNRD case.
The fidelity in (4.31) is independent of which detector has clicked, provided that the
detectors have the same efficiency, viz. 11 = 172. IIn this case. we have Psuccess = FEPherald
where FE -= Fl = F12. (Here, the subscript E emphasizes that we are concerned with the
fidelity of entanglement.) This means that the lower heralding probability of the PNRD
system. relative to that of its NRPD counterpart, is exactly compensated by its higher
fidelity of entanglement.
It is interesting to compare the behavior of the NRPD and PNRD fidelities of entan-
glement as we vary key system parameters. For this purpose, it is easier to consider what
happens in the synunetric case, when everything is identical for both ensembles and their
corresponding Raman photons. We then have
P~uccess = 2l/p,:(1 - I)c . symmetric setup (4.32)
anid
S('spC + 1 - pJ)3, PNRD
FE-.,s~yni = (4.33)
(1 -c)(lPc + 1 - PC) 2  NRPD.
The success probability of a synnnetric setup. given by (4.32), can also be obtained by the
following simple argument. A success occurs whenever one aIind only omne-- of the ensembles
produces a Raman photon and this photon is detected. 11n (4.32). Psuccess is the product of
p1c(1 - pC) (the probability of one excitation) times 1 - p~ (the pro)ability of no excitations)
times i7,/2 (the survival probability for one photon) times 4 (the number of possibilities, all
equiprobable., for emitting a single )photon and getting a detector click).
From (4.33), we see that both the PNRD and NRPD FE expressions app)roach (1-pC) •
1 - 3pc for Pc <K 1 as the system efficiency il, approaches zero, this limit is in accord with
preliminary results reported in the DLCZ paper 1291. In1 Fig. 4-3(a), we have plotted FE
versus qtl for the PNRD and NRPD systems. From this figure we see that the PNRD system
realizes perfect fidelity in the ablsence of loss (q,. = 1). whereas FE - 1 - p(, for lossless
operation of the NRPD system. Figure 4-3(b) shows that the NRPD system is more sensitive
to excitation prob)ability (p,.) variations than is the PNRD system. For pc < 1. both systems
approach perfect fidelity, but significant fidelity (legradations occur for larger values of p,.
~
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Figure 4-3: Fidelity of entanglement, FE, versus (a) system efficiency, T}s, and (b) excitation
probability, Pc, for DLCZ entanglement distribution. In both (a) and (b), we assume that
the system setup is symmetric.
Indeed, from (4.33), we find that the NRPD system has zero fidelity at Pc = 1, whereas the
PNRD system achieves FE = T}~. Overall, in a practical operating regime in which Pc ~ 0.01
and T}s ~ 0.01 - 0.1 prevail, the PNRD and NRPD systems have very similar entanglement-
distribution performance. This is important because NRPD technology is more advanced
than PNRD technology.
4.1.5 Asymmetric setup and state preparation
DLCZ entanglement distribution in an asymmetric configuration can be looked at in two
different, but interrelated, ways. The first, which is the approach we have taken in deriving
(4.31), is to quantify the asymmetry-induced fidelity loss with respect to the maximally-
entangled (singlet or triplet) states. Deviations from complete symmetry, however, will
make one path more probable than the other, and/or introduce relative phase terms. Hence,
the pure state for the two ensembles that is the best fit to their post-heralding joint density
operator is, in general, a partially-entangled state of the form dL11) LIO) R+dRIO) L11) R, where
dL and dR are functions of system parameters. This leads us to the second point of view,
i.e., finding the most-likely (maximum-fidelity) pure state for the asymmetric setup. The
answer to this question provides us with a prescription for preparing the two ensembles in
an arbitrary partially-entangled state. In Appendix B we show that the fidelity-maximizing
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state is
|jinLPL -+J- I1)LIO)R + (-1)jei( OR- L)
%/1]LPcL + TIRPcR
x 0RPR IO),l)R, for j = 1.2, (4.34)
V/TILPcL + 7IRPCR
and the fidelity maximum that it achieves is
Fj,max = max (Vj ^lPpi,.j ',0j) mlax
/ij(1 - pci)(1 - PcR)(1'LPcL + RPc) (4.35)
2Pj
for j = 1, 2. This is an intuitive result. The joint probability that Dj clicks and that
this click heralds successful loading of the state [oj)jmax is jFj,,max, which is given by the
probability, pCL, (1 - PCL)(1 - pIR), of having exactly one excitation in only the left/right
ensemble times the probability. rTijrL/R/2. that the associated Raman photon is detected by
Dj.
A similar argument holds for the maximum-fidelity state in (4.34). Here, the ratio be-
tween the probability of being in state 11)L IO)R rather than in state 0J)LI1)R is IptckL /I(T1RPIR),
as expected. This ratio does not depend on the (letector efficiencies, because the 50/ 50 beam
splitter gives Raman photons an equal chance to be directed to D1 or D 2. On the other
hand. the coherence between states II)LI0)R a.nd |0)L 1)R is impacted by the phase offset
difference between the two ensembles, as accounted for Iby the term exp[i(OR - 0L)].
Figure 4-4(a) plots tile maximum fidelity versus IL anld I R for the PNRD case. Here, we
assume all other parameters are the same for both ensembles. We see that the maximum
fidelity degrades in response to decreasing either rIL or 71n. Path loss affects fidelity in a
PNRD system when multiple-excitation events are possible because loss allows imultiple-
photons events to masquerade as single-photon events, which can erroneously herald for
success. Therefore. when there is no path loss in a PNRD system its fidelity is unity.
The degradation in the fidelity of entanglement arising from path-loss asymmetry, from
(4.31), is shown in Fig. 4-4(b) to be increasingly severe as either 7rL or 71R teIlds to zero. In
this extreme case, we have almost complete which-path information on a, photon detection:
hence, noting that Fj = I(d") .j •. m i Fi2n ax2 the fidelity becomes approximately 1/2. The
asymptote is slightly less than 1 2, owing to multiple-excitation errors. Greater tolerance
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Figure 4-4: (a) Maximum fidelity, Fmax == F1,max = F2,max, for a DLCZ system with asym-
metric path loss. In this case, the fidelity-maximizing state is partially entangled. (b) and
(c) Fidelity of entanglement (for a singlet/triplet state) versus left-path and right-path ef-
ficiencies, for DLCZ entanglement distribution. In all plots the only system asymmetry is
T/L =1= T/R, and Pc = 0.01, T/I = T/2 = 1 are assumed.
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for path-loss asymmletry occurs at high values of 1lL and JR, with asynmmnetry sometines
increasing the fidelity. Figure 4-4(c) shows this effect in the vicinity of 11L = 11R = 0.7: for
1IR = 0.7 the peak fidelity occurs at Ill, 0.78. This is due to the fact that the projection
I(0 jl|@j)xl is still very (lose to one fo)r {It = ()0.78. i/l = 0.7}, and that the value of Fj,max
evaluated at {y/L = 0.78, rlf? = 0.7} is higher than its value for 71L = -IR = 0.7. On the other
hand, fidelity always decreases if we degrade the system efficiency in either path.
Now let us examine the effect of phase asymmnetry in the absence of any other sources
of asymmetry. Equation (4.31) assumes that OL and OR are deterministic phase shifts.
Although systematic (deterministic) phase shifts may be present in a real system. it is
more important to study the effects of randlon p)liase errors. Presuming OL and 0 R to be
independent, identically distributed, zero-mnean. Gaussian randoIn variables with conunon
variance a~, we obtain
Fe= F,sym [1 ± exp(-= [)]/2, (4.36)
by averaging (4.31) over these phase-offset statistics. It follows that o•• << 1 is a necessary
condition for achieving high fidelity of entanglement in the DLCZ protocol.
4.2 MIT-NU versus DLCZ entanglement distribution
Using (4.32) and (4.33) for the DLCZ protocol, and (3.1) and (3.2) for the MIT-NU archi-
tecture. let us compare the behaviors of the fidelities and throughputs of entanglement for
these two systems. The latter. defined to be RPsuc,:ces, where R is the rate at which either
protocol is run, presumes that there are arrays of atomic ensembles (for DLCZ entanglement
(distribution) or trappe(l-atonl quantuin umemnories (for the MNIIT-NU architectu tire) that are
loaded in succession. In Fig. 4-5(a) we have plotted the fidelities of entanglement versus
the total distance 2L 0 (in kin) between the two atonmic ensembles (DLCZ) or the two quan-
tum inemiories (MIT-NU). and in Fig. 4-5(b) we have plotted the associated throughputs.
The DLCZ curves assumie the following paranmeter values: zero phase offsets: p: = 0.01
excitation probability: Il[ = 'I/ corresponding to 0.2 dB km fiber loss: ll = I '2 -= 0.5. and
R = 500 kHz. The MhIIT-NU' curves assume: zero pulnmp-phmase offsets: IG12 = 0.01: Ilf corre-
spomnding to 0.2 dB km fiber loss: ,,/FF, = 10-o (5 dB fixed loss per sour-ce-to-imenory
pati); F,/F = 0.5: and R = 500 kHz. INote that tPc = 0.01 for the DLC'Z protocol is an
equivalent source rate to IG12 = 0.01 for the nMIT-NU architecture.]
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Figure 4-5: Performance comparison of the MIT-NU and DLCZ entanglement-distribution
architectures. (a) Fidelity of entanglement versus total distance between quantum memo-
ries in km. (b) Throughput (entangled pairs/see) versus total distance between quantum
memories in km. The parameter values assumed in these plots are given in the text.
Figure 4-5(a) shows that the DLCZ protocol has a slight advantage in fidelity of en-
tanglement as compared to the MIT-NU architecture. This advantage, however, may well
disappear due to random phase offsets. In particular, if we let lh and (}2, in the MIT-NU
architecture, be independent, identically-distributed, zero-mean Gaussian random variables
with common variance (T~, then averaged over this randomness the fidelity of entanglement
from (3.2) reduces to
F _ N2 + n2[1 + exp( -(T~)]
E - 4N2 + 2ii2 ' (4.37)
which should be compared with (4.36). Superficially, it would seem that both the DLCZ
and MIT-NU systems suffer similar phase-offset degradations. However, the MIT-NU ar-
chitecture needs to stabilize the pump phases for two co-located OPAs, whereas the DLCZ
protocol must stabilize the phases at a pair of atomic ensembles that are separated by a
long distance (2Lo). The latter task will surely be far more difficult than the former.
Figure 4-5(b) shows that the DLCZ protocol has better throughput-versus-distance scal-
ing than does the i\lIT-NU architecture. This behavior has a simple physical explanation.
The DLCZ protocol relies on one Raman photon successfully traversing a distance La and
being detected, whereas the MIT-NU architecture requires two photons-a signal photon
and an idler photon-to successfully traverse a distance Lo and be stored. It should be
noted, however, that all applications of the DLCZ scheme require two pairs of entangled
ensembles [291. That reduces the effective throughput of the system by a multiplicative
factor of 1/2.
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Figure 4-6: (a) DLCZ quantum repeater protocol. {L1,RI} and {L2,R2} are singlet states.
By pumping Rl and L2 with strong retrieval pulses, we interfere any resulting anti-Stokes
photons at a 50/50 beam splitter. Observing one-and only one-photon at one of detectors
heralds protocol success, viz. Ll and R2 are now entangled. (b) Notional model for the
measurement modules in (a): beam splitters with vacuum-state quantum noise injected
through their free input ports account for all loss and inefficiency effects; the single-photon
detectors are assumed to have unity quantum efficiencies.
4.3 Quantum communication with atomic ensembles
In this section, we study some quantum communication applications of entangled atomic en-
sembles, as proposed in 1291.Given that the prescription described in Sec. 4.1 provides high
fidelity of entanglement ensembles, we will assume that ideal, maximum entanglement has
been established between any two ensembles of interest in the quantum communication anal-
yses that follow. \Ve could, instead, start our quantum communication studies from the joint
density operator for the post-heralded state-found by accounting for multiple-excitation
events by means of Gaussian-state analysis-for each pair of ensembles that has undergone
DLCZ entanglement distribution. It can be shown, however, that such an approach is un-
necessary so long as the overall quantum communication performance is dominated by other
parameters, such as loss in the measurement modules.
4.3.1 Quantum repeaters and entanglement swapping
Truly long-distance quantum communication, e.g. for transcontinental applications, will
require quantum repeaters to enable entanglement distribution over such extraordinary dis-
tances. This can be done by performing entanglement swapping 1311on two pairs of entangled
ensembles in the cascade configuration shown in Fig. 4-6(a). Here, ensembles Ll and Rl
are entangled and L km away from each other, as are L2 and R2, with Rl and L2 being
co-located. Entanglement swapping can be done by performing a Bell-state measurement
(8SM) on ensembles Rt and L2• This measurement entangles the Ll and R2 ensembles-
separated by 2L km-in a 8ell state that is determined by the result of the BSM.
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To i)erforin a BSNI on two atomic ensembles, we use detection of the anti-Stokes photons
that can be produced by pumping the Is) --+ e) transitions in the {R1, L 2 } ensembles. With
strong retrieval pulses we can guarantee the enmission of anti-Stokes (e) - Ig) transition)
photons fromn every ensemble that was in its synmmetric collective atomic state. Because
these photons will be emitted in well-defined spatial modes, they can be routed to a 50 '50
beam splitterl as shown in Fig. 4-6(a) -which is followed by two single-photon detectors
(either NRPDs or PNRDs). Full BSM is not possible using only linear optics 1211. so the
Fig. 4--6(a) measurement schenle can only provide a partial BSNI determining only two - out
of four ---Bell states. Observation of a single click on one. and only one. of the detectors
{ Di}. 12 heralds completion of the DLCZ quaIltumi-repeater protocol. It is therefore a
(c:011(itional protocol, whose fidelity and probability of success will be derived in this section.
Without loss of generality, we shall assume that {L1, RI } and {L 2 , R2} have been placed
in singlet states. and focus our attention on the losses and detector inefficiencies in the
measurement module shown in Fig. 4-6(a). As we did in our treatment of DLCZ entangle-
ment distribution. we shall model the losses and detector inefficiencies by beam splitters, of
transmiissivities tl, and l/, that inject vacumn-state qua ntuum noise through their free input
ports, and take the detectors to have unity quanltum efficiencies, see Fig. 4-6(b). The initial
state of all four ensembles is thus
iir) = 1)L1IO)R - IO)L1 1)R 1)L2 (0)R2 - |0)L 211)R 2  (4.38)
The above state consists of four orthogonal-state terms, each producing all orthogonal state
after passing through the linear module of Fig. 4-6(b)). To find the heralding and success
probabilities of the rep)eater it therefore suffices to find the corresponding figures of merit
for each of these terms. Then. because of symmetry inl the measurement Imodule. the re-
peater fidelity. FR., is just the ratio Psuccess/Pherald. We will use Pij to denote the heralding
probability i.e., having a click on either D 1 or D2 but not both that is due to state
i) j, j)L,2. Then. defining Tlr, - qlcd to be the measurement efficiency, we have
Pherald = (P00 + P1 0  0 1  l P11)/4
Sirr,(2 - qn)/2, PNRD
(4.39)
IN(2 - ,,,/2)/2, NRPD
and
Psuiiccess = (Pol + Plo)/4
= 7mn/2 , (4.40)
where we used
Poo = 0, (4.41a)
PoI = Pio = I,,,, (4.41b)
271,n (1 - 1,,,), PNRD
P11 = (4.41c)
2r7m (1 - r1,/ 2 ), NRPD.
The preceding results show that the main source of error in the system is due to P1 1,
i.e., when we have two indistinguishable photons at the input of the 50/50 beam splitter.
In this case, the L 1 and R2 ensembles are in their ground states after the herald occurs.
and thus the heralding event does not imply a successful entanglement swap. That such
an erroneous heralding c(an occur is due to quantum interference. When a pair of indistin-
guishable photons enter a 50 50 bea.m splitter-- one through each input port- -they undergo
quantum interference that makes both exit from the same output port [541. Now, if we are
using NRPDs. these two photons will reach one of the detectors with probability qi2 and
erroneously herald for success. Note that a PNR.D system (can identify this type of error.
However, if one--and only one---of the two photons is absorbed en route to the PNRDs,
then they too can be fooled into heralding an entanglement swap when no such swap has
occurred. This loss event occurs with probability 2(1- r/c)' q,, + 2 r11dr(1 - 71d) for both NR.PD
and PNR.D systems. The sum of these probabilities results in (4.41c). It follows that the
maximum fidelity, achieved at I,,, = 1. of a PNRD-based repeater is unity, whereas for an
NR.PD-based system it is only 2/3. In general, from (4.39) and (4.40), we obtain
F? = Psuccess/Pherald
1/(2 - q,). PNRD
= (4.42)
1/(2 - r,n /2), NR.PD.
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Figure 4-7: DLCZ scheme for conditional teleportation. Two pairs of entangled atomic
ensembles {Lt, Rd and {L2, R2} are used to teleport the quantum state of ensembles {It, I2}
to ensembles {Rl, R2}' Strong retrieval pulses, which are near-resonant with the Is} ~ Ie}
transition, are used to pump ensembles {Lt, L2, It, I2}, recovering anti-Stokes photons from
every ensemble that was in its symmetric collective atomic state. Detection of a photon
by one, and only one, of the single-photon detectors in each measurement module heralds
completion of the protocol.
4.3.2 DLCZ teleportation
The DLCZ teleportation scheme is a conditional protocol for teleporting a qubit from one
pair of atomic ensembles to another, see Fig. 4-7, [291. It assumes that ensembles {Ll, Rd
and {L2, R2} have each been entangled in singlet states by means of the entanglement
distribution protocol described in Sec. 4.1-perhaps augmented by quantum repeaters to
achieve even longer distances than can be realized by entanglement distribution alone--
where ensembles {L1, L2} are co-located, as are ensembles {R}, R2}, with the latter pair
being a distance L away from the former. The qubit to be teleported is the state
(4.43)
stored in two other ensembles, {It,I2}, which are co-located with {Ll, L2}. Such a state
can be prepared by using the asymmetric setup as discussed in Sec. 4.1.5. Our objective
is to make a measurement that transfers the {do, dl} coherence to the remote ensembles
To accomplish this teleportation, we need two simultaneous entanglement swaps: a
BSM on £1 and II, and a BSM on L2 and 12. As depicted in Fig. 4-7, the required BSM is
performed by the same measurement module used in the DLCZ quantum repeater. Thus,
DLCZ teleportation is conditional, hence it can only be used if {It, I2} can be restored to
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the state I-i,,) when the heralding event fails to occur. In what follows we will sketch a
derivation of the fidelity of DLCZ teleportation,
FT -- P+ RiR 2z (ktot IDot O'ou lt)R1R2 + P- R1 R2 (.it ltPt I VlUt)Ri1 R 2  (4.44)
where P+ is the probability of heralding on {Df, D L } or {D , 2D }, P is the probability of
heralding on { D L . D / } or { D. D L },
1'0ut)RIR2 - doll)RI0)2 di l10 )  1 1) R2, (4.45)
are the desired output states for the {RL, R2 } ensembles, and + t are their actual output
states, conditioned on there being a P± heralding event.
The initial state of all six ensembles is
|in>)j- =(do l1)I 10), + di l0)ý, 1)12) >0 (10) I1)R, - 1)L1 0)R,) /V/2
X (l0) , I|)R2 -I1)L2 I)R2) / . (4.46)
We can quickly home in on the output state &,,,t by multiplying out in (4.46), throwing away
all terms that cannot lead to heralding, and then renormalizing. The resulting "short-form"
input state is
I:1iii)short = - I0)L I1), 1)L 10)12 I1 )R1 I0)R 2dl
-di 1)0, 10)), 10)L 2 1)1 0)R1 , l)p 2
-d1)L1 I1)1, ll)L2 10)12 I0)R, IO)R2
+d 111 10)1 114211)1 |) |)2 (4.47)
The success or failure of DLCZ teleportation- -given that a heralding event has occurred-
can be understood by scrutinizing I~ 'in)short. A heralding event generated by the first two
terms (the good terms) on the right-hand side of (4.47) yields the desired teleportation result,
but a heralding event that is due to the last two terms (tihe bad terms) in this equation leaves
the {R 1 , R 2 } ensembles in their ground states. Physically, it is easy to see what leads to this
behavior. Heralding that is due to the good terms results from exactly two photons being
detected: one from ensemble L, (or II) in the upper measurenent module of Fig. 4-7(a),
and one from ensemble 12 (or L2) ill the lower measurement module in that figure. The
imeasurement- module beam splitters erase which-way information, and thus teleportation is
compl)leted. Now, suppose that we have perfect measurement efficiency (rr1n - 1lc'id = 1) and
consider what happ)ens when the heralding is due to one of the t)a(l terms. In this case three
photons enter the measurement modules: either one each from L1 and I phlus one from L2.
or one from LI and one each from L2 and I2. In either case the {R 1 R 2} ensembles are left
in their ground states, hence the resulting /3 ouit will be outside the Hilbert space spanned )by
I/i:' ) Io R2 . So. whether or not the bad terms degrade DLCZ teleportation fidelity depends
oni whether the measurement modules caln distinguish the good termis in (4.47) from the bad
oliles.
To evaluate the teleportation fidelity, we call use the heralding probabilities we obtained
in Sec. 4.3. 1 along with the distinction we have drawi1 between good and bad termins to obtain
1/(3 - 2,,, ), PNRD
Fr = (4.48)
1/(3 - ,,), NRPD.
where we sed
Psuccess = P1oiP0 /4 = t/11/4 (4.49)
a nl1
Pherald = (Po01P + Pi1Po)/4
1) (3 - 21,,,)/4, PNRD
= (4.50)
tr,, (3 - rr,,)/4. NRPD.
It follows that with perfect measurement efficiencies, the teleportation fidelity of the PNRD-
based system is F7 = 1 and that of tile NRPD-based system is Fr = 1/2. Ini Fig. 4-8 we
have p)lotted FT versus q,, for the PNRD and NRPD cases. Thle NRPD system never attains
high fidelity because of its inability to suppress heralding from the bad terms in I'in)sho,,rt.
The PNRD does realize high teleportation fidelity, but only when its measurement efficienicy
is similarly high.
DI)LCZ teleportation is rather different fromi MIT-NU teleportation. The DLCZ approach
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Figure 4-8: Fidelity of DLCZ teleportation, FT, versus measurement efficiency, T/m.
is conditional, hence it can only be used if the {h,I2} ensembles in Fig. 4-7(a) can be
restored to the state l1/1in) when the heralding event fails to occur. The MIT-NU approach
is unconditional, and there seems to be no fundamental problems in achieving a close-
to-unity fidelity. On the other hand, the measurements required by the DLCZ scheme-
high measurement-efficiency PNRD modules-seem significantly less challenging, given the
current state of technology, than what is needed by the MIT-NU system, viz. BSMs on
trapped atoms.
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Chapter 5
Continuous-time Cross-phase
Modulation and Quantum
Computation
Despite all the interest in developing an atomic quantunm memory suitable for quantumn
c:ompulltation [30, 29, 8. 9], none has succeeded in providing such a basic computational unit.
Tihe trapped-atomn approach is far Inore demanding than can be implemented on a large scale.
Atomiic-ensemble memories are still plagued with short coherence times, and they are not
the best c'andidates for two-qubit operations. Trapped ions are the most promising atomic-
memory technology. but it has been difficult to couple a single photon to a single ion in free
space. These challenges keep the optics-based approaches to quantum computation, which
enjoy the well-developed technology of photonics, still promising and attractive. Photons cain
carry quantum information either in the form of polarization or number of excitations. Using
beam splitters, phase shifters, and wave plates it is possible to generate entangled states, to
performn interferonmetric measurements, and to apply single-qubit rotations. To complete a
universal gate set for quantum computation, all that is then needed is an appropriate two-
(qubit quantum gate such as a cointrolled-NOT (CNOT) gate. For quantum communication
purposes, it is also crucial to build a full Bell-state measurement (BSMI) device. These are
major o)bstacles facing optics-based solutions to quant um computing. because the interaction
between two single photons is generally quite weak.
There are several proposals for realizing an optical CNOT gate. In one approach, we post-
pone the interaction between two photons until the very end, when a measurement provides
us with the required coupling [55, 561. To achieve high fidelities, these approaches either
require highly efficient (number-resolving) photodetectors. and, or their desired operations
are conditional on observing certain measurement outcomes. It is also possible to use hy-
perentangled photons where each single photon is entangled in two degrees of freedom--to
implement a CNOT gate 157]. The hyperentanglement approach, however, is not scalable,
hence it is only useful for few-qubit applications. There is another mnethod, proposed by
Chuang and Yamamoto 158], which relies on a strong nonlinear interaction between two
single photons via, a. Kerr medium. They proposed to use this Kerr interaction to construct
a quantumn phase gate froim which a C(NOT gate can be realized. With recent advances in
cavity QED 1591, photonic crystals 1601, as well as hollow fibers 1611, it may be possible
to provide the very strong nonlinearity demanded by these gates, however, their fidelity of
operation needs to be scrutinized. A recent work by J. H. Shapiro [351, which employs a
continuous-time field-operator approach to modeling the input-output relationship of a Kerr
Imedium, shows that the phase-gate fidelity is at most 2/3.
One last idea. for implementing an optics-based CNOT gate, which will be the focus of
this chapter, is to use a distributed gate in which a single photon interacts with a. bus, which
is carrying a strong coherent beam, via a uweak nonlinear Kerr medium. The bus can interact
with other qubits along its wa.y to accomplish a multi-qubit gate. Using this idea, a. group
of researchers from HP Labs have described a distributed parity gate, and shown how it can
be used to implement a deterministic C:NOT gate 1331. This parity gate can also be used to
realize a. full BSM device. Ideal performance of this gate is achieved under a single-mode
treatment of cross-phase modulation (XPM). It has been shown, however, that to properly
account for the quantum behavior of self-phase modulation (SPM), a continuous-time multi-
mode theory inust be employed 1621. In this chapter, we introduce a similar theory for the
XPM case 1351. assuming that there is no SPM. and we use our new theory to find the fidelity
of the parity gate proposed in [331. The mnain features of our theory are a non-instantaneous,
causal response function for the mnedium, and a corresponding phase noise that accompanies
the output fields. This phase noise is responsible for the degradation of fidelity because its
mean-squared strength is proportional to the response function's amplitude.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes our model for the
Kerr nonlinearity, in which we discuss different regimes of operation. It turns out that in
order to observe a significant nonlinearity imparted by a single photon, we need to operate
in the slow-response regime, i.e., the temporal pulse shape of the photon should be much
shorter than that of the response function. In Section 5.2, we consider a. simple gate in
which a. single-photon pulse induces some phase shift on a coherent-state probe beam. We
then describe the parity gate operation and find, for the first time, its fidelity in the ideal
case of no loss, no dispersion, and no SPhI using our continuous-time multi-mode imodel.
5.1 Continuous-time cross-phase modulation
In this section, we describe the continuous-mode model for XPM, first introduced in [351.
This model applies to the Kerr interactions that occur in a length of a macroscopic material,
e.g. an optical fiber. Hence, input and output fields are best modeled by traveling waves.
Whereas discrete modes are used to model the light confined in a cavity, for a traveling
beam. or. equivalently. when the length of the cavity tends to infinity, it is imore appropriate
to employ a continuous-time formalism 1381. In this formalism, we associate with each
frequency w an annihilation operator 5(w) for which we have
[P(w). &t(w') = 6(w - WJ'). (5.1)
The positive-frequency field operator associated with a. +z-going plane-wave electric field,
in a well-defined polarization, can then be written as follows [381
E(z, t) = i dw 4 WocA(w)e - (t - / c ),  (5.2)
where A is a finite cross-sectional area of interest. The limits of integration in (5.2) are from
0 to oc. However, assuming that our optical source is narrowband. with central frequency
L0o, we can extend the integral's limits to run from -oc to +oc. Moreover, we can normalize
E(z, t) by i Vhwo/(2EocA) to obtain a photon-units positive-frequency field operator
E(t) = w )e- (5.3)
where we have replaced t - z/c with t. For any constant value of z, using the narrowband-
source assumption, there exist an extra phase factor exp(iwoz/c), which will be taken into
E p(t) ----... -. E;J(t) = ei~/,(t)eiJil'(t) Ep(t)
Cross-Kerr
Nonlinearity
Es(t) ~ L-- .....~ Es(t) = ei~s(t)ejlis(t)Es(t)
Figure 5-1: ~vIodelingthe cross-Kerr nonlinearity using input-output field operators. Here,ts and tp represent phase noise operators, and PSI p is a function of the probe/signal beam's
flux operator as well as the medium's response function.
account when needed. E(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of a(w), and therefore, using
(5.1), it can be seen that it has the following commutator with its adjoint
[E(t), Et(t')] = c5(t - t'). (5.4)
For our later calculations it will be useful to write our field operators in terms of a discrete
set of basis functions:
where {<Pi} is a complete orthonormal set of functions satisfying
J dtc/Ji(t)4>j(t) = c5ij,
Li 4>'[(t)4>i(t') = c5(t - t'),
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)
and ai = J dtc/J'[(t)E(t) is a discrete-mode annihilation operator, which satisfies [ai, a}] = c5ij.
Equation (5.5) provides us with a prescription for converting a continuous-time field operator
to a sum of discrete-mode operators, where each mode has a pulse shape orthogonal to that
of the other modes. We will use this formalism frequently in forthcoming sections.
Now, let us begin consideration of the Kerr medium. We will assume that there is no loss,
no dispersion, and no SPM in this medium. Furthermore, we denote the input field operators
by Es(t) for the signal beam and Ep(t) for the probe beam, whose respective output field
operators are E~(t) and E~(t); see Fig. 5-1. Then, the input-output relationship for this
material is as follows [351:
(5.8)
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where we have suppressed the group delay, and
fs(t) - f drh(t - 7)Ef (T)Ep(r)
Fp(t) " fdTdh(t - k)ES,(r)Es(T) (5.9)
give the XPM phase shifts on the signal and the probe beams, respectively. K is the XPM
coupling coefficient, and h(t) is a causal response function, which has been normalized to
satisfy f dth(t) = 1. Equation (5.9) is in accord with our semiclassical understanding of
the Kerr effect, in which we assume that the nonlinear operators responsible for the Kerr
effect are proportional to the photon-flux operators. However, in order to make the theory
self-consistent and to preserve the following output commutation relations
[E'(t), E (t')] = 0. J, K = S, P,
[E,(t), E (t')] = 0,
[E (t), E (t')] = 6(t - t') K = S,P. (5.10)
we need to consider two Langevin noise operators. These noise operators stand for the cou-
pling of the traveling light to the localized oscillators that typically represent the molecular
vibrations in the medium, and result in Hermitian phase-noise operators (s(t) and ýp(t).
The coupling coefficient between the light and the corresponding reservoir mode at frequency
wv turns out to be proportional to H-(w), where
H() dt h(t) sin(wt) (5.11)
should be non-negative for w > 0, so that all the damping coefficients are positive. Further-
more. (5.10) requires that 135)
[ýs(t), (p(u)] = iK[h(u - t) - h(t - u)]. (5.12)
In thermal equilibrium, ýs(t) and ýp(t) can be taken to be in zero-mean joint Gaussian
states with the following symmetrized correlation function
(K M) K(u) + ýK(u)1K(t)) = / -- Hi(w) coth[hw/(2kBT)] cos[w(t - u)], K = S, P,
(5.13)
where T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin.
The above model for XPM raises several questions. First of all, why do we need a non-
instantaneous response function? What happens if we assumne h(t) -* 6(t)? Secondly, why
is the phase-noise variance nonzero even if T - 0? Finally, how strong is the nonlinearity
imparted by a. single photon? In the next subsections, we provide answers to the above
questions.
5.1.1 Instantaneous response function
When two classical fields co-propagate through a cross-Kerr effect medium, each induces a
nonzero phase shift on the other that is proportional to the inducing field's strength. To
understand this classical behavior in the context of the quantum theory for XPM suppose
tha.t
h(t) = 1/A t<A. (5.14)
0. otherwise.
and assume that the input fields are in coherent states IEs(t)) and IEp(t)), for which
EK(t)(EK(t)) - EK(t)IEK(t)) and IEK(t) 2 < ~c. for K = S,P. The phase noise term in
(5.8) is not affected by the input pulses, but we expect that an XPM signature from the
input signal beam should appear in the (ci pt)) term of tile average output probe beam.
However. this is not the case for an instantaneous response function as shown below
(eiip(t)) = exp [ dr Es(r)12(eih(t-r) - 1)]
= exp[• dr EsI(T)12(eih/A - 1)]
1, as a --+ 0 (5.15)
where we have used the following formula [381
exp [Jdtg(t)Et(t)E(t) = N exp [/dt(eg() - 1)t()t)(t) }, (5.16)
(a)
(b)
Figure 5-2: Photon-number preserving Feynman diagrams contributing to the phase noise in
a Kerr Imedium. In these figures, dashed lines represent matter excitations with frequencies
Q close to a resonance of the mnedium.
where l { f(Et,. }E) is the normally-ordered form of operator f in which all creation operators
stand to the left of all the annihilation operators. This result is in conflict with experimnen-
tally observed lata for XPNI, and therefore, an instantaneous XPNI is not p)ossible. The
expected delay for XPMI in optical fibers is on the order of 1 10 fs 1621.
5.1.2 Phase noise at T = 0 K
If the phase noise is due to molecular vibrations, we may expect that at T = 0 K, there
should not be any noise. However. from (5.13). we can see that in this limit we have
( = (/7 dwHi() > 0. K = S. P. (5.17)
where the inequality follows because the frequency response associated with a real-valued
causal impulse response cannot be purely real. and Hi(Lw) > 0 for w > 0 is intrinsic to our
quanlitum model for XPM.
The reason for this behavior can better be understood by considering the three )photon-
munber preserving Feyninan diagrams. shown in Fig. 5-2. that are responsible for molecular
vibrations in our Kerr medium [162]. At high temperatures, all these processes contribute
eveiinly to the phase noise term. At low temperatures. however, the first process is the most
significant scattering process, and it gives nonzero noise variances for is(t) andl (t) even
at 'T = 0 K. Nevertheless, we expect that the optimumn Ierformance of ally XP-M-based
system will be achieved in this low-temperature limit.
5.1.3 Slow versus fast response regimes
An essential figure of merit for the application of Kerr-effect XP.M to optics-based quantum
computation is the amount of phase shift induced by a single photon. In the field-operator
formalism, a single photon in the signal pulse can be represented( by the following state
|1)s = i dtl(t)I1t),s. (5.18)
Here, Ilt)s is a multi-mode state that represents a single photon at time t; it satisfies
Es(t')llt)s = 6(t- t')10)s. where 0)s is the multi-mode vacuum state for the signal beam.
|I(t)l2 is the probability of observing this photon at time t, and therefore f dtl5(t) 2 = 1.
Equivalently, we can use the non-continuous formalism introduced in (5.5). We just need to
build up a complete orthonormal basis, for which 6i (t) = 0(t), using well known methods
from linear algebra. Given that we have such a basis, I1)s represents a state for which &it is
in the number state 11),,. and all other operators in (5.5) are in their vacuum states. Now.,
the average phase shift introduced by this single p)hoton on the probe beaml is given by
KcIPF'([)) / (1710(7) 12Ci,0 T) (5.19)
where we have again used (5.16).
It is interesting to study the phase-shift behavior in two extreme cases. The first regime,
which we call the fist-responsc regime. is for photon pulse shapes whose full-width at half
imaxiilinu (FWHNI), To, is much longer than that of the response function. A. In this case,
the response function., (t). behaves like an impulse function that picks a sinall portion of
the pulse shape and pIrodluces a phase shift pIroportional to that pIart. To clarify this point
let's consider an example. Suppose h(t) is given by (5.14) and TO > A. Then, from (5.19)
and Fig. 5-3(a). we have
(1P ii,(t)) 1 - AIQ(t)l 2 + A(,iN/AI6(t)j2
= 1- Al(t)12(1 - Ci0 -;/A)
1 _ I K<(t)l 2  /A << 1
C -i 1 (1)12 K,'10(t)1 2 << 1. (5.20)
(a) T (b) T
Figure 5-3: A schematic of (a) fast (~ « TO) versus (b) slow (~ » TO) response regimes.
In the slow-response regime, we can impose a time separation th between the signal and the
probe pulses in order to maximize the nonlinear effect.
Now, if the probe pulse has the same duration, TO, as the signal pulse, the above result
implies that the average phase shift would not be uniformly present over the pulse shape.
Even worse, if we consider the point-process picture introduced in 135],we realize that the
point in time on the probe pulse that receives the nonzero phase shift is randomly distributed
with probability density functionl4>(t)12. This property of the fast-response regime precludes
its being used for any computational purposes.
Let's see how things change when we operate in the slow-response regime, i.e., when
TO «~.In this case, 14>(t)12behaves like 6(t - to), where to is the time around which the
pulse shape is centerecl. From (5.19), we then obtain
(5.21)
where we have assumed that h( t) does not change appreciably over a time scale TO Isee
Fig. 5-3(b)l. Now, if the probe pulse shape is 4>(t - t'), then the phase shift induced by our
single photon on the probe's pulse is Kh(t'). We can maximize this phase shift by choosing
t' = th, where h(th) = maxdh(t)].
Given that ~ ~ 1- 10 fs for optical fiber, it may seem impractical to work in the slow-
response regime in such a medium. However, this is the only regime in which a useful
quantum interaction may be seen. Therefore, in our subsequent sections this regime of
operation is presumed. If promising results are obtained, it will then behoove us to find a
Kerr medium with a more useful response timel.
1In the above analysis, we have assumed that there is no SPi\1 in our nonlinear material. It turns out
that even if the SPM effect is present in the medium, it can be suppressed by operating in the slow-response
regime. This SPM suppression occurs when h(t,,)>> hSPM(O), where hSPM(t) is the SPM response function
for the probe beam.
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5.2 Kerr nonlinearity between a single-photon pulse and a
coherent-state pulse
Suppose we have a Kerr mediunm with XPM coupling constant K and a response function
h(t). Moreover, suppose that there is no loss, dispersion. or SPM in this material. We
illuminate this Imediumn by two pulses. a. signal pulse in a superposition of a. vacuum state
and a single-photon state with pulse shape O(t + th). as given below
iQ) , s = (jO)s + 3/ dtO(t + ti,) 1t)s, (5.22)
where I(•I 2 + 1/112 = 1, and a probe beam in a coherent field state I•|po(t)). In the mode-
decomnposition formalism, we can think of the signal pulse as being in the superposition state
IsC) = a|0)(,s + l 1),,. where 17)n, is the Fock state associated with the discrete operator
as - . dti*(t + ti, )Es(t). Similarly. the probe beam c(an be taken to be in a coherent state
14,p) = (•p)a,p associated with the discrete operator hp -- J dt5*(t)Ep(t). All other input
modes are in their vacuumn states. The time shift between the signal and probe pulses results
in the signal's inducing the maximum nonlinear phase shift on the probe pulse in the slow-
response regime. The goal of this section is to determine the output density operator for
this simple gate, which is a building block for the parity gate that will be introduced in the
next section.
In order to find the density operator, we pursue the same procedure that we used in
the previous chapter by first finding the normally-ordered characteristic function for the
output fields. Here, however. the situation is more complicated because we are dealing with
continuous-mode operators. and therefore, the parameter ( should in general be a continuous
function of time. However, for operation within the slow-response regime, it is sufficient to
employ the non-continuous picture, characterized by the his and ^ip modes, for the input
field operators. i.e..
Es(t) = 6(t + th)is + vacuum-state modes (5.23)
Ep(t) = O(t)&p + vacuum-state modes (5.24)
because the slow-response condition ensures that the output field operators will then obey
E',(t) = 6(t + th)eigs(-t;)eipS(-h,) + vacuum-state modes (5.25)
E'(t) = ,(t)ei'P(O)eCiP(o)Lp + vacuum-state modes. (5.26)
The joint normally-ordered characteristic functional for the outpult field operators E'~(t)
anId E'l(t) is
,v(( (t). P (()) - (edt ;(t)Ek' (t) f dt(p(t)E0 (t) C- f (It (t)E' (t) C- fdt( (t)E' (t) . (5.27)
However, if f (dt(*(t))(t + th) = 0 or 'dt(*(t)O(t) = 0. then we are averaging over the
vacuumi modes, whose normally-ordered characteristic function is unity. Hence, the only
parameters for which the value of X,v((s(t), (p(t)) is nontrivial are (s(t) = (sQ(t + tl,) and
(p(t) = (po(t). An equivalent characteristic function to (5.27) can then be obtained using
dliscret:e-mode operators
Sei'(--th)ei/ (--t)ls (5.28)
'p- (iýF'(O)eilp(O)N,. (15.29)
where
[s(-tt,) = i d•Ih(-tI, - T)Et(T)Ep(T)
whll(-t,) jdrEt()Ep(7)
= Kh(-th)•ii •p = 0. (5.30)
and similarly.
ftp(o) OIt3 ,s. where 0 - h(th), (5.31)
where. in both (5.30) and (5.31). we have omitted number-operator terms for modes that
are in their vacuum states. Equation (5.30) reflects the fact that the probe beam does not
phase shift the signal pulse, because it lags the signal pulse in time and the cross-Kerr effect
is causal. On the other hand, the signal pulse induces a I)hase shift 0 on the probe beam.
as shown in (5.31). Our new characteristic function will then read
xN((s, CP) - (L'sL' LpLs).
where
s = e-' = -( exp[iAs(-th)]ais,
L' = e .(• = eC(s" exp[-i4s(-th)],
Lp e-( = e- xp[ip(O)] exp[it(0 sixpias]A
,~( e(pa = epa', exp[-i p(O)] exp[-.ioe.hasI ]
(5.32)
(5.33)
(5.34)
(5.35)
(5.36)
Our strategy for calculating XN((s, (P) is as follows. We first take the average over the
initial signal and probe states by finding LpisI4s) 4p). Then we convert the phase noise
operators into classica.l random variables, which remain intact until we average over them
in the next section, when we calculate the fidelity. Finally the output density matrix is
obtained by finding the inverse Fourier transform of the characteristic function. Given that
|I'Os) has at most one photon, we have
Lsl~ s) = (1 - (eis ( -'')') ((iO)a + 3 1)as)
(5.37)
which results in
Lp L sp)| ps) = e~-(exp~p[ip(O)] exp[iO a slaplt p)apLse s)
=- e - exp[i P(O)]exp[iOra s]a - *i-th)) O)as + i[1)as] 'P)
= -( exp[ip()] P)
+ pe - ( pop exp[ikp(O)] exp[iO] I1 a s I Op). (5.38)
Similarly, by finding the Hermitian ad.joint of the above equation and replacing (K with
-(/K. K = S, P, we find
K(' PI (S ILIsLIP (s (O(p| (* + (si*e-ids(-th)i) ejro* exp[-iZp(o)]
(5.39)+ s, (1( p~aPp*,e(p( ex p [- i•p(0)] exp[-iO]
From thle preceding equations, we obtain
(V12C-2imn{a p(* exp[i.p(0)]}
(S 2/ [/232 -iýs (- Ft),-2im{] p(fexp[i]p(0)]} i~s(-t; )
+ • 2e -2ihnm{rp( ,exp[irp(O)] exp[iO]}
+ S (.(s j-i•s(-tz ) - 2ilhn{p(,C exp)[ip(0)]}
(, * / p--2i1m{ ,,p(*, exp[i~p(O)]} i.s (-ti ) (5.40)
Now. ,using 4eBA - = exp,(A3A - 1) (see (3.13) in 1631). we have
-•2i[lm{1 p(1, exp[i&p(0)] exp[i0]} (5.41)
where in the last equality. we used the following well-known formula (see (3.20) in [631)
,.\+HB = CeA B C if [A, [A. B]] = [b, [A, b]] = 0. (5.42)
to interchange the order of e-iýS (-th) and ei eP(O). Plugging (5.41) into (5.40). we find
+ (((1 -CP) ( 2 ) 2 • i[{-2im•f•l epXpi exp[i)]PexI)]}
+ d3*C(K*Sis(- (- tI ) - 2i1lm{j p(r exp[i•p(o)]})
- *: , <ts(-2im{op(* exp[ip (0)]} ei.;(-t))O
where the averaging is taken over the phase-noise terms as(-nt,) nd &p(0).
(5.43)
In order to
perform the averaging in (5.43), we will rewrite the I)hase-noise termis in a normally-ordered
forum by introducing an annihilation operator b• whose quadrature components are the Her-
'' 1 ' L pL s O, p),)s)
,ut IP J•:SIL " '^~
= exp c-id(t, 1Wln I}i,() eds-;I,-i,:( Irl ~-2inl~tp~T, F~xpi~p()]) s (-tl, )
1I2[AB] =_ BeA ,1/2[AB4.
mnitian operators bi - Re{i} = ýs(-th)//IV and )2 - Imh{} = ýp(O)/V". Because
[.s(-th), ip(0)] = iO. we see tha.t b satisfies [b, bt] = 1. Moreover, because s and ip are in
a. thermal state, that will be the case for 6 as well. As a consequence, if N (bfb), then
( - h= (2 (O ))
= (2N + 1)0/2 (5.44)
h / -Hi(w) coth[hW/(2kBT)]. (5.45)
In our new formalism, we can replace (f(bt)g(b)) with (f(,3*)g(3))3, where (e),3 denotes
statistical averaging over ; di 31 + i/f3 2 , which is a. classical, zero-mean, circular-complex
Gaussian random variable with variance N. Using this fact along with (5.42), we obtain for
arbitrary complex parameters A and qj
= (eA'bt )'Ab,'"/2-,I, r eb ( -,"tr12/2)
(.(,X'-,l')bi(,X'+r I')t eA'2/2-rl'2/2-, '.
S(eAiI:•q r#i3e -" - A20 1/ -l f 2 0/_l - AijiO/2\ p V i 1p =V20
- (eXi(,'+:s) e7i(di+'r P)e-AiO/2 )3 3 p,:s.yles^•
= e -XAiO/2 (eAigs eI) )s,{ . (5.46)
where ys and -yp are independent, identically distributed, zero-mean Gaussian random
variables with variance 0/2, that are statistically independent of is and 3ip. In (5.46).
K 3 K K+ -hy. for K = S. P. are independent, identically distributed, zero-mean Gaussian
variables with variance NO + 0/2 = (T2.An interesting observation is that for nonzero values
of A and rl, there exists a nontrivial phase shift e- A'rie/2 even if the phase noise variance aT2
approaches zero. This is a. consequence of the non-commuting phase noise operators ýs(-th)
and (p(O).
The above formula makes it possible to handle the phase-noise averaging in (5.43). In
particular, for the first two terms in (5.43) we have
(K - 2i hni{? exp[i~p(0)] }) (K- e exp[i~ p(O)l]e.* exp[-ip (0)])
S( " (rn)ip(0)
n =0 nm =0
nK =0 2iI n =0
= (-2i lmj-{ exp[i& I}
where = (p( for the first terIn. and 7 = ap( exp(i0) for the second termi. Similarly,
for the third and the fourth terms in (5.43). we have
(C,-iF ; (- t,) , - 2illn{ exp[ip (0)]} S -0__ i <(-s(-t,,) c(n--,)ij (0)n! tilrr
n =0 rn=0
(- " __ •-,e•s~ (r -m)ip • (r- r,)ilO/2 .
n =0 m =0
= -iýS C - 2ilm{exp[i(p+0/2)]} (0.48)
and
(e-2i IhI{ exp[ifp(O)] }ciis(-tf )) _= cis(-t 1, )2i mJi{1' iexp[i(p(0)+O)] }}
= e-2i hnlm{ exp[i((p+0/2)]} }C <s )..& (5.49)
where '7 = ( p(* in both cases. Then, it is easy to verify that the following density matrix
corresponds to the characteristic function \x((s, CP)
+) 2 ) KI )a, Vp" I
+ I 121, 1),2 (11 X I( (Vp i( l+O)) (1, ( (pc (ý p+O)I
+ *3 I a 1), (() |( p ia (p+0/ 2 )) ( + /2 )
+ •o, ' |o))(IC (11 x | p i( 0/2) ), (n PC/ i('+0/2) )l .,., (5.50)
The final averaging over the classical variables will be applied later. when we calculate
the fidelity of the parity gate. It is interesting, however, to note that the density matrix
predicted by) a single-mode treatment of the XPMI is not identical to the a)bove density matrix
(5.47)
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Figure 5-4: An optics-based distributed parity gate that uses a weak cross-Kerr nonlinearity.
Alice and Bob encode their qubits (single photons) in horizontal and vertical polarization
modes. The polarizing beam splitters (PBS) guide the Alice's horizontal beam and Bob's
vertical beam to a Kerr medium in which they interact with a coherent-state probe beam.
As a result of this interaction, they may induce a phase shift () on the probe beam. The
-() phase shifter deterministically changes the probe's phase, and the final beam splitter
(B8), with near-unity transmissivity TJ, models a displacement operator that we need before
performing a photon-number resolving measurement.
calculated at {s = f,p = 0, i.e., zero-variance phase noise terms. Whereas the first two terms
ill (5.50) also appear in the density matrix associated with a single-mode treatment, this is
not the case for the last two terms. The reason for this difference is the extra phase term
that appeared in (5.46) because of the non-commuting phase noise operators for the signal
and the probe beam.
5.3 Parity-gate fidelity analysis
Using the interaction between a single-photon pulse and a coherent-state pulse, described
in the previous section, a group of researchers in HP labs have devised a distributed parity
gate, from which a CNOT gate can be realized 133]. A parity gate accepts two input qubits,
let's say in the general form l1Pin) = ,Bo!ll)AB + ,BlllO)AB + ,B2!01)AB + ,B3100)AB, and it
gives us a classical outcome, which heralds whether the output state is the even-parity state
,Bolll)AB + ,83!00)AB or the odd-parity state ,Bl!lO)AB + ,B210l)AB. Figure 5-4 shows the
optics-based parity gate, proposed in 1331. that uses a weak cross-Kerr nonlinearity. In this
scheme, Alice (A) and Bob (B) encode their qubits in two orthogonal polarization modes
of single photons, let's say horizontal (H) and vertical (V), but only Alice's H mode and
Bob's V mode interact with a coherent-state bus mode. A single photon on Alice's H mode
will impart a phase shift () to the probe beam, as will a single photon on Bob's V mode.
Because of the weak nonlinearity, ()« 1. However, if we have a strong enough probe beam,
it may be possible to distinguish between even and odd parity states.
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To better understand how the parity gate operates, let's first consider a single-mode
treatment of its operation, as presented in 1331. Suppose that the bus (probe) beam is in a
coherent state ]agp)p, and Alice and Bob are initially in the state i3olHH)AB + "j1HV)AB +
*32 VH)AB + .~ 3VV)AB. Each of these terms induce a different phase shift on the coherent
mnode. For instance,. if Alice and Bob are in tile state IHV)AB, that imposes a. phase shift
20 on the p)robe beam and takes it to jape 2i0)p. After the phase shift -0 and a -ap
field (lisplaceient provided by injecting an appropriate coherent state at the final (highly
transmitting) beam splitter, we end up with the state Qap(e"i - 1))p. Doing a similar
calculation for all other input terms. we find that the following output state is present
iInnmediately before performing the photodetection:
I,0aut) = (30 IHH)AB + i33IVV)AB)IO)P
+ iIHV)ABR(ap(e in - 1))p + ,32 VH)ABlO(p(e - i - 1))p
(io|IHH)AB + '.3|IVV)AB)O)P
+ ,3 IHV),ABkiOap)p + 321VH)A1B - iO0'p)p. 0 < 1. (5.51)
Suppose that the number-resolving detector has unity lquantum efficiency, and that the
coherent-state strength is such that exp)(-0 2 1(jp12) < 1. Then, if our detector's output is
zero counts. we will assume that Alice and Bob are in the even-parity state
=3oIHH)AB + 331VV)AB 
-[I'o)AB = (5.52)
v 1I,3l( + I:123F
because X(01 + i0acp) 2 = exp(-<02 1ap 2 ) < 1. If we detect n > 1 photons, the post-
ineasuremient joint state for Alice and Bob is as follows
k p(n|I /out)
3 1 P(nhi0ap)pIHV)AB + :32 p(en - iOaP)pIVH)B 0 < 1
v/tr[p (ntk)out) ('out li ) p]
311HV)AB (-1)"/3J2VH)AB
i312 + 1 (5.23)
where we have use(l p(nja)p = (r'e-l12/ 2/V•7. . When n. is an odd integer, we can apply a
7r-rad phase shift to make all the n > 1 observations result in the oldd-parity output state
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(/311HV)AB + 321 VH)AB)/ V/I312 2+ /212.
As a figure of merit for system performance, we calculate the success probability, i.e., the
probability of being in the desired state I 1,)AB upon detection of In photons in the probe
beam for n > 0. The total success probability is then given by
ePPsItc I • P(0lAB( 1 n (out)l 2
71=0
= Pven + Podd, (5.54)
where [*] denotes the Bloch-sphere averaging,
P"..(.,'7 1 = IP(OIAB(,o J l 1,,,.t)12
- o012 + ± 3312 = 1/2 (5.55)
is the average success probability for the even-parity case. and
Podd = IP(f ALB ('lnr I'out) 2
rn=1
(iOap)'ne-o2j0P 2/2 P) e -02 1 ap 12/2 2
-Ej3 AB('nI,, 1 (CP -2 /HV)eAB + ,/•2 I/2IVH)1 B2
= B H31 V)AB+32 |VH)AB
((lj3 2 + I12± ) iO2 p12e-7•(""!"/1,.!
,n=1
1 - e - o2In,2
=2 (5.56)2
is the average success probability for the odd-parity case.
The above single-mode treatment of the cross-Kerr effect implies that by forcing lcap I >>
1. we can achieve a near-unity success probability. In the opposite limit of O8apI < 1, the
success probability approaches 1/2, because, in this case, we have no chance of distinguishing
between the odd- and even-parity states in I|•ut). The single-mode model, however, does
not account for the causality-induced phase noise that we described in our continuous-time
theory. To evaluate the fidelity of the parity gate, for the slow-response regime continuous-
time theory, we enmploy the formalism introduced in the previous section. For simplicity, we
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assume Alice and Bob are in a tensor-product state I|!A) IJB), where
kI)A) = a10)4A + ,3 11)A and 1I'0B) = (O'0)B + A' 1)B, (5.57)
and
O)K = O)K, K=AB,
I1)K = J'dt(t+th)llt)K, K = A,B. (5.58)
Here., 1)K, K = A, B, represents the qubit that has nonlinear interaction with the probe
bealn. Hence.
!0)A = IV)A and 11)A = IH)A
JO)B = JH)B and l1)n = IV)B. (5.59)
The probe b1eaIn is in the time-shifted coherent state I p (t))p that receives the maximun
nonlinearity from Alice's and Bob's qubits. Then, the output density matrix for Alice, Bob,
and the probe can be obtained using the density matrix in (5.50) twice: once for the Alice-
probte interaction andl once for the Bob-probe interaction. Note that the density matrix
for the state associated with field operators E4(t) and E'p(t) is given exactly by (5.50),
by replacing the S subscripts with A's. From that point, the probe beam could possibly
be in four different coherent states, given by (5.50), where for each case we can employ
(5.50) again to obtain the output density matrix. The final step is to replace acpe i' with
rVp((ei (2-O) -1) to incorporate the effects of phase shifter and the displacement operation. The
final density operator is then given by the following equation, in which all states correspond
to one of the output operators '4 = J dtO*(t + th)EA(t), aB = J(dtO*(t + th)EB(t), or
'", = . o (dt).()E'(t):
,,,, ^(00) + 12 11)AA( (11)
APB((O. 3, oi. 3') = Ka20)AA(oP P + I3|21)AAl!ppB
+ */3pe4j1)AA(0jA +af iA|0)A (I A) (5.60)PPB PB
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where
p = 1 310)BB(•0 p(ei() - 1)) (p(ei( -) 1)
P + '*r'ei( 1)iB(0l 2 ap(ei r p-0 2) _1) ~ p(ei(ýE-0/2) 1)
+ '3'*e-iH 1|0)811 (ii . p(l((~E-O /) - 1)) Kap(ePi(P-/2) - 1) (5.61)
1 1a'j2 10)BB(Oj :2p(eZP -1)) -f P(e 1)
±) I3'1)(l )B,(91 x cV' P - 1)
+ 1'*3'ei12 I1)BB(0OI I ap(ei(ýP+0 2) - 1)) P Iap(ei((P+9/2) 1)
± a e-i•0)BBe (1 X ei(F- 1)) p(ei(P - 1)/ (5.62)
[PPB P)PB - 10 ) B B (Ol 1X(p(e'(ýP /2 ) PP (1/ \P (e'P
+ jj,21) BB(1 ap(e i(&p+0/2) - 1))P (KP(ei(ýP+0/2) 1)
+ V*3I ei3Ell)BB(01 x ap(ei - 1))pp (ap(eiEP - 1)
OBBl+ ' *-e0)V(1 p(eiE- 1)PP (ap(eiP -1 (5.63)
and the above average is taken over the phase noise terms (ý, ýB, and (p, which are
statistically independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables with respective variances
(T = 0. = 0.2 and (Y2 = 2 2.
Using the above density matrix we can easily find the heralding probability for detecting
n photons in the probe beam:
P7. = tr(p(nrlAPBPB p), (5.64)
as well as the success probability upon detecting nt photons in the probe beam:
P,,F,, = p(njAB('n(,,1APBI-'ý,,)ABI t)P, (5.65)
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where, from (5.52) and (5.53), the desired state I|,)AB upon detection of n photons is as
follows
S3a'I10)AB + af3'0O1)AB 
_ 3a'IHH)AB + a3'IVV)ABI|"o)AB (5.66)/la'T 2 + Id a 2 ~/ '2 I 2'-+ Ia
and
.A 133'I11)AB + (-1)"aa'100)AB _ 3'IHV)AB + (-1)nt|ljVH)AB
=n)AB it > 1./-Icýa'l2 + l,/31F 2  /t WFI2 + 23•ý
(5.67)
F,, denotes the gate fidelity in the event of observing n photons. Using (5.64), tile heralding
probablility is given by
P,, = (Ia'1 2 + I/ ,3f12) f,(p, )
+ (,p'31 2+ ± a'3 2)f,(IPp,O), (5.68)
where
fn(afp, 0) = f,(ap, -0) - p(ntaP(ei(p+O) - 1))p 2)
J= K (e i ( P + O) - 1) )2n -ap(e (±p +0 - 1) 12
|ap(ýp+O)j2 " +K l ), e- l(P( P+O))2 up + .
n!
j p 2 n pe- o2IaP l2 /( l +2a,Iap2 )
n! 1 + 2 F•apj2
where Y is a Gaussian random variable with mean 0/(1+ 2a 2ap±2 ) and variance /(1 +
2cr p2ap). Similarly, using (5.65). we obtain
PoF 0 = I0'I +l'/3+2/•2~30'"e'1P-/4iPoFo 12+l',I 2  fo(ap, 0) (5.70)
P -an • = f,(ap,0) + -1)Te a,/4 2l , 2 fn(apO) n > 1. (5.71)
Now. assuming that the Alice's and Bob's initial states are independent and uniformly
(listributed over their respective Bloch spheres, the average success probability for the even-
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parity case is given by
Peven = Po Fo
[a/13'1| + |a'014  2oi3apa''11 2- /4fo(a p. 0). + e-3 
.112 + I2 2 ± IWj312
_ 1 (A + Be-"/1). when ap < 1. (5.72)
1 + 2u 1IaP 2
where
A l +l 0.432 (5.73)
B 1.2+10/312 0.068, (5.74)
and [.] denotes Bloch-sphere averaging. Similarly, noting thaIt - fn (ap, ) 1 -
fo((cp, 0) and Z~l (-1)7 •f,,(o.p, 0) = fo( v/2a, ) - fo((tp, 0), the average success proba-
bility for the odd-parity case is given by:
Podd = F Pn ,
A 1-=1
1 p + 0 <0 1. (5.75)
-a 2 2I/32 /2 [fo(vf'i3tp! 0) LIfJU\-t
12/( 1±2a2 I 12)
A - 1I-
-0,2 /4 1 1
14o + pl 2  1+2lap + l 1. (5.75)
The total success probability of the gate is again given by pui,,,ccess = Peve,, +Podd1 . Psuccess
is a measure of how often our gate performs the required task. So, ideally it should be close
to one. That occurs when both of its constituents, P(.ve,, and Podd, take their maximum
values of 1/2. For P,,een. from (5.72), that ideal condition occurs when U2plapI2 < 1 and
ac <C 1. This is in contrast to what we obtained in (5.55) using the single-mode model, for
which Pee,,,,, is always 1/2. For Podd, the second term in (5.75) vanishes for o&"plp 'P 2 < 1
and for 2 1p12 >> 1. and the first term is at its maximum when 921tapI2 > 1. in which
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Figure 5-5: Success probability versus phase noise variance for Inpl = 100 and ()= 20 mRad.
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Figure 5-6: Success probability versus (}Iapl for O'~ = 10-6 and lapl = 100.
case Podd = A = 0.43. Again, this is in contrast to what we obtained in (5.56) using
the single-mode model, for which Podd approaches 1/2 for (}21ap12 »1. The reason for
this difference could lie in what we noticed in equations (5.46) and (5.50) regarding the
extra phase terms due to the non-commuting nature of phase noise operators. Overall,
based on our continuous-time theory for the cross-Kerr effect, it seems that for the optimum
performance of the gate we have to satisfy the following three conditions simultaneously:
2 2 2 2 2() Inpl »1, O'plapl «1, O'p« 1. (5.76)
In Figs. 5-5-5-7, we have plotted the success probability by varying one of the three
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Figure 5-7: Success probability versus the probe parameter lapl for Olapl = 2 and CT~ =
10-4. By fixing Olapl and changing lapl, we are implicitly varying the nonlinearity of the
material.
variables CT~, lap!, and Olapl, with the other two fixed. Here, we have assumed that it is
possible to change the phase variance CT~ without affecting 0, even though both are related
to the material response function. Fig 5-5 shows that Peven is very sensitive to the phase
noise, and it drops significantly if CT~lapl2 > 1. On the other hand, Podd only drops slightly
for moderate values of CT~, and it achieves its maximum value again for large values of CT~.
Its maximum, however, is bound to the value of A = 0.43. In Fig. 5-6, it can be seen
that whereas Peven is independent of 0, Podd requires Olapl > rr/2 to achieve a reasonable
performance. That justifies the use of Olapl = 2 in the Figs. 5-5, 5-7, and 5-8. Finally,
one may be interested in the effect of lapl, as shown in Fig. 5-7. In the weak nonlinear
regime, we need a large value of lapl in order to achieve a sufficiently high value of 021ap12.
That imposes a large amount of phase noise because the value of CT~lapl2 also increases.
However, if we have a material with a large cross-Kerr coupling constant", and a low phase-
noise variance, then we only need a moderate value for lapl. In the extreme case of lapl « 1,
Podd again goes to zero because /o(ap, 0) -+ 1. In Fig. 5-7, we have calculated /0 numerically
because the condition CTp+ 0 « 1 in (5.69) no longer holds when lapl = 2/0 « 1.
So far, we have assumed that we independently vary 0 and CT~. This, however, is not
the case in our cross-Kerr effect model. Because of (5.44), both CT~ and 0 are functions of
h(t). In order to increase the maximum of h(t) while keeping its area constant, we need to
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Figure 5-8: Success probability versus the probe parameter lopl using the double-pole re-
sponse function for the medium at T = 0K and 'Yo --+ O.
make it narrower. That however increases the frequency content of h( t), which may increase
(J~. On the other hand, (J~ <X K and () <X K. Therefore, in order to satisfy both (}21np12 > 1
and (J~lapI2 « 1 conditions, one needs a high ratio of ()2/a}, or equivalently, a large value
for K. This is not a desired behavior for a system that was designed to operate in the
weak-nonlinear regime.
To clarify the above points, let's consider a concrete example. Suppose h(t) is the two-
pole response function associated with the frequency response
J . t n5H(w) = dth(t)e'tW = 2 2 . ,no - W - lW'YO (5.77)
where no is the vibrational resonance frequency of the medium and 'Yo is a damping rate.
It has turned out [351 that the best performance is achieved in the underdamped single
resonance regime 0 < 'Yo/2 < no, for which
t 2: O. (5.78)
Moreover, the ideal performance is achieved when T = 0K and 'Yo --+ 0, in which case, we
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have
d/•wHi(w)= rh.(th)/2, where h(th) = 20, (5.79)
and therefore.
f = (2;/7r) dwHi(w) = s h(t;,) = 9. (5.80)
Figure 5-8 shows the success probability for the ulderdalnped two-pole response at T = 0 K
plotted versus |Ipi at OlapI = 2. It can be seen that the optimum performance of the system
is achieved at a low value of k(tp|, for which IP,,,..sS is only about 0.55. This agrees with
what wgeobserved before. For large values of Itp|, we have that -2p I 2 -- 01(kp 2 - 2IapI
also has a. large value, which, in turn, degrades the even-parity performance. For low values
of kap, Podd --+ 0 as was seen before in Fig. 5-7.
5.3.1 Further discussion
The results shown in Fig. 5-8 demonstrate that our causal, non-instantaneous model for the
cross-Kerr effect precludes the distributed parity gate's achieving high success-probability
operation. One should also bear in mind that the fidelity we have derived is for the ideal
case of no loss. no SP.M. and no dispersion. Each of these issues can by itself significantly
deteriorate the system I)erformance. Moreover, the above performance has b)een achieved
under the slow-response conditions, which makes its practicality and applicability question-
able. However, there are still two other issues that should be addressed before coming to a.
definite conclusion about the parity gate's feasibility. First, within the range of validity of
our modlel, we may still be able to do better if we choose an optimum response function for
our medium. The material's response function h(t) must satisfy the following conditions
hi(t) = 0, for t < 0
.f' dth(t) = 1
Hi(w) > 0 for w > 0. (5.81)
which define a convex set of functions. In this set, we are interested in finding the function
h(t) that maximizes the success probability of the gate. An easier problem is to find the
function h(t) that maximizes the ratio 9/atp. Both these problems are analytically, as well as
numerically, difficult. Even if we knew such a function, it will be difficult to find a material
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which has the desired response function. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to find the
ultimate possible performance of the parity gate using our continuous-time model for the
cross-Kerr effect.
The second issue is the validity of our model when we are dealing with atonmic systems,
possibly under electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) conditions 164], illuminated
by single photons. There are several proposals that use such systems to provide an effective
cross-Kerr nonlinearity for single photons 159, 65, 661. Our model may or may not be
applicable to such scenarios. In our model, we translate what we expect to occur classically
in a pure cross-Kerr medium into a quantum field-operator language. and then, we make it
self-consistent by introducing phase noise operators with appropriate commutators. This is
not necessarily what happens when a. photon interacts with a single atom or a small ensemble
of atoms. In these atom-interaction scenarios we expect to get some pulse-shape broadening,
but how we can relate this effect to our medium response function, is yet to be investigated.
Moreover, if the physical reason behind the phase noise and the non-instantaneous response
function is molecular vibrations, it is logical to ask how much vibrational noise a sinlgle
photon may cause. In other words. if we don't expect that atomic vibrations are at all
significant at a single-photon level, do we need to worry about phase noise or nlot? These
concerns prevents us from generalizing our assessment of the parity gate to all its possible
implementations. The relationship between our model and an atom-based model, such as
those we used for analyzing quantum memory units, is as interesting topic to be pursued,
and it is one of possible routes for extending the work done in this thesis.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Future Work
This thesis has been devoted to analyzing the performance of various distributed quantum
architectures from a system-level standpoint, using analytical tools from physics and en-
gineering. The systeins we are interested in all employ neutral atoms, and some relevant
mietastable levels therein, to store and process quantumn data. This can be accoinplished with
single atoms trapped in high-Q optical cavities, or with atomic ensembles in free-space or
low-finesse cavities. Depending on their energy-level configurations, the atoms can interact
with and store the photon-Inumnber or the polarization-state information from an incoming
light beam. Neutral atoms can also be treated as constituents of a nonlinear mediumn that
enable interactions between a pair of light beams.
6.1 Thesis summary
In Chapter 2, we studied the loading problem for a variety of trapped-atom quantum memo-
ries. We used a system-reservoir approach to model a quantuun-mnemnory system illuminated
by a. single photon. We studied the cold-cavity and the two-level hot-cavity loading prob-
leIns in detail, and we showed that other more complicated configurations, such as A-level.
V-level, and double-A-level atoms, could be reduced to these basic cases. In particular, for
the off-resonant Raman transition in a A-level a.tomi, driven by a single photon on one leg
and a. classical control field on the other leg, we studied and compared two loading muech-
anismls. The main goal of our investigation was to find out about the dependence of the
loading probability on the key system parameters, e.g.. atom-light coupling rate as well as
the input photon bandwidth. In the first approach, based on known techniques for adiabatic
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transfer, we realized that the ideal system performance could only be achieved long enough
input pulses. If we are operating under the two-photon-resonance condition, then the higher
the coupling rate is the higher the loading probability will be. In this adiabatic scheme, the
coupling rate can only be increased, however, by using a shorter cavity, which results in a
more demanding implementation. We proposed and analyzed a non-adiabatic approach---in
which the control field was turned off at the peak of the loading probability-- and showed
that, for a fixed input bandwidth, its performance was optimized at an atom-light coupling
rate that could be lower than what was needed in the adiabatic approach. This optimum
coupling rate approaches zero, although very slowly, as we decrease the bandwidth associ-
ated with the driving photon. A preliminary report of this work has been presented at the
2006 Quantum Electronics and Laser Science Conference [671, and a journal paper is under
preparation.
In Chapter 3, we analyzed the MIT-NU loading problem. The hMIT-NU architecture uses
a pair of trapped-rubidium-atom quantum memories, which are illuminated by the signal
and idler outputs from an ultrabright doubly-resonant dual-OPA source of polarization-
entangled photons. By approximating these outputs as a general biphoton state, we derived,
analytically. the loading probabilities for adiabatic and non-adiabatic loading. In the latter
case. we again observed the existence of an optimumn coupling rate as a function of the
driving pulse parameters. We showed that loading probabilities above 80% were achieveable
at these optimum coupling rates, provided that the bandwidths associated with the input
pulse is narrower than that of optical cavities. This work was also partially presented in
[67].
We also studied the DLCZ system, proposed by Duan. Lukin, Cirac, and Zoller, which
uses atomic ensembles as its quantum memories. We presented the first performance analysis
for the DLCZ entanglement-distribution, repeater, and teleportation schemes that carefully
treats errors arising from multiple-pair emissions and the use of non-resolving photon detec-
tors. Our results show that the DLCZ protocol for entanglement distribution has a better
thiroughput-versus-distance behavior than that of the iM\IT-NU architecture. Because of
the linear optical mno(lule used for performing a. partial Bell-state measurement. the DLCZ
teleportation (repeater) protocol is a. conditional scheme with maximum success probability
of 1/4 (1.'2). The MIlT-NU system is capable of performing a full Bell-state measurement
p)rovided that we can successfully trap and manipulate single atoms in oi)tical microcavities.
11:3
The DLCZ teleportation/ repeater system requires highly efficient photon-number resolving
detectors to achieve acceptable fidelity performance. These results have appeared in 168, 691.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we studied an optical solution to quantum computing based on the
cross-Kerr nonlinearity in optical fibers. This system, proposed by a group of researchers
in HP Laboratories, seeks to realize a, universal set of quantum gates in the optical do-
main. We analyzed the cross-Kerr interaction between a single-photon pulse and a coherent-
state pulse--which is at the core of the proposed scheme for two-qubit operations--using a.
continuous-mnode formalism for the Kerr effect. The main features of our model are a finite
response time for the medium as well as an accompanying phase noise at the output. We
showed that, because of the response function's being non-instantaneous, a. quantum opera-
tion is only feasible in the slow-response regime, in which the durations of the optical pulses
are much shorter than that of the response function. Even in the slow-response regime, the
output phase noise--whose mean-squared strength is proportional to the response function's
amplitude-precludes achieving a high fidelity of operation. These results will be presented
a.t the 2006 Conference on Quantum Communication, Measurement, and Computing 170].
6.2 Future work
There are several directions in which this thesis could be extended. Among them are:
1. The cavity-quantum-electrodynamic analysis given in Chapter 2 is applicable to a va-
riety of other problems in quantum optics and quanituIn computing. Strong coupling
regimes can be mimicked in quantum-dot systems embedded in semiconductor micro-
cavities 171, 72, 731 as well as in Cooper pair boxes in superconductor devices 1741.
Furthermore, qubit teleportation is not the only protocol for quantum communication
126. 27j. For instance, in 1271, one can transfer a quantum state from one cavity to
another by local entanglement, operations, and measurements. In this scheme, there
are two atoms in each cavity; one serves as the main memory and the other as an aux-
iliary, backup qubit. The state transfer is done via a single photon traveling between
cavities. This system has been analyzed using quantum Monte Carlo simulation. It
would be interesting to study the system using the analytical tools we employed in
Chapter 2 to enable a fair comparison with other quanitum communication systems.
2. Single atoms can be trapped in potential wells in free space much easier than in a
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Figure 6-1: A from-the-memory architecture for entanglement di~tribution using en~embles
of atoms with the level configuration as shown in (a). In (b), atomic ensembles Land Rare
assumed to be polarization entangled if one photon is detected at each photodetector.
cavity. Such trapped atoms can be used in controlled single-photon sources [75]. Using
from-the-memury configuration, we can also employ them to distribute polarization
entanglement. It would be interesting to study such systems within our mathematical
framework.
3. Our treatment of the rvlIT-NU loading problem is only an approximation to the real
scenario in which the output of the dual-OPA source is in a Gaussian state. This im-
plies that, for a more complete analysis, we have to account for higher order term~, i.e.,
multiple-photon cases. This analysis of full Gaussian-state loading may be intractable,
but it should be possible to analyze cases with at most two photons each in the signal
and idler beams.
4. One major problem that makes the DLCZ teleportation scheme inefficient is its depen-
dence on the exact number of photons. We can circumvent this problem by switching
to polarization states. One way to do that is to use atoms with the atomic configu-
rations shown in Fig. 6-1(a). In Fig. 6-1(a), we drive the transition Ig) -> Ie) by an
external field; the atom in the upper state can then undergo a Raman transition to the
state 10) or 11),which corresponds, respectively, to the emission of a photon in the hor-
izontal or vertical polarization. Now, by pumping two of these atoms coherently, and
combining their outputs at a polarizing beam splitter 176J,as shown in Fig. 6-1 (b),
one can show that both single-photon detectors will click whenever the two atomic
systems are in the singlet state 1761. Because this scheme requires both detectors to
register photocounts, it can be more reliable than the DLCZ system, which works on
the basis of a single photodetection event. It is foreseeable that this method has a
lower throughput.
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Alternatively, with recent advances in light-matter lqubit conversion 150, 51, 32j- by
which we can transfer the state of a single photon to the collective state of an atomic
ensemble and vice versa--we canil use a memory-to-nmemnory configuration to generate
a photon, whose polarization is either H or V, entangled with an atomic ensemble,
and let this photon load the other party's memory 1321. The entanglement between
these two memories can then be verified by a setup similar to Fig. 6-1(b). VWe can also
use the light-matter conversion technique to absorb a pair of polarization-entangled
photons. This entangled pair cani either be produced by the downconversion process
or by two-photon processes in atomic ensembles 177]. In none of the above schemes.
however, are we capable of verifying the establishmnent of the entanglement without
destroying it.
5. Another issue in dealing with atomic ensembles is the possibility of emitting or ab-
sorbing more than one photon. This precludes us from extending some well-known
techniques for treating single atoms to the atomic-ensenmble case. There is a new
blockade mechanism by which we can prevent the atomic ensemble from absorbing
more than one excitation, thus treat the atomic ensemble as a two-level atom. This is
based on the light-shift imnbalance in a Ramnan transition 1781, and it has been proposed
for realizing quantluin communication and computation systems with atomic ensembles
179]. It would be interesting to employ the techniques that we learned in Chapters 2
and 4 to analyze these systems.
6. As mentioned earlier, our treatment of the cross-Kerr effect in Chapter 5 is applicable
to the nonlinear media, such as optical fiber, whose constituent atoms or inolecules are
bound to their environments, thus inducing p)hoton-phonon interactions. This may not
be the case if we use single trapped atoms 1591 or atomic ensembles 1661 as the source
of nonlinearity. The relationship between our continuous-time formalism in Chapter 5
and the above atomic schemes is an interesting topic for future investigation.
Quantum information science is an emerging d(iscipline whose theoretical progress to
(late has far outstripped its experimental achievements. Although it has not fundamentally
changed our understanding of the physical universe, it has definitely motivated us to look
closer at it. This thesis was an attempt to dig deeper into somie physical phenomena to help
us obtain a imore accurate detailed understanding of their impact on ineutral-atomn based
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qluantiun communication and computation. Whether this refined knowledge will result in
concrete. usefful applications is the main challenge of years to come.
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Appendix A
Hot-cavity Loading: A
Heisenberg-Langevin Analysis
In this appendix, we present alternative derivations to what we obtained in Sections 2.2 and
2.4 for. respectively, two-level and V-level atoms illuminated by single photons. Our new
approach is based on Heisenberg-Langevin (HL) equations of motion, which we introduced
in Section 2.1 for the cold-cavity loading problem. We can easily extend those results to
include any intracavity system that interacts with a reservoir of modes through the linear
coupling term hr JF dw(aLb + bta,) in its Hamiltonian t . where b is the cavity-mode operator
that connects the outside world to the internal systeml. Gardiner and Collett [371 have
shown that the Heisenberg equation of motion for any intracavity operator a can be written
as follows:
a = -(i/h)[a, H%,,] - [a, bt](Kb - v'/Ai,r) + (Kbt - V/-•A,,)[a, b], (A. 1)
where all operators are evaluated at time t, H]ýs, is the intracavity Hamiltonian, and Ai, (t) =
(-i/-v ) f dw exp(-iwt)a,(O). Note that there is a factor -i in front of the integral as
compared to what we had in Chapter 2. This is only for the notational convenience and has
no effect on our final results. The above equation can be derived along the same lines of
derivation that we gave in (2.11) and (2.12).
In the following, we first consider a two-level atom inside a cavity illuminated by a
L(a) Because of the abundance of operators in this Appendix, we denote any quantum operator ei by a.
(b) Unless otherwise noted, we use the same notation that we used in Chapter 2.
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single photon. An HL loading analysis for this problem was performed by V. Giovannetti
and L. Maccone (GM) [801. Their work provides the basis for the other problems that we
consider in this appendix. Thus we begin, in Section A.1, by rederiving the GNM solution,
and then follow, in Section A.2, by extending the solution to the case of an atom in the V
configuration. In the latter problemn, the two atomic transitions are excited by an optical
beanm in an arbitrary polarization state. Finally. in Section A.3, we consider a pair of
two-level atoms illuninated by a pair of photon-number-entangled photons.
A.1 A two-level atom in a cavity with external single-photon
excitation
Consid(er the two-level atom in Fig. 2-2. In order to analyze the intracavity evolution, it
suffices to find the HL equations for b. aee and aT g,. Using (A.1), these equations are as
follows:
b(t) = -(iwo + h:)b(t) - igage(t) + V'_Air(t). (A.2)
tiee(t) = ig[age(t)bt(t) - oeg(t)b(t)]. (A.3)
6.eg(t) = iwaae(t) + ig[,gg(t) - •ree(t)]bt(t). (A.4)
For our loading problem, we assume the Langevin operator is initially in the state given
by (2.1). Then. the loading probability, i.e., the probability that, at time t, the photon has
been absorbed and the atomn is in its excited state. is given by (gee(t)). To evaluate this
average, we can repeatedly use (A.2)--(A.4) until we obtain a closed set of linear equations
that c(an be solved by well-known mietho(ls such as the Laplace transform. The main issue
that helps us get to this point is the fact that there is only one excitation in the whole
system. As a result, there are only certain states that are possible for the intracavity system
as we saw in Section 2.2. For instance, knowing that the atom is in its excited state implies
that the field operator b is in the vacuum state. There is a little bit of subtlety. however. in
dealing with this problem, which can be fornmulated in the following lemma.
Lemma A.1. For any function f(t, t') = fa(t) fp(t) fi,,(t), where f,(t) is an atomic operator,
.fp(t) is a photonic operator (inside the cavity), and fi,, (t') is a function of the input Langevin
opeurator, all in the Heisenberg picture, we have
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(a) (f(t,t')) = ((fa(t)fp(t))c, fji(t')), and therefore, (fa(t) fp(t))c = 0 = (f(t,t')) = 0. Here,
(.), denotes averaging over the intracavity system.
(b) (fa(t)fp(t))c is a function of Aj,. It is zero if (Vi hfa(0) f(0) )1,2) = 0, where
(A.5)
The above three states represent all possible intracavity scenarios: no photon absorption,
absorption by the cavity, and absorption by the atom. For example, b(O)oee(O) takes all
these states to 0, and therefore, (b(t),ee(t)fin,(t')) = 0.
Now, we can start finding a closed set of first-order linear differential equations from
which ((ee(t)) can be obtained. The first equation comes directly from (A.3), which intro-
duces a new term W(t) = b(t)(eg.(t) for which we have (hereafter. we may neglect to write
t explicitly in our expressions)
W = boeg + b&eg
= [-(iwo + n)b - igoqe + V'2Ain] 0 y +±
= -(i(wo - w•a) + K)WI - igOgg~ +igboagbt
= -(i(wo - wj) + K)W + igbtoqggb - igatce
b [iaegy + ig(gg - Oee)bt]
- igboeebt + /'AiraOeg
- igbt aeeb + V/iAineeg, (A.6)
where we used [b, bt] = 1 in the last step. Defining new terms
(A.7)
Ao = -KAo - (wo - w,)AI + Re{Fi(t, t)} (A.8)
and
Al= - A1 + (wo - waa)Ao + 2 g(a,,) + 2gA 2 - Im{Fi(t, t)}
where from Lemma. A.1, (btboee) = 0,
A 2 = bt (ee - g)b) = - (bt(Tggb)
(A.9)
(A.10)
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we have
Ao = 2Re(W) and At = -2Im(W) = i(W) - i(W)*,
I )), i 14z 2) E {Ig) O)b 9) 116b, ie) IO)b}.
aind
Fi (t, t') = 2V K (aeg(t)Ain(t')) . (A.11)
Repeating the same procedure for the above new terms, we obtain (using 6 gg + &ee = 0)
A 2 = -(bgb) - bta gb) + b0teeb) (A.12)
where using (A.2)
bt iggb
-= btaggb)
plus
bta.gg b
b=uggb)
= [(iwo - K)bt + igeg + VAA] cggb
= -(iwo - K)A 2 + ig(W) + AK,,a ggb)
= btgg [-(iwo + K)b - igge + \/-Ain]
= (iw + K)A 2 - ig(lV)* + \9 (bTl(ggAin)
and using (btbba•jg),. = 0 along with (A.3). we have
b eb) = ig bt (agebt - egb) b) = 0.
Using the above results, we obtain
A 2 = -2KA 2 - gAt + Re{F 2 (t, t)}
where
F2(t.t') = 2/• (b(t)((ree(t) - gg(t))Ain(t')) = -2v' (b(t)ig(t)a ,,g(t') .
Among all new terms introduced so far, only F1 and F2 explicitly include the input noise
operator. In fact, because A 0 . A1 , and A 2 . are all initially zero, F, and F'2 play the role
of driving forces for the other terms. For instance, if the noise operator is initially in the
vacuum state. then, F1 and F2 are b)oth zero at all times, and there will be no evolution in
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(A. 13)
(A.14)
(A.15)
(A. 16)
(A.17)
aee(t) according to (A.8), (A.9), and (A.16). This is also the case for agg(t), and we have
(oag(t)) = (o.q(0)) = 1 , no input photons. (A.18)
Now, we derive the evolution of the driving forces and show that they will close the set
of required equations. From (A.11) and (A.4), we have
-Fi(t- t') = iw(aFI(t, t') - igF2(t, t') (A.19)at
Also. fromi (A.17), (A.2). and (A.3), we have
F2(t, t') = (iwo - n)F 2 (t, t') - igFj (t. t') - 4 K A ,(t)rqg(t)Aijr(t') (A.20)
where, from Lemma A.1. (bt(t)((ge(t)bt(t) - aeg(t)b(t))Ai,(t')) = 0. The last term in (A.20)
can be simplified further using (2.15). Now, using (A.18) and (2.15), we get
- F2 (t, t') = -igFl (t. t') + (iwo - h;)F 2 (t. t') - 4Kc(t/') *(t). (A.21)at
Equations (A.8), (A.9). (A.16). (A.19). and (A.21) plus (,,) = -gA 1 , summarized in
Table A.1, comprise a. set of linear equations that can1 be solved using Laplace transforms.
In particular. the driving terms Fl and F2 can be obtained from (A.19) and (A.21) using
the initial conditions FI (0, t') = F2 (0, t') = 0. The results are as follows:
F(t, t') = -i 4g (t') dr4*(r) (e ( -t) _--7-t) (A.22)
and
F2(t t') = -4K(t') / -dTr*(T) (_e(rt) ± 3 e(A.23)
where
K. - i(Wo - W,,) ± '
2
I ± K - i(Wo - W(,)
2 2('
' = K/[n - i(wo - Wa)]2 - 4g2. (A.24)
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Moment Equations Moment Definitions
(•re) = -gAl Ao = (btag, + blor)
Ao = -KA, - (wo - W'a)A, + Re{ Fi(t, t)} A =-i (btage - bog)
Ai = 2g (cr.) + (W,) - w•)n, - KA1 + 2gA2 - Im{ F(t, t)} 2 (t(a- )b
.12 = -gA, - 2KA 2 + Re{F 2(t. t)}) = 2 aa,, g(tg'))
F, (t. t.') = iw,FF (t. t') - i9F'2(t, t') F2(t, t') = -2v/: " (bt aggAji,, (t')>S(F2(t, C') = -igFi(t, t') + (i,, - K)F2(t, t') - 4wh(t'),D*(t)
Table A. 1: The set of moment equations for a two-level atoim in a cavity illuminated by a.
single photon.
Now solving for (ree), in the on-resonance case wo = a,, we find the following result for
the time-dependence of the absorption probability:
(,(t)) ( - /dThIn{Fi(rr)}e - (t- ) -- '(t-) - (t-)
+2 tdT (2g2Re{F2(T, T) } - :gt!Im {F(r r.T) } e•(t-T)
x 2 - e-'(t-r) - (ý'(tTr) . (A.25)
Although it may not be clear at the first glance, the above equation is equivalent to the
compact result that we obtained in (2.27).
A.2 A trapped three-level atom in the V configuration illumi-
nated by an arbitrarily polarized single photon
In this section. we extend our solution for the two-level atom to the case of a three-level
V-configuration atom, as shown in Fig. A-1. A photon in the cavity mode governed by field
operator b+,. corresponding to the o+ polarization. can stimulate the transition Ig) -- 12).
Likewise. a photon in the cavity mode associated with field operator b_. corresponding to
the cr._ polarization, can stimulate the transition Ig) -+ 13). The problem we are interested
in is how such an atom can absorb a photon with an arbitrary polarization. To answer
this question. we follow the same steps we took in the previous section starting with the
intracavity HamIniltonian
H_ = hwo (bb, + bt b) + ha (922 + a33)
+hg (bOag2 + b+02g + btadg: + b- 3g) (A.26)
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A(-) -b+
Figure A-1: A single V-configuration atom illuminated by a single photon with a.n arbitrary
polarization.
where the first two terms are, respectively, the field and the atom HaIniltonians, and the
last termn models their interaction. We a.ssumne all intracavity operators are initially at rest,
and the input field is in a polarization state:
o00) = g) X- b _ )' I ( /dw)(w) 1( 1- + (I W(7 j (A.27)
where 1,),, represents a single photon at the frequency w with the polarization (a.
The parameter we are interested in is the probability of loading the atom with the
following normalized state
Ie) = C12) + 313) (A.28)
or. equivalently, (a(e). Using a similar treatment to the previous section, we can write a
system of HL equations based on (A.26), from which a. set of linear differential equations
can be obtained. In this way, it can be shown that the V-level system behaves like three
two-level systems, one for each of transitions g + 2. g< 3. and 2 -4 3. There is a shortcut
to this approach by introducing a. new basis for the problem consisting of le), If), and Ig).
where
if) = 3*"2) - c*13). (A.29)
Here. If) is an unwanted state: it represents an atom loaded with an orthogonal state to the
desired sta.te Je). We define the fidelity of loading by the ratio ((Tee) /((oee) + (Off)). The
Hamiltonian (A.26) takes the following form in the new basis:
H, = hwobtb + hwaoe + hg (btag± + bce.)
++ ob t + a ± hy byf + b(f g) (A.30)
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where
b = a*b+ +3*b_ and b± = 3b+ - ab_ (A.31)
represent two independent field operators, i.e., [b, bi] - [b b] = 0 and [b, bt] = [b±, bt] = 1.
We can see that the Hamiltonian (A.30) is the sunm of two independent two-level-atom
Hamniltonians. Thus we obtain tile same HL equations, as in (A.2) and (A.3), for the
current definitions of b and ae, respectively, where for the present problem
A, = *A(+) + *A(-) (A.32)
with
A+i (t) - dwe-iWta±(w) (A.33)
and a±(w)ll,,),+ = 6(w -w')jO)R±. where R± denotes the reservoir corresponding to the a+
polarization. There are some additional terms to the HL equations for O0 eg and casq, however.
which arise from the ground state's coupling to both le) and If). We have
(eg(t) = iwaa eg(t) + ig[ogg(t) - 7e (t)](t)]bt(t) - i!bt (t)a7ef(t) (A.34)
ý,9(t) = -ig[rge(t)bt(t) - oeg(t)b(t)] - ig[ogf (t)bl (t) - q(fg(t)bI(t)]. (A.35)
Using the same treatment as in the previous section, we can obtain the same set of
equations as in Table A.1 for (aee). The reason that the ((ree) equations are unaffected by
the additional terms in (A.34) and (A.35) is that the new resulting moments from these
additional terms are all zero. For instance, (bbLao/f) = 0 beca.use if the atom is in the state
le) or If), then there is no photon left in any field operators including b. This results in
lno changes in VW1. and therefore in (A.8) and (A.9). By the same token, (btef/) = 0 which
results in no changes in (A.19). Similarly. (btbbtrgy) = 0 and (btbtq.f) = (bibjryqg) = 0.
which leave (A.16) and (A.21) unchanged, respectively. This proves that these two problems
have the same dynamical evolution as far as average quantities are concerned. Mloreover.
writing the HL equation for b±, we find that it involves a noise operator A'I = ,A,) -aA(- .
which takes the initial state (A.27) to zero. This leaves no dlriving forces in (A.21) and results
in (7.fj/) = 0. It follows that the fidelity of the loading process is unity, i.e., there is no chance
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( I 2)
11)s
Figure A-2: Two two-level single atoms trapped in two similar cavities illuminated by a pair
of photons in an entangled state.
to load the atom with something outside the state space spanned by the desired state le) and
the ground state ig). The results of this section are independent of (a and 3, and therefore
they hold regardless of the polarization state of the input light.
A.3 Loading a pair of two-level atoms with a pair of entangled
photons
Teleportation protocols begin by preparing their two parties in an entangled state. For
scenarios in which two-level atoms are being used as QTMIUs, this entangled state can be rep-
resented by a superposition of ground-excited states. In this section, we study the problem
of loading two atoms with such an entangled state by means of a. pair of photons entangled in
photon nunber, here either zero or one. Figure A-2 shows a. schematic of this architecture.
Each atom in Fig. A-2 can be individually miodeled by a two-level atom Hamiltonian and
the set of HL equations (A.2) -(A.4). The Hamiltonian for the system of two cavities is then
simply the stun of these two (we label the atoms S and I corresponding to the signal and
idler beams of the photon source):
H,, = Hsg + H1. (A.36)
where
Hk = hwob .bA + rlwO(k) + hg(b -+ b±a(k) (A.37)
where a i= li•)k(j, k eC {SI}.
The atoms, cavity operators, and input noise operators to each cavity, A!, and Ai,n
are initially in the following state
I~o) = 1)i 1) • IO|..×O ) dw(wV) a• 1•U)S 0)R, + 1oIO)R. Ii)), (A.38)
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where I 1w)s/ represents a single photon at the frequency w in the signal,/idler beam. Here
we are interested in finding (aee (t)) where
le) = aj2)sll)i + fl1l)s12)i (A.39)
Similar to the previous section, we start by rewriting the Hamniltonian in a. new basis that
will simplify the analysis. We need the ground state ig) = I1)sl 1 ) , the unwanted state
If) = '3*12)sll) - c*ll)sI2)j, and the inaccessible (because only one photon is available)
state Id) = 12)s12)i to complete the basis. In this new basis. the Hamiltonian (A.36) satisfies
He = Heg + Hfg + H(d (A.40)
where
Heg = -iwobtb + liWaO'ee + hgbaeg + hgo.qebt (A.41)
represents a. two-level system between le) and Ig).
Hf, = hwob bi + rWaaiff + hygbifg + hgOt.qfbt (A.42)
represents a two-level system between If) and Ig), and
Hd = 2hwaUdd + hg(bad(f + ,f'dbt) + hg(b±adf" + ,f",db() (A.43)
represents the transitions to the two-excitation state Id). In these equations
If') = 2(v*3*le) + (1)12 - ktl2)(f) = *(12)s11)1 + a*1l)s12)1
If") = (1•12 -_jc12)le) - 2a,3f) = -0a2)sl1)1 + 3|1)sl2)i (A.44)
b = a*bs + 3*bj and b1 = J3bs - tabj (A.45)
are the two independent intracavity field operators. From (A.40), we obtain the following
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HL equations for the above system,
b(t) = -(iwo + K)b(t) - i.qaqe(t) - igaf'd(t) + v-"Ain(t)
&ee(t) = ig[age(t)bt (t) - r7eg(t)b(t)] - 2ig[a*0*9ed(t)bt(t) - (a/3de(t)b(t)]
- (1312 - 1l1 2)i[(ed(t)b(t) - fade(t)bi(t)]
&e,(t) = iwaoeg(t) + ig[agg(t) - cree(t)]bt(t) + 2yaigade(t)b(t)
+ (1112 - aI2")ig.de(t)b (t) (A.46)
where
A,, = *Aý + 3*A() (A.47)
with
Ai( ) (t) - .i / dwe -i t aA.(w) (A.48)
and ak (w)ll')k = 6(w - w')0o)R,. k e {S. I}.
The rest of the game is the same as previous sections. We use the HL equations (A.46)
to find a closed set of linear equations from which (iTee(t)) can be obtained. We use the
same tricks we used in the previous sections to meticulously ma.nipulate all tile moments of
interest. The main thing that simplifies this calculation is the fact that all transitions to the
upper state Id) are forbidden., in the context of the present problem, because there is only
one photon altogether in the input beams, and we start with no photons in the cavities and
both atonms in their ground states. Therefore, all moments of the form (fJpod.), where fr, is
any photonic operator and jz) is any atomic state, vanish. Using this fact, we find that the
same set of equations as in Table A.1 is also applicable to the current problem, and (rce,(t))
is still given by (A.25).
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Appendix B
DLCZ Fidelity Analysis
In this appen(lix, we derive the fidelity of entanglement for the DLCZ architecture. WVe
assumne photon- numbler resolving detectors (PNRDs) are being used in the detection setup,
and we find the fidelity Fj,.d of being in an arbitrary pure state I ),I) = dLI l)L IO) RdR|IO)L I 1)R
after the occurrence of event MIIj as defined in (4.14) and (4.15). From (4.20), and the fact
thlat =(-dID(SL (S, (R )Ld) 1 - Id ,*(, + d ,R12 we obtain
Fj d ( (ya)(| 1 pIj I W/d
= 1 /d( / a (i - d*L( +d*C ( I 2)
xJ / if('t 2 2  , u L (i - | ),12 , PNRD, j = 1,2.(B.1)
where Pj has been obtained in (4.21). The key technique to evaluating the above integral
lies in the Gaussian form of , ! ((R,! ( 1!, (p 2). as described in (4.11). This function can
be written in the following form
x" (L R, (pl: (p2) = (27) 4 tK G(C, K), (B.2)
where
G(p, C) = .(2[•)/2d 1/2 exp (~-, C-/2), (B.3)
G(x, C) = (27r) -7,/2(det C) - 1/ 2 exp (--XC-tx/2), (B.4)
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and x = [xI, . . ., x,]T is a real-valued columun vector. The function G(x, C) represents the
joint probability density function for n. zero-mean Gaussian randomn variables X 1,...,X,,
with covariance matrix C, evaluated at point x. The covariance matrix elements are Cij =
E, { XiXj }, where E, { } denotes the statistical averaging over X 1, ... ,X ,,. With this new
notation, the integral in (B.1) can be written as follows
F 16 =~ etK El1 - di + d( •+l (pj2 ,d, + d*(I 2 I (B. 5)
-1-'l72Pj - - + da
where the factor 'ql12 is due to the change of variables from (~(p, p2} to {(+, (p} Iusing
(4.10). The above moments can be written in terms of the elements of the covariance
matrix K. The latter cain be found by inverting K - , which can be easily obtained from
(4.11). The resulting symmetric matrix has been summarized in Table B.1. It can be shown
that v KiM = Jlr=j2/( 4 O(LaRn). Now, we can simplify (B.5). by noting that
EC fI (I2 + 1(2 ±*EC{(pjI|} = 271
[K55 + K66 + K3:3 + K44 + 2(-1)J(K 35 + K46)]
2',%
= 1. (B.6)
Also, by using the moment-factoring theorem for Gaussian variables, we obtain
E CI(pjI2 L= (ER 12(d* L+ d * R
+ Ec { ( (d L + dRCQ( )± }+Ejj L} dd *+ ,)2
+EC{fI [2}EC {Id JddL +*I C 2} (B.7)
in which
E {(pj(dLja +dR )} = I ((-1)T-,pLd*e L - ?pd*qeiO (B.8)
and
EC { (d(Lf + dr*() } = 0. (B.9)
Plugging (B.6)-(B.9) into (B.5), we finally obtain
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Table B. 1: The elements of the covariance matrix K.
K 11 = K 22 = (1 - PcL)/ 2 + 7lLPCL ('ll + 972)/4
K 24 = K 42 = -K1: = -K 3 1 = ('11 + 1r2) COS OL/4
KI4 = K23 = K32 = K 4 1 = -(7I1 + 112) T 7 Silln 0L/ 4
KI5 = K51 = -K 26 = -K 62 = (711 - q2) /t COS 0L,/4
K 6I = K 25 = K 52 = K 6 1 = (11 - '72) VicL Sill/4
K 17 = K2 8 = K 71 = K 82 = (r2 - 1)v/7lLPcLT1RPc COS(OL - OR)/4
K 1s = K8 1 = -K 27 = -K 72 = (712 - 171) '/1LPcLORPcR sin(R - OL)/4
K:: = K 44 = K 55 = K(;6 = (/12 + 11)/4
K35 = K53 = K 46 = K64 = (71/2 - 711)/4
K 37 = K 73 = -K 48 = -K 84 = (1/1 - 12) \/T COS OR/4
K38 = K 47 = K7.1 = K8 3 = (711 - W72) V 1 RPcj sin OR/4
K 68 = K86 = -K 5 7 = -K = 5 (1/i + '12) TRPcR ('os0R/4
K 58 = K 6 7 = K7 = K 85 = -(711 + 7r2) TRr Sin R/4
K 77 = K88s = (1 - pcR)/2 + IIRPcR(11 + '12)/4
K 12 = K 21 = K34 = K 43 = K 36 = K 6 3 = K 4 5 = K5 4 = K 56 = K 65 = K 78 = K8 7 = 0
F2j= ( -p 1 -pe) ±l + (-1)J R IRdReI j = 1, 2. (B.10)
From (B.10). it can be easily seen that the maxinmumn fidelity is achieved by the state given
by (4.34). Also. by assuming dL = -dR = 1/v/2. we find the fidelities of entanglement for
the singlet and triplet states as given by (4.31). Although we only derived (B.10) for PNRD
systems. one can verify that it also holds for NRPD systems.
The heralding probabilities in (4.22) can be derived from (4.21) by noting that
x"A (•, 0,l C, C2) (27r) 2  tK'G(C', K'). (B.11)
where C' = [(,n.. ., a
3 R 0 -6 0
1 0 On 0 -6
K' = (B.12)
LýR - 2 _ (0 3L 0
0 -6 0 AL
with v'detK = 1/(3L,R - 62). The rest of derivation is straightforward; it parallels what
we have done for the fidelities and will be omitted.
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